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March 28 is anniversary
of Stubblefield's death

Indiana, UCLA reach
final round of NIT

See feature on page 2

Area history teachers
plan spring meeting

See story on page 14

See story on page 2
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News In Brief
'We Are The World' organizer
delighted with earnings to date
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. ( AP ) - "We Are The World," the
fund-raising anthem by 45 music superstars to battle hunger in
Africa and the United States, is a fund-raising blockbuster, its
promoter says. Also, the recording has climbed to No. 2 in
Billboard magazine.
The rating "disappointed me some, but it's hard to be disappointed when you've raised $8 million in the past two weeks,"
said Ken Kragen, who organized the recording.
Kragen, executive director of the United Support of Artists for
Africa Foundation, had predicted the single would skyrocket to
No. 1 in two weeks.
"I can't turn the radio on without hearing the song, and I
haven't been in a store that hasn't said it's the fastest selling
record they've ever seen," said Kragen, who manages such stars
as Lionel Richie and Kenny Rogers.
"From where we sit, it's the hottest thing we've ever seen in
our lives," he said Wednesday.
The record was inspired by a similar effort to aid millions of
drought and famine victims in Ethiopia and other African nations
by British rock stars called "Do They Know It's Christmas::,
The song hit No. 21 on the ratings its first week then leaped to
No. Sits second week. The list is compiled from a national sample
of stores, sales reports and radio play lists, said Carol Henderson
of Billboard.
Billboard marked the record with a bullet, meaning that it's
gaining popularity.
Edging out -We Are The World" for the top slot on the upcoming Hot 100 singles list is Phil Collins' "One More Night."
"World," written by Richie and Michael Jackson, was recorded in an all-night session Jan. 28. It features such stars as Richie,
Jackson, Rogers, Bruce Springsteen, Tina Turner, Ray Charles,
Harry Belafonte, Stevie Wonder, Bob Dylan, Smokey Robinson,
Cyndi Lauper, the Pointer Sisters and Paul Simon. Quincy Jones
conducted.
The USA for Africa Foundation has raised $8.7 million, Kragen
said.

5

Elsewhere...
By Tlee Aheeekseed Press

1

NEW YORK - Bernhard Goetz said he hopes his indictment
for attempted murder will help "end the controversy" by bringing out the full story of why he shot four teen-agers on a subway
train. Goetz was expected to be arraigned today following his indictment by the second of two grand juries to investigate the
shootings.
WASHINGTON - A Supreme Court ruling limiting police
authority to shoot unarmed,fleeing suspects is attracting support
from many law enforcement officials who say they already abide
by the new guidelines.
ST. PAUL,Minn.- A woman who chased an intruder from her
apartment and clung to the windshield wipers of his car as he
tried to speed away says, "I didn't have time to be scared." The
man was captured on foot nearby.
FORT WORTH. Texas - Authorities say a coterie at a high
school including honor students who called themselves the
"Legion of Doom" may have participated in a campaign of
violence against school troublemakers, including the pipe bombing of a car, in a reaction against drug use and crime.
WASHINGTON - House Democratic leaders are making a last
and desperate bid to kill -spending for the MX missile but some
say there is little chance to deny President Reagan victory on a
fourth and final congressional vote.
GENEVA,Switzerland - U.S.-Soviet arms talks today concentrate on medium-range missiles. Soviet delegates say that President Reagan's "Star Wars" project is not negotiable, insisting
that they'll only discuss ways to keep space free of all weapons.
WASHINGTON - President Reagan is appealing to the nation's financial leaders for help in rescuing his embattled budget
plan from congressional attempts to drastically overhaul it.
Today in History
Today is Thursday, March 28, the 87th day of 1985. There are
278 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history: On March 28, 1979, the worst commercial nuclear accident in history occurred inside the No. 2
reactor at Pennsylvania's Three Mile Island power plant. A cooling system malfunctioned, damaging the reactor's core and
causing leakage of radioactivity into the atmosphere.
Today's birthdays: Mormon president Spencer W. Kimball is
90. Former Secretary of State Edmund Muskie is 71. Actor Dirk
Bogarde is 64. Actor Freddie Bartholomew is 61. Former National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski is 57. Senator Frank
Murkowski, R-Alaska, is 52. Actor Ken Howard is 41.
Thought for today: "If you do not tell the truth about yourself
you cannot tell it about other people." - Virginia Woolf
11882-19411.
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Circus coming to Murray

Forest Rangers working with
the Kentucky Division of
Forestry issued 12 citations for
Illegal burning March 15-19 in
the western district. Calllway
County Forest Ranger, Albert
Wilson, is asking for the
cooperation of the residents of
Calloway County in not burning
before 4:30 p.m. in the
afternoon.

edy camel, an unusual act which
received a circus Oscar in
Madrid, will delight circus-goersof all ages.
The feature animal act will be
a terrifying combination of wild
animals, tigers, leopards and
mountain lions, all under the control of Helen, their fearless
trainer.
Acrobatics will also play a
large part of the circus with acts
suctias Tito's Trampoline. Amazing Victor on the high wire,
Miguel Ayala on the low wire, the
family act John and Shan on the
teeterboard and a roller skating
family, the Rolling Diamonds.
An especially courageous act
will be Marguerita. Michelle's
hair suspension performance.
Marguerita's
mother
was
seriously injured doing the identical stunt for the Ringling
Brothers circus and her daughter
is now carrying on the family
tradition.
The performances, under the
direction of ringmaster George
Benson, will conclude with the
death-defying Globe of Death.
The finale act features motorcyclists enclosed in a wire mesh
ball performing intricate and
dangerous maneuvers.
Tying all three rings together
will be the hilarious antics of
Kosco and Company's clowns.
Proceeds from the circus go to
support the many charitable projects of the Rizpah Shrine Temple, including their crippled
children's services.
Tickets are $4 and all seating is
general admission. Circus
organizers urge advance purchase of tickets, which can be obtained at Rudy's, Murray
Chamber of Commerce and

(Cont'd on page 17)

(Cont'd on page 17)

The Rizpah Temple Shrine Circus will bring dazzling and deathentertainment
defying
to
Western Kentucky April 11
through 14.
The three-ring circus, produced by Hamid-Morton Enterprises
of Atlantic City, will open in Murray at the Exposition Center,
Thursday, April 11, with performances at 3:30 p.m. and 7:30
p.m. The performers then move
to Bowling Green for five performances at the Western Kentucky
Ag Center at 7:30 p.m. on Friday ;
10 a.m.. 2 and 7:30 p.m. on Saturday: and 2 p.m. Sunday.
Due to the exceptional demand for tickets already being
exhibited, a third performace
has been scheduled for 10 a.m.
Thursday, April 11 here.
Highlighting the circus will be
animal acts of all kinds, including
Joseph's Bears. Moore's performing elephants, Linda's Terrific
Terriers, the Texas White Horse
Troupe and Anderson's High
School Horses. Charly the com-

Ranger requests
assistance with
spring burning

The idea of fun for all ages especially applies to the Rizpah Shrine
Circus with its family acts. including John and Shane. a teeterboard act. The father and son duo, with mother's assistance, perform intricate acrobatic feats. The circus, produced by HamidMorton Enterprises, will perform in Murray April 11 at 3:30 and
7:30 p.m. in the Exposition ('enter. General admission tickets are
$4 and may be obtained in advance from Rudy's Restaurant.
Chamber of Commerce, Racer Gas Station or any Shriner.

Middle School to receive renovation
By KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
Summer is fast approaching
and soon students will lay their
pencils to rest until next fall.
The Murray School Board is
already looking ahead to the
new school year though and during a special meeting Wednesday evening granted formal approval to renovation work to the
Austin building to prepare it for
the upcoming school year.
In conjunction with the
board's annual maintenance
work to campuses in the district,
which is accomplished in
phases, this summer will see
general renovation work to the
Austin building on the Murray
Middle School campus.

The maintenance work was
recommended by school architect Pat Ginglesand included
a four-fold plan to 1) replace
windows in the Austin building
and install dryvit to the exterior
and interior finish of the
building at an estimated cost of
about $40,000, 2) blacktop an
area behind the Austin building
and extend the service drive
there at an estimated cost of
about $1,500, 31 determine the
EPA's testing procedures for
asbestos and then conduct those
tests on certain structures in
school buildings. An EPA inspector recently toured
buildings in the school district
and made recommendations for
asbestos tests to be conducted,

but Gingles recommended to the
school board that it question the
EPA on the specific type of
testing it requires, and 41 paint
exterior sections of the high
school building, middle school
building, vocational school and
field house at an estimated cost
of about $5,000.
Gingles. upon ecommendalions by school board members,
will also estimate costs for
repair work to interior fixtures
in the middle school building
and also for repairs to the high
school track.
All the work, which received
unanimous approval by the
school board, will be funded by
the school district's special
voted building tax, according to
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subsclibers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger S.
Times by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:50 p.m. Saturday
are urged to call 753-1916 bet.
ween 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours - S a.m.-5
p.m. Monday thru Friday, II
• m.-12 p.m. Saturday

'CLOUDY
Mostly cloudy tonight with
a 20 percent chance of
thunderstorms, lows in the
upper 50s and southwest
winds 10 to 20 mph. Cloudy
Friday with a 60 percent
chance of thunderstorms,
highs in the mid 70s and winds
shifting to the west at 15 to 25
mph.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
Barkley Lake

355.1
355.1

EXAMINE PRIZES. -Pictured above,_ from left, is Jackie Conley, representing the senior citizens
association, fireman Steve Lax, George Hodge. Fire Chief James Hornbuckle and Charles story %tan
ding next to the array of prizes which will be given away in a drawing to be held at the III thi.:rican
Bass Buddy Tournament set for Nlay 25-26 at the Pirates Cove Recreational Complex. Jonathan Creek.
The proceeds from the tournament, which is being organized by Story and Hodge, and the draw logs w ill
be used to host free fish suppers for senior citizens in the city and county, and also for a donation t.) the
underprivileged children's fund. Tickets for the drawing may be purchased from any Blood Riser Bass
Master member. Prizes were donated by Motorguide. Si•Tev. flaws. Berkley and Triline Companies.

superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey, who explained that each
summer the school board approves renovation work in one
specific area of the school
district on a rotating basis.
The school board will advertise bids for the work. with those
bids received to be considered at
the board's April 22 meeting.
Prior to the approval of the
maintenance work, the school
board was shown a 30 minute
KET presentation highlighting
Murray High School in honor of
its winning a flag of excellence
from the U.S. Department of
Education.
The school board was also
shown the final selection for the
high school band's new uniforms
as modeled by senior Rusty
Wright. The new uniforms, as
presented by band director Gary
Mullins, will cost $134 each. not
the original $150 which the
school board had anticipated. A
total of $1,600 will be saved by
the reduction in cost for the 100
uniforms.
Betty Scott, after 25 years of
teaching art at Murray High
School and in the elementary
schools, tendered and had her
resignation accepted by the
school board last night
Although no formal action was
taken, the school board reviewed the recently approved state
graduation requirements as
outlined in the Commonwealth
Diploma. High school principal
Bill Wells and counselor Wanda
Gough explained the school's
current graduation requirements included in the high
school's tri-level diploma.
Wells explained that for this
year's junior and seniors, a
minimum of 20 credits are required for graduation with a
standard diploma, a minimum
of 22 credits for an enrichment
diplom3 and a 'mini-mu-m-0f-23credits are required for graduation with a comprehensive
diploma
The new Commonwealth Diploma calls for a
minimum of 22 credits for
'd gm page 101
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JCPenney Fantastic
• Easter Savings!
Weekend
SAVE 50%
All Women's
Dress Suits

All Plain
All Family
Spring Outerwear Pocket® Jeans

SAVE 30%
All Women's
Dresses

All women's
All Athletic
Dressy Coordinates Court Shoes

•Leather and canvas High-top and Low-cut

SAVE 25%
All Men's
Suits
All Men's
Dress Shirts

All Men's
Sportcoats

All Boy's
Suits

All Boy's
Underwear

All Children's
Dress Shoes

All Girl's
Dresses

All Boy's
Selected Women's
Dress Shirts Dress Shoes

All Leather
& Vinyl Handbags

SAVE 20%
All Pantihose

All Men's Ties

All Men's
Fashion Underwear

All Girl's
Briefs and Bikinis

All Women's
Slips

All Men's
Dress Shoes

Selected Women's Polyl
Cotton Sleepwear

All Girl's
Tights and Socks

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.- 9 p.m.
Sun. 12:30 to 5:30 p.m.

JCPenney

Murray, Ky. ,
Chestnut Hill Shopping Center
Office - 759-1400
Catalog - 759-4080
Prices Effective Thurs. - Sun.
ir.
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IN A
DAllLING
TWO-DAY -EXTRAVAGANT
JEWELRY
SALE
It's a show-stopping, eye-popping, glittering
extravaganza of values. And what a cast! Gold
chains. Fine watches. Fashion earrings and
charms. Brightly colored and wood costume
jewelry. And much more. All destined to make
a hit with you. Or someone special. For a
stellar collection of jewelry at spectacular
savings, come to JCPenney and see us strut
our stuff. We're putting on the ritz, Friday,
March 29th and Saturday, March 30th only.
Layaway now for Mother's Day.

e,

25% TO
50% OFF

25% OFF
Entire Line of Men's and Women's
Namebrand Watches

25% OFF

Sale'8 71 to 206 25 Reg 24 95 to 275
Pu!sar 1 Seiko - Citizens' Caravelle'
Bu!ova - . and T,rrem'

25

°
/0 OFF All watches for men and women
Digitals. analog quartz. day/date. and more. Find your favorite
brand names

25% OFF
and Edco'

All stone rings Designs by DAC'
Over 100 shimmering styles to choose from

25% OFF

All Fashion Jewelry Fabulous
necklaces, bracelets. earrings. pendants. and much more Find
the right accessory for any outfit

25% OFF

All Cubic Zirconia' jewelry Rings.
pendants. and earrings. Fabulous fakes with all the dazzle and shine
of the real thing. At a fraction of the price

25% OFF

All simulated pearls Designs by
Richelieu' make the perfect gift Find necklaces. bracelets.
and earrings

50

0,/s

25% OFF

50% OFF

Entire line to Fashion Jewelry
Sale 1 25 to 31 50 Reg 1 67 to 42 00
Includes Citation . Tempo' . Capri'
Trawl' and Jon St Paul'

14k Gold Chains and Bracelets

,c
geg 2.:
'Sale '
sercentIne
nerrngoone
Includes
and Zidde

OFF All add-a-bead jewelry. Design a
necklace with 14K gold round, or pearl beads or semiprecious stone beads. Add to your collection. at savings
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n
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50% OFF

Ail 14K gold chains charms earrings
pendants. bracelets A golden opportunity to shower her with
golden gifts. from a collection that will dazzle you
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50% OFF

50% OFF

14K Gold Earrings
-Sale 11 48 to 53 98 Reg 22 95 to '0795
Includes hoops sheiis. Ieaves studs cultured
pearls •ana-many other styes

1 4K Gold Charms
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murrame Ky. 42071
Office 759-1400
Catalog 759-4080

.0
Store Hours-:
m.m.
0.-9p.
Mon.-1Sat.0..3
95a.m
M
Sun.
P
.19415 J

C., Plinnay COMPany Inc

Prices Effective Friday and Saturday Only
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March 28 anniversary of Stubblefield's death

I=M1

Nathan B. Stubblefield, Murray's pioneer in radio, died 57
years ago. Starch 28. 1928. To days after his death his body was
found in a little one-room tenant house about 3 miles northeast of
Murray. A marker on the campus of Murray State University
proclaims that he was the inventor of radio. Stubblefield was able
to demonstrate his "wireless telephone" (radio) as early as 1892
to a few friends. His first public demonstration was in January.
1902. One private demonstration took place about 1885. For a time
he was famous in Washington, D.C.. Philadelphia. New Vork and
St. Louis. But he lost it all — money,friends, and fame. His claim
as inventor is based on this premise: He was the first to invent,
construct and demonstrate a device for electrically transmitting
and receiving the human voice and music over considerable
distances without intervening wires. That was radio. Pictured at
right is Stubblefield, third from the left, broadcasting on the
Potomac River March 20. 1902. The steam launch "Bartholdi"
was used for the two-way broadcast to the shore station. Stubblefield labeled the photograph: "First Marine Telephone
Demonstration in the world before the public." His genius has
been recognized by many magazines, two or three books, national broadcasts, hundreds of articles and by the Kentucky
Legislature. The Murrav Broadcasting Station WN BS carries his
initials "S.B.S."
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Contributed by L.J. Morita.

History teachers from region
schedule spring meeting here

Preoident:, Cabinet
Jamie D. Washer, F.I.C.
Field Representative
110 Broach Avenue, S.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Call 753-4377

MEET
JAMIE D. WASHER, F.I.C.
...MULTI-MILLIONAIRE CLUB
Last year,

he sold $6,065,349 in life insurance protection.

At Woodmen. we're proud of him, as are his many friends and customers. His
success is the direct result of personal service, individual attention and great
.detlicationio..lhose he..serves
Because of his outstanding record in providing Woodmen members with life
insurance protection he is being honored by induction into the exclusive
Woodmen 'President's Cabinet
Perhaps he is the professional who can help you determine your life insurance
needs

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
FAMILY Fraternity"

The

HOME OFFICE OMAHA NEBRASKA

-

Kentucky
Western
The
Association of History and Social
Studies Teachers will hold its
spring meeting Monday, April 1,
at Murray Sthte University.
Registration will be at 4 p.m.on
the third level of the Curris
Center and the business meeting
will begin at 4:30 p.m. in the
Barkley Lecture Room.
The program will begin at 5
p.m. with a presentation by Dr.
Kit Wester, director of the
Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center. on "Pre-history in the
Jackson Purchase," followed by
two workshops on archival
resources in Kentucky.
Part of a project sponsored by
the Kentucky Department of
Libraries and Archives titled
"Reflections of the Past" and
funded by a grant from the National Endowment for the
Humanities, the workshops are:
— "Civil War in the Jackson
Purchase," directed by Lon
Carter Barton of Mayfield High
School.
— "World War I Memoirs: Interviews from the Jackson Purchase," directed by Dr. James

Hammack Jr.. director of the
Forrest C. Pogue Oral History Institute at Murray State.
A banquet at 6 p.m. will be
highlighted by an address by
Richard Holland, Paducah
historic preservationist, and
presentation of the association's
Outstanding Contribution to
Teaching Award.
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Holland will speak on "Historic
Preservation
and
the
Classroom."
Membership in the association
and banquet fee combined are
$10. Reservations should be made
by noon Friday. March 29, by
calling the Department of
History at Murray State
(762-2231).
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Murra),. among Nocational
centers set for competition

COLOR TV VALUES TO
SATISFY ANY BUDGET
7
.00fivif
SHOWER OF VALUES

.
1
1

CLEARANCESALE

Zenith Quality at
Budget Prices
MODEL S2544NK
25-inch diagonal transitional styled console.
Nutmet Oak Finish.

3995

Only $5

Region I VICA (Vocational Industrial Clubs of America)
Skills Olympics Contest will be
Friday starting at 1 p.m. at the
Mayfield Area Vocational
Center. This will include contests and leadership skills.
On Saturday, the contests will
be at the West Kentucky State
Vocational Technical School,
Paducah. Vocational occupational skills will begin at 8 a.m.
with the awards ceremony at
1:30 p.m.
Schools participating will be
Ballard County Area Vocational
Education Center, Fulton County Vocational Center, Marshall
County Vocational Center,
Mayfield Vocational Center,
Murray Area Vocational Education Center, Paducah Area
Vocational Education Center
and West Kentucky State Vocational Technical School.
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PRESS CONFERENCE — Murray State University president
Dr. Kala M. Stroup held a student forum-press conference
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Wednesday evening in the Hart Hall coffeehouse. Stroup called
for the forum to give the students a chance to directly express
their views and concerns. Approximately 50 students were present to do so.

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026—CHECK OUR PRICES
11111111111r"--

Only

$34995

2'x'8
4'x'8 ...

59995

Only $

*Gigantic Savings
on 1984 Models..

before the name goes on

Tucker TV Sales & Service
1914 Coldwater Rd.

Hrwandellionstoeletnededilitelle

753-2900
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$24995

ihe quality goes in

8.44
16.97

Cedar or Treated

25 inch Remote in a Distinctive Classic styled
console of richly-grained Pecan.

•

79c
Economy

Shelving
Boards

49c

Per Foot
1"x12"

Alurninurn

Deck Project

Lattice
Panels

MODEL SA2509P

7

BUILDING CENTERS
759-4026

13-inch diagonal slim-line Portable TV.
Video Range Tuning

11!,--1/171

49c
Brown & Ivory Duplex

MODEL S1306C

Only

x's\TREAS

Storm
Door

Treated Pine — Outdoor Wood
Size

8 Ft. 10 Ft. 12 Ft. 16 Ft.

2x4

1.78

2.29

2.89

3.78

2x6

2.60

3.24

4.19

5.50

2x8

3.57

4.31

5.37

.

,

$4497
No. 161
Solid Vinyl

Siding

7.00

$4588
1

4x4

3.79

5.30

6.34

Per Square
40 Year Warranty

8.48
)

Roof
Coating
$999

Landscape
Timbers
$359

Concrete
Mix

5 Gallon

3' 7"x5"x8 Ft.

80 Lb. Bog

$289

4'x8'
Sheetrock
$370
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Contemporary decorator-streamline design
19-inch diagonal Table TV with Super Video
Range Tuning.

2
_7j
Studs

Electrical
Outlet

V

A
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Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
7:30 til 5:00
Saturday
8:00 til 4:00

7594026

'I

SBUILDING
TREA CENTERS

•

MODEL S1906C

at
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One Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky.
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PERSPECTIVE
The stakes
in South Africa
The recent slayings in South
Africa — reminiscent of the
Sharpville massacre 25 years
ago — are a shocking reminder that this troubled country is
lurching toward the precipice.
During the last 13 months of
South African unrest, 242
blacks have been killed and
hundreds more wounded. Once
again, the country appears to
be caught in a vicious cycle:
The fear of repression has
sparked resentment among
the blacks, and the expression
of that resentment has produced even more repression.
Yet, the irony is that Pretoria has made progress in reforming its rigid policy of
apartheid that denies blacks
their civil rights. In fact, President P.W. Botha has angered
his white constituency by calling for some sort of political
accommodation with the
country's black majority. Unfortunately, the government's
incremental changes are on a
collision course with a rising
tide of black nationalism.
And therein lies the dilemma confronting South Africa.
Eventually, the country's 5
million whites will be compelled to share their power or
risk losing everything in a
bloody confrontation with 24
million blacks. The question is
how can this power-sharing be
accomplished without creating the kind of havoc that resulted in Rhodesia following
the replacement of a white
government by black Marxists.
There is scant agreement
among the opposition groups

fundamental rights without
putting the white minority at
unacceptable risk. The best
way to achieve this delicate
balance is for President Botha
to scrap some of the more onerous aspects of apartheid.
Accordingly, the government should abandon its policy of forcibly resettling black
communities. The new constitution should be amended in
order to give black South Africans a voice in Parliament.
The government also should
actively solicit the support of
the country's black political
moderates in carrying out
these reforms.
Such initiatives would be
politically risky insofar as
they represent a clean break
with the past. Yet, unless Pretoria reaches some sort of political accommodation with
the country's black majority,
South Africa will be subjected
to an endless series of violent
confrontations.
Four years ago, President
Botha warned his white countrymen that South Africa
must either "adapt or die."
Time is running out.
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on how South Africa should
eventually be governed. Most
black leaders publicly demand
"one-man-one-vote" in a unitary system, while rejecting
any talk of power-sharingPrivately, however, many of
them concede that such a radical change could ruin the
country by driving out the
Afrikaners.
Thus, it is left to Pretoria to
devise a political formula that
accords the black majority its

•!.x.

by m.c. garrott

Finding a new friend out east of town who
knows about snakes and buzzards roost
It's always good to make new
friends. I met one the other day
— Bill Cope.
Bill lives on Hale Road off 94
East just beyond Elm Grove
Baptist church and not far from
that area of the county known as
Buzzards' Roost. He has been
pretty sick for some time now
and doesn't get far from his bed,
which has been set up in the living room of his home.
Within an arm's length is his
telephone. A TV set is nearby as
is a scale model of a ranch-type
home, made by his 12-year-old
grandson, John Stout.
John is a student at Calloway
County Middle School and had
made the model, landscape and
all, for a class assignment. "He
didn't have room for it at
home," Bill chuckled, "so he
brought it over here. You know
how grandparents are. They'll
find a way. He did a pretty good
job with it, though, didn't he!"
Also nearby is Bill's collection
of ceramic horses. He always
has loved horses. "Been around
'em all my life," he explained,
adding that he was born at 113xter but grew up down around
Hazel.
Bill was 75 years old this past
Valentine's Day — Feb. 14. He
doesn't look it. There's not a
grey hair on his head.
Some of the folks in the community have been sort of looking
in on Bill regularly and attending to some of his needs for
several weeks now. When he
came up on his 75th birthday last
month, they got together and
went out to help him celebrate it
with ice cream and cake. "Best
birthday party I ever had," he
smiled.
In the group were: Bonna

Yates, the director of nursing at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital; Nancy Rose, the
hospital's Hospice director; the
Rev. Darrell Ramsey, pastor of
the First Assembly of God
church out east of town; and
Shirley (Mrs. Ken) Winters, a
volunteer worker at the hospital.
They had a great time helping
him celebrate.
• • •
Bill said he had been one of my
regular readers for a long time,
and wanted to meet me personally. Now, that will flatter a
fellow, believe me. Also, he said
he had read my recent snake
stories, and wanted to tell me
one of his own.
So, when Shirley made one of
her weekly calls on him last
week, I went along. It didn't take
him long to get into his story.
"Actually, I like snakes," he
said, clasping his hands behind
his head and leaning back
against his pillows. "Not afraid
of them at all once I see what
kind they are. Why, I've had
chicken snakes as big as your
arm to become good friends with
me. I really think they knew me
and that I wouldn't hurt them.
And black racers! Boy, they can
really go! All you see is the
grass waving when they go
through it!
"Now, you take a copperhead," he went on. "I don't
mess with them — just sort of
tease 'em until I get 'em real
good and mad and then I'll kill
'em,'cause they like to lay in or
by the paths and they'll hit you
on the ankle as you walk by if
you aren't careful.
"But as long as you've got
snakes around the house, you
don't have to worry about field

mice coming in and all The
snakes will see to that."
• • •
.
hen Bill got into the snake
? ry he wanted to be sure and
ell me.
"One day when my wife was in
town," he said, "I went into the
kitchen to make myself a sandwich for lunch. And, there on the
floor sunning himself as big as
you please in a patch of warm
sunshine was a chicken snake as
big as my arm. He must have
gotten into the house through
one of the holes in the floor
where the water pipes come in.
That's just a guess, but he was in
there anyway."
"I didn't bother him; just
went ahead fixing my sandwich
and eating it — all the time talking to the old snake just like I
would a dog or a cat. When I
finished, I figured I had better
get him out of there before my
wife got home.
"Old buddy,' I told him,'we'd
better get you out of here before
she gets home or she'll throw
both of us out into the road".
"But, when I bent over to pick
him up, he went under the
refrigerator. After I finally got
him out of there, he got loose
again and went under the water
heater. That took a little doing,
but I finally pried him loose
from there and then he got under
the freezer.
"By then, I had lost all patience with him. I guess I was
pretty mad, because before I
knew it I had picked up a poker
and hit him over the head. You
know — I killed that poor old
snake and just because he didn't
want to give up his warm spot
there- on the kitchen floor and
get on out of the house. I've

4Z

always felt bad about that."
We were there about an hour
before we had to head back to
town, but not before Bill pinned
Shirley down on when she'd be
coming back.
Then turning to me, he said,
"Now you come back, too, M.C.
We'll get in the car and I'll show
you Buzzards' Roost and tell you
enough about this part of the
county to keep you writing for a
month!" I didn't doubt it for a
minute.
• • •
See in the advance publicity
for the Jesse Stuart Writing
Workshop this summer at Murray State University that John
Ed Pearce will be handling one
of the sessions.
An excellent writer, John Ed
is a featured columnist with The
Louisville Courier-Journal Sunday Magazine. No question
about it; he's good and
entertaining.
John Ed will be handling a session entitled "Journalism/Fiction" in the workshop, which
runs for two or three weeks and
which attracts aspiring writers
from all over the country.
Just below his listing is the one
of the "Science Fiction/Fantasy" class. The thought comes
to mind that John Ed is pretty'
well qualified to teach that one,
too.
Remember the controversial
and somewhat uncomplimentary feature article he did some
time back on Murray and
Calloway County for the Sunday
Magazine?
That article did more to unite
the people of this county than
anything that has happened
since the Japs bombed Pearl
Harbor.

looking back
Ten years ago
Heavy rains last night and early this morning flooded the west
fork of Clarks River for the second time in recent days. The home
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Davis is pictured as completely surrounded by water this morning. It is located 11 miles north of Murray.
Bids will be requested for two new towers and sets of light fixtures for the west side of Holland Stadium after being authorized
by the Murray Board of Education at last night's meeting.
Howard Brandon of Murray was interviewed by Jim Kincaid
about the used car business in a segment shown on the national
televised ABC news broadcast.
First place winners in the Variety Show of the Calloway County
4-H Club were Stella Stars 4-H Club for "Bicentennial Birthday
Party for club act; Penny Pinchers composed of Kathy Black,
Tammi Crouse, Laura Fones and Glenn Gibbs for specialty act.
The Rev. Virgil Blankenship, new pastor of the Salem Baptist
Church. will speak at the revival scheduled there next week.
Twenty years ago
James Garrison of the Ryan Milk Company has been appointed
as a member of the Murray-Calloway County Airpot Board by
County Judge Robert 0. Miller.
Mrs. Joe tMary Pace who recently retired as executive
secretary of the Calloway County Chapter of the American Red
Cross after 21 years was honored at a dinner at Southside
Restaurant on March 27 by the Board of Directors of Calloway
Red Cross and other persons associated with Red Cross. Presentations were made by Waylon Rayburn. Henry Holton. Robert
Wrenn and Harvey Ellis.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale
Armstrong. March 26.
Patricia Jones and Billy Miller were named as Outstanding
Senior Girl and Boy by the Beta Club of Calloway County High
School.
Teachers at the School of Missions at the Poplar Spring Baptist
Church will be the Rev. Jerrell White, Connie White, Cloie Campbell, Janice McCuiston, Kay Outland and Laurene McCuiston.
Thirty years ago
Army Pvt. John H. Barnett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence G.
Barnett, is serving with the 25th Infantry Division in Hawaii.
The Murray State College Band will present a concert on
March 29 in the college auditorium. Richard W. Farrell is director of the band.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Rogers and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Garland.
Elected as officers of the Almo High School Unit of the Pa rentTear Association were Mrs. John Imes, Mrs. Odell Colson and
Mrs.-Homer Fred Williams.
Thomas Doran, son of Mr. and Mrs. T.C. Doran of Murray, is
attending the Music -College of Northwestern University,
Evanston, Ill.

letter t, the editor
To the Editor:
I'd like to take this opportunity to express my concern regarding the wet-dry alcohol vote
coming up in Murray very soon.
I feel cheated because I can't
vote and oppose this most important issue.
My family has paid taxes on
our homeplace since 1929, and
out-of-state college students who
could be here today and gone
tomorrow have a voice in
possibly making the county,
where my husband and I had
planned to spend the rest of our
lives, become a wet city. Is this
fair?
For a number of years we lived in Indiana where alcohol
flowed like water and taverns
were on every corner. Those
beer—whiskey and bar advertisments that would be seen
when entering our beautiful city
of Murray could be a deterrent
to our community.
I'd like to thank Dr. and Mrs.
Green for having the courage to
speak their convictions. I'm
sure there are many who oppose
this issue but are afraid to let the
public know it.
I'm proud of the many
ministers who are involved in
trying to keep Murray dry.
I was saddened to see
signatures of many local physicians and businessmen on the
petitions for a wet Murray.
Sincerely,
Vannetta Bullard
Route 2
Murray, Ky.
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ADVERTISEMENT
To the Editor.
Murray State University has "officially" taken a neutral stance
on the wet-dry issue
ficially maybe: but unofficially, not at all. The office of
Student Development. in cooperation with SGA, has actively participated in organizing
students to petition to bring this issue
to a vote and to register students for a vote. R.A.'s in the
residence halls were approa( :t'd
by SGA officers and asked to petition the students on their
halls. Students weft, even enticed
with a free food offer from a local merchant.
This is all under pretense of being "fair" and "honest".
"We aren't taking
stand. ‘1
just want a vote on the issue," they say. Well, you don't bring
a decided issue to vote unless
you don't like the previous decision. I believe it's quite clear
where the I inversity stands
At least they should be honest about their stance.
I was told by SGA officers that the only requirement to
register tor this vote was to be
an American citizen. Is this what this registration actually
says" No. not at all. It says that
I am a citizen of the city of Murray. When I pay tuition the
University says that I am a citizen
of Indiana and I must pay out of state tuition. However,
when they want me to vote for a
wet city they say, "Sure, you're a resident, sign right here."
What they didn't tell me was that by registering here. I have
forfeited my current voting
status at home. Additionally, according to city ordinance
:127.272.606. I am now subject to
city taxes and vehicle sticker fees. How about you 1,900
students who signed and registered,
are you ready to pay $15 for a city sticker? I hope so.
because now you are obligated to. In
1981. SGA fought city hall in order to relieve us of this burden
This year's SG A has resaddled 1.900 of us with this burden. Thanks SGA, you forgot to
mention that Was that an intentional deception or just a clumsy oversight in your pursuit
of higher goals"
I feel that students, except full-time Murray residents,
have no business deciding such an
issue for this town These students are only here for nine
months of the year and then for
only four years. If MSt- and SGA get their way. these
temporary • residents- will have more
voting privileges than county residents who work in
Murray and pay city taxes. These are
the people who will have to live with this decision
long after these students are gone.
This isn't right, fair, or honest and MSU. SGA. and
a handful of "honest" businessmen
are encouraging such shananigans. Well, in light of all
this, I'll register. I'll vote. I'll even
gladly pay for a city sticker just to have the opportunity
to stand and vote against such
underhanded. deceptive finagling.
Wes Burger
Senior, NISI.
Jeffersonville, IN
Friend..
11.•
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DATEBOOK
UMW meeting Sunday
The Paris District of the United Methodist
Women will observe their annual "Time Apart"
meeting on Sunday, March 31, at 2:30 p.m. at the
Gleason United Methodist Church. Gleason.
Tenn. Mrs. Henry Webber, a teacher at Henry
County High School and the wife of a minister
and director of Lakeshore Assembly at Eva.
Tenn.. will be the featured speaker. All members
of the UMW are urged to attend and visitors are
welcome. Mrs. Dudley Berry, chairman for
Christian Personhood. will be in charge of the
program.

Sale planned Saturday
The Carson Park Riding Club will sponsor a
Horse Yard Sale on Saturday, March 30, from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the clubhouse in Paducah. Persons may bring horse-related items for sale, according to Bunny Hayden, chairman, who asks
that the name, size and price be attached to each
Item. The club will retain a 10 percent seller's fee
with proceeds to go toward the new roof for the
clubhouse. For information call Mrs. Hayden.
1-443-4200. Items may be brought to the
clubhouse inside Carson Park near the back gate
on Saturday starting at 9 a.m.

Camera Club will meet
The Murray-Calloway County Camera Club
will meet Monday. April 1, at 7 p.m. in the Annex
of the Calloway County Public Library. Each one
is asked to bring a camera. Robert Crenshaw
will discuss how to make portraits with one floor
light. All interested persons are invited to attend,
a club spokesman said.

Michael Adam Kirks born
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Kirks, Rt. 1, Dexter, are
the parents of a son. Michael Adam. weighing
eight pounds seven ounces. measuring 20% inches. born on Saturday. March 16, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. They have a
daughter, Amy Lee, 11. The mother, the former
Mary Kay Oakley. is on leave from Murray State
University. The father is employed with Dan
Parker Masonry. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Kirks, Rt. 1, Dexter, and Mr. and
Mrs. Clovis Oakley. Murray. Greatgrandmothers are Mrs. Nancy Burkeen and Mrs.
Ruby Kirks. both of Murray.

Bailey exhibition now
The baccalaureate art exhibition, "Dreams
From A Child's World." by Bonnie Jill Bailey
will continue through Wednesday, April 3, in the
Curris Center Gallery, Murray State University.
Miss Bailey, a senior from Springfield. Ill., is a
bachelor of science degree candidate. Admission
is free.

Poetry contest planned
A 11.000 grand prize will be offered in World of
Poetry's New Poetry Contest, open to all poets.
There are 100 prizes in all with a cash value of
over $10,000. "You need not be a famous poet to
enter," says Contest Director Joseph Mellon.
"Indeed, we are keeping our eye out for beginning poets — poets who have written only one
poem, or have never entered a poetry contest
before. We expect our contest to produce some
exciting discoveries." For official rules and entry forms write World of Poetry, Dept. PR, 2431
Stockton Blvd., Sacramento, Calif.. 95817.

Classic
beauty.

Price's Right
Large Ladies
Clothing Store
Large Sizes 32-56
12
Half Sizes 12 1/2 -28 /
Tall Sizes 10-26

20% Off
Sizes 46 or 261
/
2 and Up

/
1 3 Carat Special

PRICES.
10 Marion St.

$349.00

Cadiz, Ky.
Phone (502) 522-7746

COOK'S JEWELRY
Central Shopping Center

A gospel singing will be at the Coldwater Baptist Church on Sunday. March 31. at 2 p.m.
Featured will be The Neighbors Quartet of Marshall County and The Kings Sons of Calloway
County. The public is invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.

Sculptor will lecture
Sculptor Patrick Strzelec will present a free
slide lecture at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesty. April 2, in
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fin Arts Center.
Murray State University. A workshop on patinas
for bronze sculpture will be presented by
Strzelec on Wednesday through Friday. April 3
to 5, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. A fee of $5 is required
and advance enrollment recommended.
Strzelec's residency is part of the 1984-85 Visiting
Artist Series which is funded in part by a grant
from the National Endowment for the Arts. For
information phone 762-3784.

Terry Lane Brown named
Terry Lane Brown of Murray has been named
to the 1985 Winter Quarter Academic Dean's List
at the University of Tennessee at Martin. To be
eligible for the recognition, a full-time student
must achieve a 3.20(B)grade point average based on a 4.0 (A) scale. Only undergraduates are
eligible for the academic honor. Penny Anne
Carlisle and Diana Lynn Pyle of Mayfield also
were named.

Tucker-Dunn
vows are said
Ms. Sherry Tucker and Ronnie Dunn were
married in a private ceremony at the home of the
groom's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Dunn of
212 South 12th St.. Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Johnson of Pryorsburg.
Robin Wadley. minister of University Church
of Christ, performed the ceremony at 7 p.m. on
Friday. March 22.
Attendants were Rick and Nancy Orr.
'A reception for about 15 persons followed the
ceremony.
The new Mrs. Dunn is assistant vice president
of First Federal Savings and Loan in Mayfield. A
graduate of Wingo High School. she also is attending Murray State University.
Mr. Dunn, a graduate of Murray High, received his Masters degree in business in December
from Murray State University. He. is co-owner
and manager of Dunn Furniture in Mayfield.
They will reside in Mayfield.

Kathy Mohler gives
Northside program

Patients at hospitals

Kathy Mohler missionary in China killpresented a program, ed 34 years age, being
"Racing With the returned to his home
Gospel," at the March town of Knoxville,
meeting of the Baptist Term., for burial.
Women of the Northside
Refreshments were
Baptist Church held at
served. Also attending
the church.
The president, Ann were Judy Jones and
Salmon, presided. Gifts Mary Ann McCuiston.
for the women of the
The Spring Memberchurch for Mothers' ship Drive will be at the
Day were discussed. next meeting on MonRetta Salentine was day, April 1, at 7 p.m. at
Newborn admissions Sou ide Manor
J-2; asked to be in charge of the church. A buffet will
and dismissals at Mrs. arrie F.
Pace, 721 this event.
be pr4pared. Invitations
Murray-Calloway Coun- Nash Dr.; Mrs.
Mrs. Salmon read a will be sent to other
Suella
ty Hospital for Monday, Futre , 623 Ellis
news item about the re- ladies of the church askDr.
March 25, were released
mains of Bill Wallace, a ing them to attend.
as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Joseleyn,
parents, Teresa and
Mike, Rt. 4, Benton;
Baby Girl Brittain,
parents, Rene and
Donald, 112 North 13th
St., Murray.
Dismissals
Larry H. Black, Rt. 7,
Mayfield; Nicholas
Vaughn, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Miss Rachel Lyn Roberson, 1548 Oxford;
Miss Casonctra Houk,
Rt. 3; Mrs. Brenda
Bucy, Rt. 4; Mrs. Tammy R. Fielder and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Dover,
Term.;
Mrs. LaDonna Jean
Parks and baby boy,
Sedalia; Mrs. Cindy
Lynn Henley, Rt. 5,
Mayfield; Mrs. Mary C.
Weatherbee, E-1
Southside Manor;
Mrs. Sherman (Susie)
Scott and baby boy, 206
Macedonia, Mayfield;
Mrs. Goldie S.
Edwwards, Rt. 1,
Hazel; Mrs. Vera Bell
Ward, 109 Spruce;
Mrs. Susan J. Elkins
and baby girl, Rt. 1,
BIRTHDA V CELEBRATION — Mrs. Mary Sams Smith celebrated her
Symsonia; Mrs. Francis
108th
birthday on Monday. March 25, at the West View Nursing Home where
M. Duke, Rt. 1, Wingo;
Cleathous E. Enoch, Rt. she has been a patient for the past 10 years. She posed with the large cake
decorated with "Happy 108th Birthday Mary Smith " provided by the nur*7;
ing home on Monday. Her niece, Mrs. Christine B ver of Murray, right,
Mrs. Felecia Marie
talks with her aunt the day of the party. Mrs. Smith as born within three
Holland and baby boy,
weeks of the presidential term of United States President Ulysses S. Grant.
The daughter of the late George Wiley Sams and 'Minor Sams of Fulton, she
was married in 1929 to William (Jake) Smith who died in 1964. Her church
membership is at the Cayce United Methodist Church, Cayce. Barbara (olEnds Tonite• as. A.55
eman, activities director at the nursing home, said "Mrs. Smith sits up daiThe Breakfast Club(R)
ly, eats in the dining room with the other residents, has a great sense of
Starts Tomorrow
humor, loves children and her favorite drink is Pepsi."
Local persons recently dismissed from
Paducah hospitals were as follows: Patricia
Pearson, Murray, from Lourdes; Wanda Greer,
Alice Melton, Carnell Wells and Carolyn McNutt,
all of Murray. and Earl Cole, Kirksey, from
Western Baptist.

Newborns and dismissals
released by local hospital
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We're proud to offer our large
ladies, quality, selection and style,
and our own special touch, LOW

Gospel singing Sunday

753-1606

Captain D's.
SHRIMP FEAST
tender "bite-size"shrimp
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•tender,golden fried,"bite- size" shrimp
•fresh creamy cole slaw
•2 hush puppies $
•crisp, hot french fries
•the Captain's special cocktail sauce

99

ORDERS TO GO
MAYFIELD
PARIS ROAD
247-0747

MURRAY
111 N. 12TH
753-9383

PADUCAH
805 JOE CLIFTON
442-9750

Ends Tonitesl:u. 9:1111
The Prodigal PG
Starts Tomorrow
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Secret Of The
Lost

Legend
chestnut at. 753-3314

Kay Morrissey
Director

Save $5.00

You pay only $15 when you join any of our 180 weekly
classes in Kentucky and Southern Indiana between April 1-27,
1985:
MESSAGE FROM KAY: Because of the severe winter weather
many people were unable to get to our meetings. We are offering a "SPRING BREAK" to encourage everyone to enjoy a slim
summer.
At Weight Watchers we know how hard it can be to lose
weight -- we make it easier!
You're, this close to losing weight:

Murray, KY
1st Presbyterian Church
1601 Main Street
Monday 6:15 PM
lOffer good only in Franchise 059 in Kentucky & Southern Indiana)
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Wilson-Hamm wedding vows solemnized
Miss Gloria Alice
Wilson and Steven Jay
Hamm were married on
Saturday, March 2, at
the Trinity United
Methodist Church. New
Cumberland, W.Va.
The Rev. Charles Andrews officiated for the
double ring candlelight
ceremony. Nuptial
music was provided by
Millie Hines, organist,
and Richard Dettore,
soloist.
The bride is the
daughter of James and
Wilma Jean Wilson of
811 Second Ave., New
Cumberland, W.Va.
The groom is the son
of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Hamm of
Williamsburg, Ohio.
The bride
The bride was
escorted to the altar by
her father and given in
marriage by her
parents.
She chose a very
traditional gown of
organza and lace, accented with tiny pearls.
Her headpiece was a
halo of silk flowers and
pearls with an attached
veil of illusion.
Her bouquet was a
cascade of gardenias
and white roses.
Miss Joan Wilson of
Cliffside Park, N.J.,
served as her sister's
maid of honor.
The bridesmaids were
Melanie Wilson, sister
of the bride, now serving with the U.S. Navy
at Charleston, S.C.,
Jane Cline of Lexington,
Ky., Debbie Toomey of
Berwick, La., and Katie
Krummel of Cincinnati,
Ohio.

The maid of honor and
bridesmaids wore identical gowns of dusty rose
taffeta and carried spring bouquets of tulips
and lilacs.
Steve Oliver of London, Ky., served as best
man.
The ushers were Jack
Hamm and Larry
Hamm, brothers of the
groom, Don Weaver and
John Croswell.
Preceding the
ceremony, the candles
were lighted by the
groom's brothers, Jack
and Larry Hamm, in
memory of their
parents.
Mrs. 4arbara Cutone
of Weirton, W.Va., and
Mrs. Betsy Wells of New
Cumberland, both
sisters of the bride, attended the guest book.
Buffet dinner
Reception
A buffet dinner reception for 175 guests
followed at the Knights
of Columbus Hall in
Weirton, W.Va.
Out-of-state guests
were in attendance from
Ohio, Louisiana, Indiana, Kentucky,
Florida, New York, New
Jersey, South Carolina
and Virginia.
After a wedding trip
to Hawaii the new Mr.
and Mrs. Hamm are
residing at 717 Poplar
St., Murray.
The bride is a 1977
graduate of Oak Glen
High School and
graduated from
Georgetown College,
Georgetown, in 1981
with a B.S. degree in environmental sciences.
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Previous to her marMr. Hamm is a 1973
riage she was employed graduate of
at the Environmental Williamsburg High
Health Research and School. Williamsburg,
Testing Laboratory, Ohio, and graduated
Lexington.
from ,Georgetown Col-

lege in 1978 with a B.A.
degree in accounting.
He is presently
employed as manager
of Rickman-Norsworthy
Lumber Co., Murray.

Women gather for celebration of birthdays
BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (AP) — Harriet
Johnson can't wait until
this fall so she can have
a slumber party and
celebrate her birthday
with her friends.
Slumber parties

aren't that unusual if
you're a teenager, but
Mrs. Johnson is a
35-year-old wife and
mother.
Mrs. Johnson is a
member of a Bowling
Green birthday club

Dr. Watkins, Dr. Carlin will
present paper, conference
The 18th annual Conference of the International Reading Association's Missouri State
Council will be April
11-13 at the Holiday Inn
Convention Center,
Highway K and Interstate 1-55, Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
Dr. Yruicy L. Watkins,
Dr. James Carlin and
Jeanette Turner will copresent a program entitled "Recreational
Reading is DUNdamenta.1!" at 11 a.m.
on Friday, April 12.
Both residents of Murray, Dr. Watkins is
director, Division of
Reading, and Dr. Carlin
is in the Division of
Reading, Murray State
University. Ms. Turner
is a teacher in the Trigg
County Schools.
This conference is
designed ,to provide
educators, librarians,
administrators, writers,
parents and other interested persons with a
wide scope of informa-

tion about reading,
literature, writing and
instructional effectiveness in today's
schools.
Featured speakers
will be Yetta. Goodman,
professor at the University of Arizona; Walter
Barbe, editor-in-chief of
Highlights for children
and adjunct professor at
Ohio State University;
David Melton, author of
a new book, Written and
Mustrated By: David
Anstaett, teacher at
Longview Community
College, Lee's Summit,
Mo.; Valerie Hubbard
Damon, poet, illustrator
and publisher.
For registration contact Don Hunt, Department of Teacher Education, Southeast Missouri
State University, Cape
Girardeau, Mo. 63701.
Pre-registration will be
acceillEd until April 1
and on-site registration
will be accepted at the
time of the conference.

Bell, Mallfoucl give papers
Two faculty members
in the Department of
Mathematics at Murray
State University
presented research
papers to the American
Mathematics Society in
Chicago March 22-23.
Dr. Wayne Bell,
associate professor,
who is on sabbatical
leave at the University
of Tennessee for the
1984-85 school year,

presented a paper titled
"Compact sets of
measure." Bell joined
the faculty at Murray
State in 1976.
Dr. Wadi Mahfoud,
professor, was invited to
present his paper titled
"Periodic solutions of
an integro-differential
system." He has been a
faculty member on the
campus since 1968.

Homeplace
Family Restaurant

which has eight
members who get
together and celebrate
each other's birthdays
In fun ways.
"We're all busy
mothers with lots of
responsibilities, and forming this club was a
great way to take time
out on birthdays to
celebrate 'with our
friends," said Margie
Evans, one of the club's
organizers.
"It's also a way of taking away the pain of aging and makes up for the
fact that families
sometime forget we like
to celebrate our birthdays, too," said Nancy Carwell, another
member.
Carwell says the club
was formed almost
three years ago by four
friends who decided
they didn't get to spend
enough time together.
The club has flourished into an opportunity
for the eight women to
spend time with each
other, reminisce and
reinforce their friendships. It also gives them
the chance to kick up
their heels and have a
little fun on their
birthdays.
The person
celebrating her birthday gets to decide what
she wants to do for her
day.
"We get out and do all
kinds of things to
celebrate," Mrs.
Carwell said.;
"Sometimes we go to

Easter
Basket Sale
ok
off
Prices good thru March 31st

Or

Cole Slaw,
French Bread

$3.95

Central Shopping CenteOpen Evenings
Sunday Afternoons 1-E_'

installed
home improvements

INSTALLED GLASS
FIBER ROOFING
Protect and beautify your home
with Class A fire-resistant glass
fiber shingles In many patterns
and colors to choose from

BLOWN-IN
INSULATION
Let a Sears authorized installe
apply insulation to fill attic cr
and crevices In both attic and
sidewall application

INSTALLED
CONTINUOUS GUTTERS
Sea
.
ma ena e
gut
Oita LI:

• —e

"

NSTALLED MOBILE

NOME ROOFOVERS
Inso,atec i ,,••• •
keep you w r
in summer Heios
root-orurnming

,
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Piet 1 11111111111S

(Friday & Saturday Only)

1906 Coldwater Rd.

95
$18

We are pleas
ed to announce
that Elizabeth
Kiefer. bride.
electof Steve
Porter.
has
selected her pottery and flatware from our
complete bridal
registry
Elizabeth and
Steve will be
married May

OUR ENTIRE COLLECTION
OF BASKETS ARE ON SALE
NO PICKING THROUGH
LEFTOVERS JUST RELAX,
PICK OUT THE BASKET
AND SAVE
YOU WANT

Charbroiled 8 oz. Ribeye
Choice of Potato,
Tossed Salad

d Sun

Nashville shopping or to your thirties. They're
a show, and sometimes just different things
we get together for lun- than you talked about
when you were 14 or 16."
ches or dinner."
Mrs. Carwell, who is
But the most unusual
way they have host to the slumber parcelebrated anyone's bir- ty each year, agreed.
thday so far is the "The same things go on
slumber party.
at our slumber party
"It started out as a that goes on at most. We
joke the first year we play cards, or other fun
had it," Mrs. Johnson games, have girl talk
said. "Our husbands and eat junk food," she
wondered about it, and said.
our kids thought it was
According to Mrs.
hysterical."
Carwell, the members
But it turned out to be all agree that what they
so much fun that they like most about the club
decided to make is the friendship involvslumber parties an an- ed and the opportunity
to spend time together
nual event, she said.
"It takes us back to on their birthdays.
our teenage years in
"We just get together
some ways," said Mrs. and do fun things like
Evans. "But we've exchanging funny cards
found out that you still and little gifts like M &
have girl things to talk M's or candy bars," she
about even if you're in said.

759-1864

Hours
96 M F
9-5 Sat

BEL-AIR CENTER

753-2310 •1
cPEE PARK

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 100-5:00

Soars. Roobuck aria Co
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Nlanv to attend WOW convention
A large delegation
from Woodmen of the
World Camps in Murray
and Calloway County
will attend the WOW
Life Insurance Society's
biennial Kentucky
Jurisdictional Convention, March 29 to 31, at
the Executive Inn River
Front, Paducah.
James A. Schwartz,
Murray, and Lee Har-

ris, Jr., Lexington.
Woodmen state
managers, will play a
prominent role in the
convention.
Speakers will include
Woodmen Executive
Vice President T. Guy
Crewe, Omaha, Nebr..
and Woodmen National
Trustees James L.
Mounce, Tupelo, Miss.,
and Harry Berry,

Glasgow.
audiovisual report on
Registration for the Friday evening; a
more than 390 delegates memorial service to
and officers. represen- honor deceased
ting more than 53,500 members on Saturday
Kentucky Woodmen morning; presentation
members, will be from 2 of a table for the headto 9 p.m. Friday and 8 to quarters of the Dream
9 a.m. Saturday, accor- Factory Saturday afterding to James E. noon; convention banSanders. Bowling quet Saturday evening;
Green, state president.
election and installation
Events will include an of officers on Sunday
morning.
Attending from Murray and Calloway County will be the following:
Grover Burkett and
wife, Kay, and James
Schwartz. and wife,
Betty;
Camp 0138 — Randall
B. Patterson, Patricia
A. Latimer, William G.
Paschall, Clifton E.
Jones and Tolbert D.
Story, delegates: James
R. Latimer, Betsy T.
Jones, Carmon M.
Parks, Sr., John W.
Jones and Martha N.
Scruggs, alternates.
Camp 0170 — Don E.
Paschall, David L.
Palmer and Washington
A. Erwin, delegates,
Coel Compton, Jr.,
Terry D. Paschall and
Prentice H. Tucker,
alternates.
Camp 0592 — John J.
Simmons, Steve M.,Andrus, Jim Dale Crick,
Ralph B. McCuiston,
Harold R. Douglas, Sindin R. Jobs, William R.
Settle, Robert L.
Bazzell. Donald N.
Blalock, Robert N.
Crawford, James A.
Parker, James H.
Ward. Jamie D.
Washer, Relmon Wilson
and Guy Cunningham,
delegates; William A.
Lyons, Paul W. Garotoromi
CO
4
0
rison, T.C. Collie,
Grover H. Burkett,
Aubrey P. Willoughby.
Jimmy D. Graham,
oh Ur:
Glen B. Gibbs, Jimmy
R. Garland, Amos M.
753-8272
McCarty, Jr., Thomas
(Cont'd on page 22)
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MURRAY HIGH — Members of the Murray High School Band receiving superior ratings at the Kentucky Festival were,from left, front row, Debbie Roos, Laura Greer. Crissy-Wolf. Gidget Vaughn. back
row. Robert LaMastus, Ken Mikulcik. Ken Hainsworth, Shannon Wells, Brian Fish and Jeff Sickle.

Local hand
members
win honors

50-75% c.„

Large Selection of...
Pottery, Crystal,
China, Silverware,
Stainless, Giftware

Rite)YglEvl

M l•KRA V MIDDLE — Members o he Murray Middle School Band
Festival were, from left, first
receiving superior ratings at the Kentuc
row, John kind. Scott Wells, Lance Alliso , second row. David Gish, John
Gresham.('arl Mowery and Heath Ryan. 01 pictured is Chad Hendren.
Photo. b, Carter

CORRECTION
In Parker's Market Wed.,
March 27th's ad, the Lean
Pork Sausage ran incorrectly!
It should have been:

Lean
Pork Steak

Lb

19

We're sorry for any inconvience this may have caused.

PHARMACIES

Ascriptin
•
Asclion

$1

Truinan's
daughter
takes Medal
WASHINGTON (AP)
— President Reagan
honored the nation's
33rd president, Harty S.
Truman, presenting the
Congressional Gold
Medal to Margaret
Truman Daniel, his sole
child.
The award was
authorized by Congress
last year on the 100th anniversary of Truman's
birth.

AMEMEW"

L'Oreal'
Free Hold
Styling
Mousse

100 Tablets

'259

Cepasol
"'a" ,rehng
and 0.0•9Y
of al hOpenr

11)

5 oz

FREE
HOLD FREE
HOLD

100 TABLETS

Second Set
of Prints

Maalox
Plus

Idiadox
5
Each
Ps
at time
of Developing
135 Reg., 110, 126, Disc

Discount
Shoes

PHOTO COUPON

Spring & Summer Shoes

Color 5x7
Enlargement

\ante Brands such
Connie. Footnote., Naturalizer..
Mar.hinallow..
ManN More \ante Brand..

From Your Favorite
Color Negative

810.95

12 oz.

Bain de Soleil 10%

Ne‘t Shipment
Ladies tutr.
) Leather Tennis Shoes

9
From color print Si 99

Startim2

Off

10% Off

Oils & T-Shirts

$249

Factory

Tell Someone
"Happy Easter"
From Our
Selection Of
American
Greeting Cards

10% Off

$26•95

Ne‘s Shipment
lien's Leather Zipper Boots

$34.95
\len s I)r, & Casual Shoes
1 retinae]. NN
North Lake
enberU.

$18 & 820

Everyday
Low
Prescription
Prites
GLENDALE AT WHITNELL 753-4175

- 14th and Wain
ifini.-.sat. 9-6
753-9119
sun. 1-6

Thirty-three
members of the Murray
High School and Murray
Middle School Bands
participated in the Kentucky Music Educators'
Association Solo and
Ensemble Festival
recently at Murray
State University.
The students performed solo compositions as
well as compositions for
small ensemble. The
performances were
judged on the qualities
of the music such as
tone, technique, musical
expression, intonation,
balance and overall
musical effect.
Murray High School
Band members receiving superior ratings
were as follows:
Gidget Vaughn, flute
solo; Jeff Sickle, flute
solo; Crissy Wolf, flute
solo and flute duet;
Laura Greer, flute duet;
Shannon Wells, trumpet
solo and trumpet duet;
Debbie Roos, trumpet
solo; Brian Fish,
trumpet solo and
trumpet duet; Robert
LaMastus, Ken
Hainsworth and Ken
Milculcik, trombone
trio.
Murray Middle School
Band members receiving superior ratings
were as follows:
John Kind, trombone
solo; Chad Hendren,
snare drum solo; John
Gresham, trumpet solo
and trumpet duet;
Lance Allison, trumpet
duet; Scott Wells,
trumpet solo; David
Gish, trumpet solo; Carl
Mowery, baritone solo;
Heath Ryan, sax solo.
Murray High band
members whose performances were rated excellent were Laura
Greer, flute solo; Ken
Milculcik, trombone
solo; Debbie Toth,
clarinet solo.
Murray Middle band
members whose performances earned excellent ratings were
Laura Lawson, clarinet
solo; Kelly McDonald,
flute solo; Connie Chan,
clarinet solo; Scott
Wells and David Gish.
trumpet duet; Beth
Vandegrift, Danielle
Alexander and Kristen
Olson, clarinet trio;
April Lane and Robin
Shay, flute duet.
Performances of Middle School Band
members that earned
ratings of good were
Maylene Chu. oboe solo;
Kathy Krizan, trombone
solo; Michelle Clayton,
sax solo; Hanna Shapla
and Melvina Urguhart,
clarinet duet.

1)r. .inith
giVCN paper
Dr. Wayne Smith,
chairman of the Department of Computer
Studies at Murray State
University, made a
presentation at the 13th
annual Computer
Science Conference of
the Association for Computing Machinery in
New Orleans, March
12-14.
The title of his presentation was "A
Hypothetical ALU for
Teaching Computer
Organization."
Smith earned the B.S.
degree at Auburn
University, the M.S.
degree at Georgia Tech
and the Ph.D. degree at
the University of Illinois.
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Coming community events are announced
Thursday, March 28
Front Porch Swing is
scheduled to rehearse at
7 p.m. at First Christian
Church.
————
Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary will meet at 7
p.m. at American
Legion Hall.
————
Compassionate
Parent Support Group
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health
Center.

Thursday, March 28
KET Program on
Murray School will be
shown at 7:15 p.m. on
Channel 34.
————
Murray High Basketball Banquet will be at
6:30 p.m. in cafeteria of
school.
————
Free, introductory
session for a new sixweek "Be Trim" program will start at 7 p.m.
in third floor classroom,

Thursday, March 28
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Second part of "The
Seventh Seal" will be
shown at 12:30 p.m. and
"Small Change" will be
shown at 5 p.m. and 7
p.m, all in Room 208,
Faculty Hall, Murray
State University, as
part of International
Film Festival.
————
Murray Middle School
will sponsor a regional

SCOUTS' INSPECTION — Michael Robinson, left, is congratulated by
Chief Warrant Officer Fred Thurston after winning the annual inspection of
Boy Scout Troop 77. Placing second was Allen Northrop, right.

Robinson named winner
servation and cornmunity projects.
New officers for the
troop also were
announced.
Allen Northrop was
elected senior patrol
leader. Mike Stepto and
Phillip Bryan are patrol
leaders.
Other positions inRobinson, a Life
Allen Northrop and clude Jeff Summerville,
Scout, is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ron Robinson, Michael Bryan placed troop scribe, Kelly
Belmont Court, Murray. second and third respec- Prescott, historian, and
A sophomore at tively at the inspection. Bill Gordon, librarian.
Jeff Summerville was
Boys interested in
Calloway County High
School, he is the assis- awarded the annual at- scouting are invited to
tant senior patrol leader tendance award by attend the unit meetings
Thurston. This award is on Monday at 6:30 p.m.
of Troop 77.
Chief Warrant Officer based on attendance at at the First Christian
Fred Thurston, U.S. monthly campout, con- Church.

Michael Robinson was
named winner of the Annual Inspection of Boy
Scout Troop 77 of the
First Christian Church
on Monday. The
uniform inspection is a
part of the annual
charter renewal.

Coast Guard Commander of the Tennessee River Group,
located at Paris Landing, Tenn., was the inspecting officer. He
commended the boys'
scouting achievements
and on how well they"-.
wore the uniform.

Thursday, March 29
scholastic tournament
for 11 schools starting at
4 p.m.
—— ——
Zeta Departmcint of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
club house.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
=7764 or
762-337,_ 7_53
753-7663.
The Single Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. in
third floor classroom,
Education Building,
First United Methodist
Church.
————
Larry Drake will prese
a free tro- bont ne
di Farrecital at ft
rell P p:Sc!'Hall, Fine
Arts center, Murray
State University.
————
A free Christian concert by the group,
"White Heart," will
begin at 8 p.m. in
ballroom, Curris
Center, Murray State
University.
————
Friday, March 29
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
—— — —
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
—— ——
Square and round
dancing with music by
Ken -Tenn Country
Sound will be from 7:30
to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
————
Greater Paducah
Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will
have an open dance
from 8 p.m. to midnight
at American Legion
Building, Legion Drive,
Paducah. For information call 489-2543.

Saturday, March 30

Friday, March 29
Blood River Associational WMU will meet at
7 p.m. at First Baptist
Church, Murray.
Chestnut Brass Company will present a concert at 8 p.m. in Wrather
West Kentucky Museum _
Auditorium, Murray
State University.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
—— ——
"Androcles and the
Lion" will be presented
at 9:30 a.m. and12:30
p.m. at Murray State
University Theatre.
— ———
Spring Antique Show
and Sale will start at 5
p.m. at Paducah Jaycee
Civic Center, 2701 Park
Ave., Paducah.
Saturday, March 30
Garage sale by
Humane Society of
Calloway County will be
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
509 North Fourth St.,
Murray.
— ———
Square and round
dancing with music by
Sharecropper Band will
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
at the Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
— ——
Events in the Land
Between the Lakes will
include Canoeing on
Hematite Lake at 1 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature
Center; English Smocking from 1 to 3 p.m. at
Empire Farm; Quilt
Swap from 2 to 4 p.m. at
The Homeplace-1850.
— ———
Pony Pull will start
with weigh-in at 7 a.m.
and pull_ at 11 a.m. in
West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center. For information call Paul Fen
ne1,753-6087.

Annual Elementary
and High School
Mathematics and
Science Fair will be
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
Curris Center, Murray
State University.
Science projects will be
on display for judging.
— —— —
The Miss Murray
State University
Pageant will be at 7:30
p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. Queen's
Ball will follow in the
ballroom of Curris
Center.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
— ———
Photographers
Robert Crenshaw, Larne Clark and Pat
Crawford will display
their works from 1 to 5

Saturday, March 30

Sunday, March 31

p.m. at
Guild.

Murray Art sent a free piano recital
at 2 p.m. in the Recital
Hall Annex, and Scott
Murray Squar-A- Alexander will present a
Naders will dance at 8 free woodwind recital at
p.m. at Woodmen of the 3:30 p.m. in Farrell,
World Hall.
Recital Hall, Fine Arts'
—— ——
Center, Murray State
Sunday, March 31
University.
Gospel singing will be
— — — —
at 2 p.m. at Coldwater
Open house by
Baptist Church.
Melton, Larue and
— — — —
Karen Mitchell will be
Alcoholic s from 2 to 4 p.m.
Anonymous will have a
— —— —
closed meeting at 4 p.m.
Faith and Work Circle
at the American Legion of Kirksey United
Hall, South Sixth and Methodist Church will
Maple Streets. For in- take orders for cakes for
formation call 753-0061, Easter Sunday today.
762-3399 or 753-7764.
——— —
— — — —
Events in Land BetParis District United ween the Lakes will inMethodist Women will clude Cheesemaking at
meet at 2:30 p.m. at the 2 p.m. at
Empire
Gleason United Farm; The Eastern
Methodist Church, Wild Turkey at 2 p.m. at
Gleason, Tenn.
Woodlands Nature
—— — —
Center.
Tray Fortson will pre-

No Limit
Weekend Special
Movie Rentals $3.00 Each
for Non-Members or
$2.50 For Our Movie
Club-Members
Pick-Up Fri.-Bring Back Mon.
3 Days For The Price Of One!!
1100 Movie Titles
To Choose From
C13:1330

RENTAVIALES

CENTER

•
200E. Mom

753-8201

Entire Stock

Dresses, Coats, & Jackets

20% OFF

eAllison Thotogfaphy
Easter Portrait Special
1-8x10, 2-5x7, 8 Wallets, $19.95
Includes Regular &
Sale Priced Merchandise!

Special Ind'- April s
NI) \\
*Your Choicc ot Proof'.

llIl4 ill Line *

Harry Allison
Cindy Chrisman-Vcach
•

MAURICES
Where Fashion Doesn't Cost A Fortune For Men & Women'
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Jury finds secretary of state innocent of drunk driving
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP —
Secretary of State Drexell Davis
said he has learned one lesson
from his arrest, trial and subsequent acquittal on a drunken
driving charge.
-.Davis said if he drinks, "I probably won't drive."
A six-member Franklin
District Court jury took less
than an hour to find Davis innocent of a charge that he was intoxicated on the evening of Oct.
15. 1984, when he was involved in
an accident on U.S. 60 in
Franklin County.
"I'm glad it's over." Davis
said after the verdict. "I feel
like the jury system has

worked."
Jury foreman Kenneth
Hockensmith said there was
"not sufficient proof" from the
prosecution that Davis was im•
paired by drugs or alcohol at the
time of the accident.
During testimony at the
daylong trial, Davis admitted
having two bourbon drinks after
a golfing outing in Winchester on
the day of the accident. He said
he drank both before eating
dinner.
Davis struck a car driven by
18-year-old Lisa Baker of
Frankfort while she was stopped
at a red light. Ms. Baker received a neck iniurv in the mishap

The
Cumberland
loch Sunday 11:30 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

Now Orkeas Night Seafood Buffet
Thotukty-Frielay-Sotorday-Soncloy Night
14.•st 4111 kott.iw
I A

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
The Kentucky Commission on

Human Rights erred when it announced a combined payment

•

Traditional Southern Buffet

lo

Under state law, a reading of
less than 0.05 presumes that a
person is not under the influence. A 0.10 reading or above
presumes intoxication. A
reading between 0.05 and 0.10
"may be considered together
with other competent evidence"
in determining guilt or innocence under state law.
Davis also said he was taking
medication to control high blood
pressure and "borderline
diabetes." His doctor advised
him not to drink immediately
after taking the pills, but that a
"very small amount" of alcohol

Ftu•int... l'hon..

•untIrs
-DO!

to
77.!!

1 Free Cone With
1
'Any Sandwich Purchase!
1 Cone Per Purchase I
With Coupon
I Couyon Evires
3130/85
------

Your Individual
Horoscope

• pen: 11:30-7 p.m. Tues.- at.
Closed Sundays & Mondays
94 E
474-8841
3 mi. E. of Kenlake S. Park

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,MARCH 29, 1985
What kind of day will tomorrow be? not a bad idea, but remember obligaTo find out what the stars say, read tions at home.
the forecast given for your birth sign.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.
22 to Dec.21)*a
ARIES
Work progress is assured but be
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)

Some nagging tasks at home can no
longer be put off. Dig in for accomplishment. Don't go overboard in
spending today.
TAURUS
(Apr.20to May 20)
You're liable to change your mind
more than once today. Curb grandiose
notions about career. Don't tackle
more than you can handle.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Saving some money for a rainy day
is not a bad idea. Pay no heed to
friends who exaggerate. Remain
skeptical.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You're in the mood for a grand time
today. Social life meets expectations,
but you're liable to spend too much.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Don't push your luck too far careerwise. Be content with a good opportunity. Don't try to conquer the world
in a single day.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
The party life beckons to you now,
but you're inclined to put off work or
to be self-indulgent. Use your common sense.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.72)
Be content with a profitable day at
the office,then relax. Mixing b iness
with pleasure after hours s not
recommended.
SCORPIO
i COE
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
A confusing matter is clarified today. A weekend get away for two is

Predrdent:/ Cahrnet
James A. Schwartz, F.I.C.
State Manager
Woodmen Bldg., #101C
Third & Maple
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Call 753-4382

MEET
JAMES A. SCHWARTZ, F.I.C.
...SENIOR EXECUTIVE CLUB
During the past year. our area has benefited from his expert management and
performance in providing and administering life insurance protection He is
being honored nationally through his induction into the Senior Executive Club
the ultimate recognition in Woodmen field management
Such an honor comes only with exceptional management and dedication to the
life insurance needs of the Woodmen members in this area Contact your local
Woodmen of the World representative He can help you determine your life
insurance needs

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
'The FAMILY Frott.mity
HOW ')FFICF OMAHA r\lf-BRASI,,

late in the afternoon was permissible, he said.
Several people who were with
Davis at the golf outing in Winchester said the 63-year-old
state official had only two drinks
and did not appear intoxicated
when he departed for Frankfort.
In his closing argument,
Franklin County Attorney Jim
Boyd asked the jury to consider
all of the evidence.
"Accidents will happen, but if
you're not drinking, maybe
there would not have been an accident," Boyd said.

State human rights commission errs on
settlement total for 12 nurse attendants

We Now Have Soft
Serve, Cones, Sundaes
and Shakes.

NOW OPEN

F

failed the tests.
Johnson also had Davis perform two of the tests in front of
the jury.
While trying to stand on one
foot. Davis repeatedly wavered
and almost fell. Likewise, while
trying to walk heel-to-toe, Davis
stumbled.
"I'm not the most coordinated
person in the world," Davis told
the jury.
At the Franklin County jail,
where Davis was taken after the
accident, he registered a 0.07 on
a breath-analyzer test, according to testimony.

Valley Drive-In

NOU8e

!

and the car which she was driving was a total loss.
Davis said he glanced away
from the road for just a moment
before striking the other vehicle.
"I saw her, I didn't see her in
time," Davis said on the witness
stand.
"It happened just that fast,"
Davis said, snapping his fingers.
State police trooper Terrence
Clancy, who investigated the accident, gave Davis three standard field sobriety tests at the
scene of the accident and placed
him under arrest after he failed
those.
Defense attorney William E.
Johnson admitted that Davis

mindful of details. Be sure to finish
what you start. Research an investment matter.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22to Jan. 19)
Enjoy romance and good times
without overspending. Also,
remember to be considerate of a family member. You'll have fun today!
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
eigik
A tendency to slacken efforts works
against overall progress. You're so
excited about the future that you
could neglect immediate tasks.
PISCES

4,1170

(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
mew
You're prone to careless remarks,
so think before speaking. Travel and
leisure are accented, but curb extravagance.
YOU BORN TODAY are an advanced thinker with humanitarian inclinations. You often come up with unusual
ideas and your work is ahead of its
time. Idealism spurs you to action and
you'd make a good leader. Your mood
swings are occasionally a 'Problem.
Both business and the arts are likely
to appeal to you. At times you can
become confused between the practical and the ideal. Birthday of:
Eileen Heckart, actress; Pearl
Bailey, entertainer; and Walt
Frazier, basketball player.

for 12 nurse attendants to settle
a sex discrimination complaint,
its executive director said
Wednesday.
King's Daughters Hospital at
Ashland has agreed to pay a
combined ;10,063 to the women,
who alleged they were victims of
discrimination when they were
furloughed in 1983 because male
attendants with less seniority retained their jobs, said Galen
Martin.
A statement issued by the
commission Tuesday erroneously said the hospital had agreed
to pay twice the actual settlement fee, Martin said.

Middle
School
renovation...
(('oned

from page I)
graduation and includes the required completion of at least one
Advanced Placement examination in three of four Advanced
Placement courses also required for the diploma.
"What they're (the state
Oucation department) trying to
do is bring the standards up in
some school districts that are
lacking, but I don't think we're
lacking," commented Wells
about the new diploma. "I do
think we should look into the
Commonwealth
Diploma...because I think the
greatest beneficiaries of the
CommOnwealth Diploma are the
AP (Advanced Placement)
students."
Wells will present the school
board with a formal recommendation on the proposed adoption
of the Commonwealth Diploma
at the board's next regularly
scheduled meeting.

Better Dresses

35.00
Reg. To 59.99
Springtime savings on our lovely
collection of dresses. Large
assortment of fabrics and
designs. Junior, Misses or Halfsizes.

By Abigail

Husband's Sexual Appetite Is
More Than His Wife Can Feed

Windbreakers

DEAR ABBY: I am 46 years old
and my husband is 44. We have
been married two years—his third,
my second. My problem is that this
man is insatiable in the bedroom!
He's been this way ever since we

17.99
Reg. 26.99
Finely tailored
windbreakers of
poly/cotton fabric
in many exciting
colors. S,M,L.

DEAR EXHAUSTED: Look at
the facts: Your husband's sexual
appetite far exceeds yours, but
you continue to deliver on demand like an unpaid prostitute
for fear you'll lose him. MeanReg. To 24.99
while, you're exhausted.
Choose from a large
My dear lady, you must tell
assortment of Spring
your "model husband" exactly
pants In many styles
how you feel. If you lack the
and colors. Linencourage, see a counselor who
look and twill
will surely call your)band in,
fabrics.
since he is part of tr—
_
You need to be assured that
your feelings are every bit as
important as his. And he needs
to know it, too. If you married
for love, perhaps you have the
_wrang_man—And If he married
for sex, perhape he hat the
wrong woman.

15.99

40% Off

,

for others to read without asking my
permission to do so. Would you call

that ethical?
Is it necessary for a person to
state in so many words that the
writer does not want his/her letter
were married. He wants sex at least sent to another? Or shouldn't that
three times a day. On weekends we be assumed?
spend the whole day in bed. I
I would appreciate your printing
thought he would eventually slow this. I think I know what you will
down, but his sex drive is as strong say, but some people need to see it in
as ever.
black and white.
He's a model husband in every FUMING IN BURLINGTON,IOWA
other way, but I am exhausted from
all this lovemaking. I feel like a
DEAR FUMING: Is it ethical?
prostitute who has to deliver on No. Don't assume anything.
demand, only I'm not getting paid Remember, the pen is not only
for it.
mightier than the sword, it can
Once a day would be plenty for be equally dangerous. So if
me, but he insists it's not enough for you're concerned about your lethim. I want to be a good wife, and ters being recycled, write
I'm afraid if I deny him he will go nothing incriminating, or write
elsewhere to satisfy himself. What nothing at all.
can I do? I don't warit to lose him.
EXHAUSTED IN PALO ALTO

Spring Pants

Choose from our newest collection of Alfred Dunnec coordinates in the latest colors and
designs. Misses sizes.
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Alfred Dunner
Misses Coordinates

By Li

WOMB

Van Buren

Pre-Easter Sale
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DEAR ABBY: Two years ago, my
watch stopped,so I decided I'd try to

fix it myself with a feather and some
kerosene. While trying to pry the
back open, I dropped the watch. I
picked it up and dropped it again.
This time all the insides fell out, so I
picked up the pieces and put them
together again.
Believe it or not, that watch has
kept perfect time ever singe. How
can you explain it?
IDA IN LAGUNA HILLS

DEAR IDA: Beginner's luck.
It's like "repairing" a vending
machine with a kick!
•••

(Every teen-ager "should know the
truth about drugs, sex and how to be
happy. For Abby's booklet, also available in Spanish, send your name and
clearly printed with•check or
DEAR ABBY: It happened again, address
money order for $2.50 (this includes
and I am furious! Someone with postage) to Abby, Teen Booklet, P.O.
•* •
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DR.LAMB
Lawrence E
Lamb, M.D.

Avoid overuse
of laxatives
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am a 24year-old female. My doctor suggested
that I use a natural vegetable laxative called Perdiem. I have used it
daily for two years. After using it for
a year, I asked him if it was OK if I
continued to take it. He said that was
fine because it was like eating a vegetable. If I don't take it for one or two
days, I become quite constipated. Is it
OK to take it regularly?
DEAR READER — Peridiem plain
is a bulk former that is made entirely
from psyllium seeds. It simply
increases the bulk in the colon, which
some people need. Similar results can
be obtained from miller's bran, which
is much cheaper. Both items, but particularly bran, may cause gas.

There are several other bulk
formers that are the same or do the
same thing. These include Movicol,
Modane Bulk, L.A. Formula and
Metamucil.
However, Perdiem — not Perdiem
plain — also contains senna Senna
does come from vegetable sources,
but it is a chemical that stimulates
the contractions of the colon. I don't
recommend the continual use of any
chemical laxative to stimulate your
colon. Senna is an anthraquinone and
is absorbed by the bloodstream. Some
senna will appear in a nursing
mother's milk and may cause infant
diarrhea. Anthraquinones also may
discolor the urine. I prefer that you
Just use Perdiem plain or some other
pure bulk former if you use something on a regular basis.
I have discussed laxatives in The
Health Letter 12-8, Laxatives, Enemas and Suppositories, which I am
sending you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for
it to me in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City Station.
New York, NY 10019.
One doesn't need to have a bowel
movement every day. In addition, if
you have emptied the bowel with a
chemical laxative, it may take a couple of days for the bowel to fill and be
ready to empty again. People tend to
be impatient and take a laxative,

which empties the, bowel early again.
This habit leads to a spastic colon and
other problems with bowel function.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Recently, one
of your readers asked, "Who skins
chicken'''. The answer is everyone
does who pays attention to his heart
doctor. Practically all of the fat in a
chicken is just under the skin and is
easily removed. After skinning the
parts, simply roll them in the cornmeal batter and put them in an electric skillet with a little polyunsaturated liquid oil. Do not use deep fat. Cook
the chicken covered, turning the parts
as necessary.
When my wife contributes cooked
food to some worthy cause, she
always prepares chicken, and everyone agrees that her chicken is superior to anyone else's — including the
fast-food versions.
DEAR READER — Many people
who are interested in low-fat cooking
will appreciate your comments and
testimony about the delectable quality of chicken prepared without the
skin. Half of the fat in any piece of
chicken is in and under the skin. One
of the best sources of complete lowfat protein is breast of chicken with
the skin removed.
Skinned chicken also can be baked
or simmered in wine. There are many
ways to prepare tasty low-fat dishes.

"I just immediately started
blurting out what we wanted to
say. I was so intent on getting it
all out. I didn't give myself
much time to feel nervous."
His parents, Frances and
Joseph Wagner, watched the
ceremony on television and,
Mrs. Wagner said, "We jumped
up and screamed. You just can't
believe it. It's just so exciting."
Wagner, a 1966 graduate of
Trinity High School, had submitted two other films for Oscar
contention in past years, but
neither was nominated.
He said it was especially difficult to assess the chances of
winning this year in his category
because many people haven't
seen the films, and there's little
chance to read reviews ahead of
time.
"We had a pretty good feeling," said Wagner, an independent film producer in
Washington who sometimes
works on contract for the
Smithsonian. "But we thought it
would be very close. Needless to

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
transsexual inmate in the state
reformatory says prison officials are harassing her
because of she wants to live as a
woman in a men's facility.
Misty Rae Stevens, who was
born with male sex organs and is
undergoing a sex change, said a
double standard at the prison
has denied her rights granted of
male prisoners.
Warden John Rees didn't
dispute the existence of a double
standard at the 1,500-inmate
facility near LaGrange.
"I don't know any other way to
respond. Misty Stevens is a unique inmate," Rees said
Wednesday.
Rees said Ms. Stevens was
recently placed in solitary confinement while officials investigate her possible involvement in the stabbing of another
inmate.
Ms. Stevens said she is locked
up 23 hours a day in a cell that
has broken window panes,
cockroaches and a leaky faucet.
As evidence of the double standard, she charged that prison
guards won't let her wear
(Cont'd on page 18)
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Tornado safety rules proNided by Red Cross
With the spring storm season
here, Peggy Billington. executive secretary of the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross has released safety rules regarding a
tornado.
"When a tornado approaches,
your immediate action may
mean life or death," Billington
said.
She said persons should seek
inside shelter, preferably in a
tornado cellar, underground excavation, or steel-framed or
reinforced concrete building of
substantial construction. Stay
away from windows, she
stressed.
Special hints from the Red
Cross include the following:
• In office buildings — stand
in an interior hallway on a lower
floor, preferably in the
basement.
• In factories — when a tor-

nado warning is received, post a
lookout Workers should move
quickly to the section of the
plant offering the greatest protection, in accordance with advance plans.
• In homes, small buildings
and vehicles — go to the basement or to an interior part of the
lowest level (a closet, bathroom
or interior hall). Get under
something sturdy.
Mobile homes are particularly
vulnerable to overturning during strong winds. Trailer parks
should have a community
shelter. Appoint a community
leader to be responsible for constant radio monitoring during
threatening weather or during
watch periods.
Leave mobile homes or
vehicles and go to a substantial
structure. If there is no shelter
nearby, lie flat in the nearest
ditch, ravine or culvert and
shield your head with hands.

Do riGt try to outrun a tornado
with your vehicle — leave your-vehicle immediately!
• In schools — whenever
possible, go to an interior
hallway on the lowest floor.
Avoid auditoriums and gymnasiums or other structures with
wide, free-span roofs. If a
building is not of reinforced construction, go quickly to a nearby
reinforced building or to a
ravine or open ditch and lie flat.
• Keep listening — N.O.A.A.
weather radio and your radio
and television stations will
broadcast the latest tornado advisory information. Call the
Weather Service only to report a
tornado.
"Remember: A tornado
watch means tornadoes are expected to develop. A tornado
warning means a tornado has
actually been sighted," Billington said.

say, it was quite a shock to have
it announced."
The film focuses on the men
who carve the gargoyles and
statues on the cathedral in the
nation's capital, a dying art*
practiced by only a handful of
people in the country.
Construction on the cathedral
began in 1907 and continues.
Wagner said Ms. Hunt had
researched the men and their
work and they both agreed it
would make a good documentary subject.
After graduating from Trinity, Wagner received a
bachelor's degree in English
and a master's in communications from the University of
Kentucky. He worked as a
writer for Kentucky Educational Television in Lexington
after graduation.
Wagner said he's currently
working on a documentary
about aging in America and
hopes the Oscar will pave the
way for him to do work on some
full-length theatrical films.
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C. Tim Scruggs, F.I.C.
Field Representative
102 WOW Bldg.
Third & Maple
Murray, KY 42071
Call 753-4377

MEET
C. TIM SCRUGGS, F.I.C.
...MULTI-MILLIONAIRE CLUB
Last year, he sold S6,159,246 in lifeinsurance

protection

At Woodmen we re proud of him as are his many friends and customers His
success is the direct result of personal service individual attention and great
dedication to those he serves
Because of his outstanding record in providing Woodmen members with life
insurance protection he is being honored by induction into the exclusive
Woodmen President s Cabinet
Perhaps he is the professional who can help you determine your life insurance
needs

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
The FAMILY Fraternity

Prisoner
objects to

harassment
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Filmmaker shows off Oscar in Louisville,
for short documentary 'The Stone Carvers'
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Oscar is getting a lot of attention
In one Louisville neighborhood
ever since Paul Wagner returned from Los Angeles.
Wagner brought along his
Oscar as co-winner for the best
short documentary, "The Stone
Carvers," produced with Marjorie Hunt, a folklorist with the
Smithsonian Institution.
The film's subject is a group of
Italian-American artisans who
have labored for 20 years on
Washington's National
Cathedral.
The Oscar is now on temporary display in his parents'
living room and "the neighbors
are coming by to see and admire
it," he said. His award category
was one of the first to be announced Monday evening.
"We were very glad it was
early so we wouldn't feel anxious the whole time," he said.
"One way or the other, we were
glad to get it over with."
Wagner said he could vaguely
remember going to the podium
and what was said.
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=Begley Drugs
has the

LOWEST
Prescription
Prices
gee wee
tJ
If you pay less for your prescription than
what you paid for it at Begley's. we will
refund the difference.*
Central Center S/C 753-4025

HrWiE OFFICE OMAHA NEBRASKA

Don't send
an ordinary
herbicide
to do a tough
herbicide's job.

• 30 days horn date ot ounhase at Begmy s hAuttay on y .egend drugs onty same manufacture,
drug sturogIn and r,ze Recentat tedu,ted E he inn date March 25 1985

Own your own'retail business...
Sell a full line of women's fashions: Misses and
Large-Size Ready-to-Wear.
For over 50 years, our company
has enabled entrepreneurs like yourself to own successful, profitable businesses. Now Fashion Crossroads
franchises are available, specializing in
the latest fashions for Misses and
Large-Sizes. Our program features:
• Site selection and store design assistance.
• Your investment is for fixtures, leasehold improvements,a franchise
fee and a refundable, interestbearing security deposit.
• Advartising and sales promotion provided; training and supervision are
continuous.
As a Fashion Crossroads franchisee, you'll have the full support of an
established,successful organization
mode o'day/ ‘vickes company

01985 Fashion Crossroads

Find out how you can get started
with Fashion Crossroads. Call toll free
or write for complete informator--.;,"146
there's no obligation.
Contact Larry Henry. Director of Franchising
FASHION CROSSROADS
2130 N Hollywood Way.
Burbank, CA 91505
1-800-227-4632

FASHION4-CROSSROADS "
in business for yourself, not la yourself

Send Eradicane Extra.
Any cornfield Nvith a history of heavy infestations of hard-to-control
weeds is the wrong territory for an ordinary herbicide. You have to call
in the specialist, Eradicane Extra, the preplant specially designed to give
you consistent. dependable control of the toughest weeds in corn.
Eradicane Extra,tank-mixed with at razine or Illadex,* is toug-h
enough to knock out rough weeds like Johnsongrass, wild cane,
and ningt•ass. And cocklebur, crabgrass, ragweed.
lambsquarters, pigweed.and many other
grasses and broadleaves.
This spring, for the best control of the tough
Eradicane
weeds in corn, send in the tough weed specialist.
Extra
Eradicane Extra.

MASON AG
SERVICE

1
..4 •:.,X.,

204 W. Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 42071
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MID SOUTH DENTURE GROUP

Officials hope tax break will aid industrial park

Hamilton Hills Shopping Center Jackson, Tenn.
At Midsouth Denture Group, we believe you should keep
your natural teeth as long as possible. However, if you do
need dentures, we believe they should fit 4 ways...your
mouth, your personality, your time, and your budget. Each
denture is individually constructed in our own on-site lab.
PREMIUM
5 Office Visits-3 Days
$325 Each Denture
$600 Set

PORCELAIN TEETH
I
PLASTIC TEETH
2 Office Visits-Same Day I 3 Office Visits-2 Days
I
$175 Each Denture
$99 Each Denture
S300 Set
$198 Set
I

established at Lynn
Camp in northwestern
Knox County in 1977, but
only one company has
built there. Hauser said.
The Cumberland
Valley Area Development District will assist
local governments in
seeking the enterprise
zone designation, said
Jerry Rickett,
spokesman for the
group's economic
development
committee.
And Hauser said "it's
not only local government but the Depart-

CORBIN, Ky.
—
Officials plan to survey
the area of a little-used
Knox County industrial
park to see if it can be
declared an "enterprise
zone."
"If this can be done,
we may be able to draw
new industry to the area
because of the tax incentives we may be able to
offer," said Roy
Hauser, executive
director of the Corbin
Industrial Development
Commission.
The 380-acre industrial park was

FILLINGS, CROWNS AND OTHER
RESTORATIVE SERVICES AVAILABLE
Dr. Ravin Mehta
Dr. Jere Lowe
For Information and Appointments
Call 901-668-7460

ment of Commerce in
Frankfort that is interested in getting an industrial enterprise zone
established here."
Tax breaks possible
for companies locating
in enterprise zones include exemptions from
state taxes on property
sales, sales and usage
taxes on materials and
equipment, including
vehicles, and state taxes
on interest payments on
loans on property in the
zone.
The state also may
relax regulatory re-

quirements that do not
affect public health and
safety, Hauser said.
To be an enterprise
zone, an area must have
an unemployment rate
at least 1% times the national average and 70
percent of the population must have incomes
below 80 percent-si the
region's median
income.
Hauser said the industrial park area
meets the unemployment requirement with
a rate of 11.9 percent,
but further investiga-

By
Associ

tion will be required on
incomes.
"We will probably do
a house-to-house canvass of the 380 area
households to determine
if we meet that requirement," Hauser said.
If not, Hauser said,
"we will continue trying
to recruit new industry
anyway. It , doesn't kill
you, it just makes things
a lot easier if you are
designated.
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Poet and author
Rudyard Kipling was
born in 1865 in Bombay,
India.

The backbone of
Calloway County is
still Downtown
Murray!

Sat.,

COMPLETE FAMILY DEPT. STORE

Girl's
Patent Leather

Boy's

Pants

Pulsar & Seiko
Watches
20% to 50% Off

Shoes

Sues 3 Thru 6

7.88

'7.99

Furches Jewelry
Court Square/753-2835
'1.1%1.. 4 I

14.:41%11.144%

A

6 Week Sessions
Beginning Tues., April 2
at 6:30 PM

SPECIAL!

Ill le

'12.99

Ladies Dresses
MastetCard

Learn to paint Home
Decor Items for Spring
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with Temperature
Sensor System
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Potscrubber
Dishwasher
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Shop Downtown M

"We'll
Give You
The Time
of Day."
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Court Square
Pre-Register 753-0859
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GE We bring good thingsTo life
MURRAY APPLIANCE
AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street - 753-1586
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners

(Men, Women, Boys 8. Girls)
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Showtime
By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press Writer
"Desperately Seeking
Susan" is the kind of
movie that can clear a
film reviewer's bloodshot eyes and bring new
spring to his step.
A sexist might be
turned off by a glance at
the credits. The script
was written by a
woman, directed by a
woman and produced by
two more. Hmmm.
Could this be an antimale, pro-feminist
tract? Not at all. The
film is not anti anything,
except maybe boredom.
What it is is a 1930s
screwball comedy, with

punk types and funky
pads replacing the
glamour girls and artdeco drawing rooms.
The plot is right out of
the screwball period,
complete with a touch of
amnesia to strain but
not break credulity.
Roberta (Rosanna Ar(vette I is a neglected
New Jersey housewife,
married to the swinging
owner of a spa company
(Mark Blum. Her life
proceeds drearily by the
numbers; she prepares
a meal while watching a
Julia Child cassette, only to learn that her husband is going out for dinner. Secretly she reads

sex manuals and the
personals columns. One
day she finds an intriguing entry that begins
"Desperately seeking
Susan."
Susan is something
else. As played by the
rock star Madonna, she
is an anarchic spirit,
given to outrageous outfits and alleycat habits.
She leaves a trail of unpaid bills and betrayed
boyfriends. One of them
happens to be the thief
of Nefertiti's earrings
who is thrown out of a
high-rise hotel by his
disgruntled partner.
Through circumstances that won't

bear retelling, Roberta
follows Susan's trail.
gets conked on the head
and assumes that she IS
Susan. This makes her
target for the avenging
mobster (Will Patton)
as well as the love interest of a hapless projectionist (Aldan
Quinn). Meanwhile
Susan is helping the spa
salesman find Roberta.
The plot becomes
even more involved but
the fun grows accordingly. The script by
Leora Barish is a
marvel of complexity,
pausing now and then to
skewer absurdities of
the urban scene. Susan

Seidelman emerges as a
director with Impeccable timing and a
careful eye
As Roberta, Rosanna
Arquette progresses
winningly from the
aimless housewife to a
woman at first terrified.
then intrigued by the
dangerous life she has
assumed. Madonna, accustomed to selling
millions of records, can
have as much of a film
career as she wants. She
is pure dynamite on the
screen, making Susan
the Holly Golightly of
the 1980s.
Rated PG- 1 3 ,
language, pot smoking.

GRANNY'S PORCH
Country Ham Breakfast Special!

t•
tie

Country ham. 2 eggs.
biscuits or toast.
red eye or milk gravy.
butter and jelly

3

1Startrng Thursday March 28th)

tie

NEW HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 5 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sunday 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
306 N. 16th

759-4448 so
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Honest
Down To
Earth
Deals!
Sat., March 30th

Faye's Monograms
& Printed Apparel

•Creativu
Framing
•Matting
•Neediework
- *Prints

IMISMNPIAA

Frame House Gaiety

Introducing towel selection:
• FREE monogramming offer
on Cannon Royal Family
Towel set now available
here! (over dozen colors /
available!)

Jt

1/3 Off Any Wood F-Ame
Monday, March 25th—
Friday, March 29th

Offer expires April 30th

Offer Good for Single
initial monogram per towel.

FRAME
VILLAGE

Corn-Austin's
Florida Jam
•850
20% Off
Storewide

INI1

Customized
caps,
jackets
and
T-shirts.
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All Appliances
Guaranteed For
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DOWNTOWN SPRING
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Featuring: Jaymar Slacks, Arrow Shirts,
Brittania, Ocean Pacific & Others
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JEANS
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Special
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25%
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In Store Financing
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Indiana, UCLA take height to heart iq making NIT finals
The Associated Press
NEW YORK 1AU — Uwe Blab and Brad
Wright were the to tallest basketball players on
the Court in the semifinals of the National Invitation Tournament, and each clearly was the most
visible in more ways than one.
The centers for Indiana and UCLA, respectively, eAch was instrumental in helping his team
win Wednesday night as Indiana defeated Tennessee 74-67 and UCLA stopped Louisville 75-66.
Blab scored 24 points and grabbed 10 rebounds
and Wright had 23 points and 12 rebounds, along
with four blocked shots as the tradition-rich
Bruins and Hoosiers headed for a summit
meeting in the NIT championship game Friday
night at Madison Square Garden.
-Blab and I Steve Alford sustained their attack." Tennessee Coach Don DeVoe said, "and
we didn't play great basketball in the last five
minutes.
The 7-foot-2 Blab, the "Mr. Inside" of the Indiana attack, and Alford, "Mr. Outside," teamed
up for 47 points and generally controlled things in
the late going when Tennessee made its patented
run.
Earlier in this tournament, the NIT's
"Comeback Kids" wiped out a five-point deficit
in the last 19 seconds to beat Southwestern Louisiana and otherwise have made a habit of thrilling comebacks.

National Invitation Tournament
At A Glance
Semifinals
Wednesday, March 27
At New York
Indiana 74. Tennessee 67
75. Louisville 66

champonship
Friday. March 29
At New York
Third Place
Tennessee 21 15. vs Louisville
10-17
Champoonship
Indiana, 19-13. vs UCLA, 20-12

Wednesday night, the Volunteers just ran out
of gas, thanks to the omnipresent Blab inside.
The Hoosiers had a 13-point lead in the first
half and 10 at intermission before the \Tots rallied
behind Tony White. who scored 22 points overall.
It wasn't until the last two minutes when Blab hit
two key foul shots and blocked a Tennessee shot
and Alford hit some crucial free throws that the
game was in hand for Indiana.
We have a tendency to let up with a lead —
that happened tonight," Blab said. "But we were
lucky to turn it back on."
Except for Blab and Alford, Indiana Coach
Bobby Knight was not at all happy with his
team's play.
"Alford and Blab are the whole offense," he
said. "If they're off, we're in trouble."

He also said he "wanted to see the ball flying
around the perimeter a little more. We're not doing that well yet."
Knight added that the Hoosiers "were not an
Ti.vrly endowed team. We can blow leads —
*hich we did tonight."
UCLA was in the same boat against Louisville,
losing a nine-point lead and then having to scrap
at the end to beat the Cardinals for the Bruins'
11th victory in the last 12 games.
Wright contributed six of his points during an
11-2 run that triggered the Bruins into a 67-58
lead with 1:06 remaining in the game.
Then Nigel Miguel, who was second in scoring
for the Bruins with 20 points, nailed it down four
free throws in the final 24 seconds.
"I thought the difference in the game was Brad
Wright," said Louisville Coach Denny Crum.
"He shot the ball well,. got good shots and intimidated people."
Of UCLA, Crum said: "They're a good basketball team playing well and it's tough to beat a
team like that."
As for his Cardinals: "We're still a player or
two short and we don't have the senior leadership that the Bruins have."
For UCLA Coach Walt Hazzard, the victory
was a vindication of sorts for a poor showing last
December in the Garden, when his Bruins were
routed by St. John's.

"December was a Death March for us," Hazzard said. "I said after that, we'd be either dead
or good. I guess we're good. When we were here
to play St. John's. we were boys. Now, we're
men."
The loss dropped Louisville's record to 19-17,
leaving them one last chance in the third-place
game Friday night against Tennessee to salvage
a 20-victory season. They have had 14 straight,
including 13 under Crum.
UCLA led 36-33 at intermission and six times
held nine-point leads before Louisville pulled
even behind a run led by Billy Thompson, who
scored 16 points. Thompson scored four straight
points as the Cardinals made it 56-56 with 5:30
left in the game.
Then, in the last five minutes, Wright took
charge, scoring six points during the decisive
streak to propel UCLA to a 67-58 margin with
1:06 remaining.
The first half was closely played, with UCLA
holding the biggest lead of the half at five points.
For Louisville, Manuel Forrest and Mark McSwain each scored 11 points, while Barry Sumpter
finished with 10, all in the first half.
With Wednesday night's victory. UCLA hit the
20-win mark, with a 20-12 record. Indiana will
carry a 19-13 mark into Friday night's championship game as Knight seeks to win his second NIT
title.

Final Four preview

Throw out the past when Hoyas, Redmen meet again
LEXINGTON. Ky.
( AP — It doesn't matter whether Georgetown
and St. John's tangle in
an exhibition game or
with the national championship on the line,
Redmen Coach Lou
Carnesecca knows the
Hoyas won't let down.

Carnesecca's thirdranked team and the
No. 1 Hoyas square off
in Rupp Arena Saturday
in the NCAA semifinals.
It will be the fourth
meeting this season between the Big East
rivals.
"They play every

game the same,''
Carnesecca said of
Georgetown Wednesday
during a telephone news
conference involving
the coaches of the Final
Four teams. "They
come at you. Whether
it's an exhibition or the
Final Four ... it doesn't
make any difference to
them."
Carnesecca and
Georgetown Coach John
Thompson said the
_previous .three games
between the two tam,
two of which were won
by the Hoyas, didn't
count.
"I think people get too
caught up in numbers,"
Thompson said. "As far
as I'm concerned, we
will play one time —
that's here. What we've
done in the past doesn't
matter.
- "I'm sure they're
familiar to us and we're
familiar to them.
Numbers aren't
something we think
about, other than the
number one."
Carnesecca agreed,
noting. "I don't usually
agree with John, but I
have to echo that
statement."

NCAA Tournament
At A Glance
The Final Four
At Lexington. Ky
Semifinals
Saturday. March 30
Villanova. 23-10 vs Memphis St .
31-3
Georgetown. 34-2. vs St John's,
31,3 ,
Championship
Monday, April 1
Semifinal winners

St. John's, featuring
Olympic Star and All.
America swingman
Chris Mullin, grabbed
the No. 1 ranking away
from the Hoyas in
January by upsetting
Georgetown 66-65. But
Georgetown, now 34-2,
came back with an 85-69
victory and then pasted
the Redmen 92-80 in the
final of the Big East conference tournament.
What can the 31-3
Redmen do differently?
"Try to stay alive,"
said Carnesecca, making his first Final Four
appearance in 17 years
of coaching. "There's
very little you can do
against Georgetown
that's different. They
make you do things dif-

ferently. It will depend
very much how we
play...
"We can't afford to
play a good game. We
have to have a very
good game."
The other semifinal
Saturday pits fifth ranked Memphis State
against Villanova, the
surprise champion from
the Southeast Region
and the third Final Four
entry from the Big East,
Villanova Coach
Rollie Massimino indicated his Wildcats,
23-10, probably would
try to slow things down
to counter Memphis
State's big men,7-footer
William Bedford and
6-10 All-America Keith
Lee.

"If they dance slow,
we'll dance slow,"
replied State's Dana
Kirk, whose team is
31-3. "If they dance fast,
we'll dance fast."
For the Tigers, Kirk
said, the key will be to
keep Lee and Bedford
out of foul trouble.
"Keith has been in
foul trouble our last 11
ballgames," the coach
said. "He's in
something of a shooting
slump because he's a little apprehensive about
being in foul trouble.
That's one way of stopping Keith."
It's also a way to stop
Patrick Ewing,
Georgetown's 7-foot AllAmerica center, which
is what St. John's center
Bill Wennington must
try to do Saturday.
"He'll give it his best
shot defensively. He's
played against Ewing
for four years,"
Carnesecca said of Wennington. "(Ewing) is
one of the greatest. The
last time there was a
guy like that, you're
talking about (Wilt)
Chamberlain, (Bill)
Russell or (Kareem)
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Abdul-Jabbar, in a different sense.
"Patrick is one of the
great pivot men to come
out of collegiate basketball. It's a credit to my
kid to play against
him."
However, Carnesecca
and Thompson agreed
that team play, not individual matchups, will
be the key.

Smith Ai
Him
Noel Tai
Smith Ai
McCuisto

Thompson, asked if
his team would try a
box-and-one defense to
stop Mullin's offensive
threat, would only
laugh.
"I plan on playing
myself if it would help
me to win."

Shot clock, shorter backboard, last fouls examined
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SPRINGFIELD.
Mass. i AP ) — The men
who write the rules for
college basketball are
considering putting in a
45 second shot clock,
cutting off the bottom of
the backbaard and
various plans to end the
parade to the foul line at
the end of games.

Pre-Owned Cars
84 Olds Toronado,6,200 act one owner miles.
84 Camaro 7.2.8 Convertible, 2,148 act. one
owner miles.
83 Cadillac Sedan DeVille.
83 Ford Pickup XI.T, air condition, p.
windows
82 C'adillac Fleetwood Sedan, 17.140 act. one
owner miles
82 Cadillac Coupe DeVille.
82 Buick Park Avenue,4 dr., one owner local.
81 Olds 98 Regency, one owner local.
80 Pontiac Grand Prix L.J.
79 T-Bird
79 Ford LTD
79 Pontiac Firebird
78 Dodge Station Wagon
78 98 Regency, 4 dr
76 Olds Cutlass, 2 dr.
_ 74 Malibu Coupe
77 Olds Cutlass Coupe. t-tops
77 Buick Park Avenue, 4 dooc.
We also have several '84 Brass Hat Cars going at Bargain Prices.
With our low finance rates and different pay
plans you may be surprised how reasonable you
can own one of our pre-owned cars.
See us for your Best Deal on local trade-ins.

MOTORS INC.
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"The 45-second clock
has gotten very strong
support from the 19 conferences that experimented with it this
season and in our annual poll. It looks like its
time has come," Steitz
said before leaving for
the Rules Committee's

Want a
beautiful buy?

A RTORVED

ship tournament, he
said.
Besides the clock,
Steitz said the "primary
consideration" of the
Rules Committee is finding a ways to prevent
the team that's behind
from fouling in hopes of
getting another possession in the closing
minutes of the game.
A proposal to change
the college rule to give
the team fouled the option of either taking the
free throws or getting
the ball out of bounds
received the backing of
44 percent of the

GThOss
cLanteal

Remember your high
school days With a
beautiful ArtCarved ring
at a beautiful price Every
ring is backed by ArtCarved s
Full Lifetime Warranty This
offer expires May 31 1985
and is to be used only
for the purchase of
ArtCarved Siladium
high school rings
PLUS up to $36 worth of
custom features FREE,

meetings in Lexington,
Ky., this week.
He said 62 percent of
the 700 college coaches
and 87 percent of the 660
college referees who
answered his annual
poll favored using a
45-second clock.
Statistics on shots taken
and made show that it
has had little effect on
the flow of the game, except to prevent an
outright stall.
If adopted, the shot
clock would be put into
effect for all NCAA
games at all levels, including the champion-

Aurora,Ky.

West
entucky's
Most
Unique
Restaurant

Charbroiled Steaks

3

Open at 5 p in
7 days a week
in summer

Closed Monday
and Tuesday in
spring and fall

°. 111 C

COOKS JEWELERS
Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
502-753-1606
173.14713

BRING THIS AD

coaches and 45 percent
of the referees polled, he
said.
"Personally, I don't
think it is enough," he
said.
"We've got to make
the penalty so severe
coaches won't consider
ordering their players to
commit a foul," he
added.
Another proposed
change that may be less
noticable to fans than to

team doctors is a plan to
cut the bottom six to
eight inches off the rectangular backboards.
The change, which
has also attracted the
interest of the professional leagues, is aimed
at protecting today's
high-leaping players
from smashing their
heads or hands on the
lower part of the rectangular backboard.

Purcell ousted by Davis
in Paine Webber Classic
FORT MYEFtS, Fla.
— Mel Pureetl, tennis
pro from Murray, Ky.,
bowed out of the Paine
Webber Classic on
Wednesday.
Purcell took a 6-2, 6-1,
beating from Scart
Davis of Balmoor, Fla.,
In Wednesday's second
round. Tuesday Purcell
defeated Tim
Gullickson 6-3, 6-4, in the

opening round.
Other second-round
results from the Paine
Webber Classic included Ivan Lendl defeating
John Lloyd 6-3, 6-3;
Eliot Teltscher whipping Ken Fisch 6-4, 6-3;
Johan Kriek edging
John Fitzgerald 6-2, 7-6;
and Sammy Giammalva downing Aaron
Krickstein 7-5, 6-4.
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Now Open For Our 14th Season
Same Great Food But With A New Look

PURDOM
Int

KU STUMP REMOVAL

The shot clock is the
surest bet, according to
Dr. Edward Steitz,
athletic director at Springfield College, who
has been the NCAA's national editor and interpreter for basketball
rules since 1966.

300 West State Line Fulton, Kentucky
502-472-2664
C47/1
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Carol and Dick Thomas

except Sat urda),, call
5021474 2773
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AURORA, KENTUCKY 42041
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5 BIG DAYS

Team
Darnells
Champag
Odd Cool
Screwball
H M AS
McCarthy
Hillbillies
Public k
GP's
Fearless
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Darnells
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•
Hipl
Champagi
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Investigation continues

Local
Bowling
Diller.
Dollar
Team
L
Danny Smith Auto Repair
57 13
Tabers Acoustical
56 44
Wingfoot Golf Shop
55 45
McCuiston Auto Electric
53 47
Paradise Kennels
45 55
Noel Tax
34 66
High Team Game 'SC)
Noel Taxes
482
Wing-foot Golf
476
Smith Auto
476
High Team Game HCi
Noel Taxes
642
Smith Auto
621
McClinton Auto
614
High Team Series i SC i
Wingfoot Golf
1375
McCuiston Auto
1359
Smith Auto
1343
High Team Series 'NCI
Noel Taxes
1800
McCuiston Auto
1791
Smith Auto
1778
High Ind Game I SC1
Jean Phillips
220
Lois Smith
206
Joyce Noel
186
High Ind Game HC
Jean Phillips
258
Joyce Noel
239
Lois Smith
226
High Ind Series iSCI
Jean Phillips
6011
Lois Smith
562
Betty Smith
497
High Ind Series iHCI
Jean Phillips
723
Lois Smith
622
Joyce Noel
615
High Averages
Lois Smith
175
Nancy Todd
174
Jeanette Williams
162

Sunday
Couples
Team
VS
Darriells
66
34
Champagne Spirits
61
39
Odd Couples
sa 42
Screwballs
. 441.1
554
H.M &S
, 47y
521
McCarthy.
521-2 471
,
Hillbillies
4814 51',
Public Ice
46y 5311
GP's
459 54y
Fearless Foursome
44
56
Paglials
42
58
Misfits
68
High Team Game i SC
Champagne Spirits
879
Darnells
8139
HM &S
799
High Team Game 'He I
Champagne Spirits
960
Darnell"
925
H
WS
911
High Team Series sSC I
Champagne Spirits
2425
Darnell'
2262
Odd Couples
2192
High Team Series
Champagne Spirits
2668
Darriells
2591
Odd Couples
2522
High Ind Game i SCi
Ladies
Nancy Todd
265
Virginia Swsger
2441
Susanne Cotton
240
Men
Jesse Darnell
298
Prentice Darnell
277
Tommy McClure
254
High Ind Game He)
Ladies
Nancy Todd
239
Virginia Swager
274
Ronda Hesselrode
2611
Cheryl Darnell
2614
.Men.
Aide Darnell
299
Prentice Darnell
285
Richard Bess
268
High Ind Series ISCI
ladies
Susanne Cotton
641
Karen Stupe
626
Virginia Saeger
622
Men
Jesse Darnell
779
Tommy McClure
669
John Berber
663
High Ind Sefies 11-4C1
Ladles
Carol Thurmond
721
Ronda Hesselrode
720
Stiiii*/348
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Men
Jesse Dense!!
782
Teddy lharnell
717
.
Van Me09viis
720

District Attorney Harry
Connick said. He also
said it is possible that
other players are involved and that more
arrests would be made.
Williams, a 6-foot-10
all-conference center,
Dominique and Thompson are accused of
violating Louisiana's
sports gambling laws.
Kranz is accused of the
gambling violations
plus possession and
distribution of cocaine,
Connick said.
The maximum penalty for violation of Louisiana's sports bribery
law is five years in jail
and a $10,000 fine.
Tulane finished the
season 15-13 overall and
6-8 in conference play.
Connick, the Orleans

Parish district attorney,
said New Orleans attorney Edward F.
Kohnke IV, a Tulane
graduate, provided the
tip that led to the
investigation.
"I wasn't the first one
to hear about it,"
Kohnke said. "I had a
source on the street and
checked with him. I felt
I got good enough information to follow up on it.
"All you have to do is
talk to the bookies,"
Kohnke told the New
York Times. "All the
bookies that were talked
to knew the fix was on."
U.S. Attorney John
Volz said his office has
been involved in the
case for severalVeeks,
and he has asked the
FBI to investigate possible federal violations.

He gave no details
about possible links to
federal gambling raids
in Memphis, Tenn., during the weekend.
The federal government's involvement
came at the request of
Tulane officials.
Athletic Director Hyndman Wall said the
goverment was called in
because university officials heard "rumors
emanated from out of
state."
Dominique, 19, and
Thompson, 21, were
marched about 150
yards through a steady
rain from the district attorney's office to the
Central Lockup for processing. Dominique
shook his head "no"
when asked if he'd done
anything wrong, but

would not comment further. Thompson didn't
answer any questions.
They were instructed
not to talk by their
attorney.
Following his arrest
Tuesday, Williams
denied any wrongdoing.
Tulane Coach Ned
Fowler said that after
hearing the allegations
against his players
Tuesday night, he
reviewed films of the
two games said to be involved in the alleged
point shaving.
"We made mistakes,
certainly, as we make
mistakes in all games,"
he said. "There was certainly nothing indicating anyone was
trying to throw the
game."

Lake Kelly returns to coach at Austin Peay
CLARKSVILLE,
Tenn.(AP) — Lake Kelly, who has been mentioned as a possible successor to Kentucky
basketball coach Joe B.
Hall, has decided to
return to Austin Peay
State University.
Kelly guided the
Governors to three Ohio
Valley Conference
basketball championships and two NCAA
tournament berths
while head coach at
Austin Peay.
He coached the
Governors from 1971 to
1977 and compiled a
110-52 record before he
left in 1978 to become
head basketball coach
at Oral Roberts University. For the past two
years, he has been an
assistant coach under
Hall, who announced his
retirement Friday after
a loss in an NCAA
Regional semifinal at
Denver.
Kelly, 51, replaces

Howard Jackson, whose because of the interes
t
contract was not renew- being shown. I'm really
ed. Jackson, who had a looking fortvard to get19-35 record in two ting started."
seasons, is a former APKelly's only losing
SU player under Kelly.
season at APSU was his
"Building a program first, when the Goverand recreating the in- nors finished 10-14.
terest that was once After that they had
here is a challenge," records of 22-7, 17-10,
Kelly said during a news 17-10, 20-7 and 24-4.
conference Wednesday.
In 1973 he was
"I'm really excited selected OVC coach of
about being back, the year after the
because of the people, Governors won the

league championship
for the first time and
made their first trip to
the NCAA tournament.
"We're really excited
about bringing Lake
back to Austin Peay,"
Athletic Director Bob
Brooks said. "He has
proven he generates the
type of enthusiasm and
interest in our basketball program that we
want and need at Austin
Peay."

For health
Insurance to
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.
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National Ba..kethall Association
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W C Pet
a-Boston
58 14
806
x-Philadelphla
53 19
736
New Jersey
34 37
493
Washington
35 37
496
New York
24 49
329
Central Dives=
y-Milwaukee
52 21
712
x-Detroit
39 33
542
Chicago
35 35
479
Cleveland
'29 13
403
Atlanta
29 44
397
Indiana
20 53
274
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
x.Denver
46 .1.8
639
x-Houston
41 30
577
x Dallas
•-••

San Antonio
Utah
Kansas City

GO
5
22Y
23

1241
17
22y
23
32

4Y

37 37
36314
29 44
Pacific Diemen
y-L A Laker.
53 19
Portland
36 37
Phoenix
32 40
Seattle
30 43
LA Clippers
25 48
Golden State
20 53
a-clinched playoff berth
y clinched division title

500 0
486 11
397 17y
736
493
444
411
342
274

174,
21
23Y
28y
3311

Wednesday's Wenn
Atlanta 1213 Indiana 99
Boston 105, New Jersey 95
Philadelphia 115. Waahington 27
Detroit 127. Houston 110
San Antonio 121, Golden State 120
Utah Ile, Dallas 101
L A Laker! 122 Seattle 87

Pro lia*eball Exhibition Sea,,on
Baseball At A Glance
Exhibition Season
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Toronto
California
Chicago
Milwaukee
Cleveland
Baltimore
Kansas City
Detion
Minnesota
New York
Texas
Boston
Oakland
Seattle
Chicago
Los Angeles
Cincinnati
Philadelphia

W I.
14
4
9 6
13 9
12 9
9
9 9
8 9
9 10
14 II
10
7 9
I. 11
7 11.
7 11
NATIONAL LEAGUkser
13
7
T-1
9

Pct
778
600
591
571
529
500
500
474
450
444
436
421
369
389
650
647
588
533

Montreal
9 14
New York
8
is
Houston
10 11
San Francisco
9
Atlanta
8 10
San Dlego
7 11
St Louis
5 8
Pittsburgh
4 10
NOTE Split-squad games count in standings
Wednesday's Gaines
Philadelphia 4, St Louis 1
Kansas City 6. Atlanta 2
Montreal 9. Texas 3
Toronto 3, Cincinnati 2
Boston 8. Chicago White Sox 7
Houston 3. Los Angeles 1
Chicago Cubs 10, San Francisco 2
San Diego 7. Seattle 1
California 6, Oakland 0
Milwaukee 7, Cleveland 6. 10 innings
Pittsburgh 6 Detroit 3
Baltimore 2 New York Yankees 1
Minnesota 4 New York Meta 0

524)
500
476
471
444
389
385
286

Larry Krouse Insurance
24 main

759-9888

MSU events rained out
MARTIN, Tenn.
—
The men's collegiate
tennis match between
Murray State and host
Tennessee -Martin
scheduled for Wednesday was rained out.
Murray State is
scheduled to travel to
Memphis State on
Saturday and to Bowling Green, Ky., to play
Western Kentucky on
Sunday.

JONESBORO, Ark. —
The collegiate baseball
game between Murray
State and Arkansas
State scheduled for
Wednesday was rained
out. Today the two
teams will try to play a
single game beginning
at 2:30 p.m.
Pitching for the
Thoroughbreds, 4-11,
will be Steve Van Waes
(0-3).

I

I
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FINANCING
ON ALL
INGERSOLL
Wittl & GARDEN TRACTORS

Presents the Complete Player
Special Leagues
Discounts

'75 styles
metal and wood
for men and women from
25— to 34"
'Brands such as Worth, Easton
& Bombats, Louisville
_
Slugger

UNIFORMS
T-shirt to the Pro Uniform
'Over 100 uniforms in stock
'Knit and 50-50
'Long Pants and Shorts
'One style of Short at 10.50
'Hats and Stirrups in stock
'All price ranges to meet your
teams needs
•We offer full lettering service
• Immediate deliver on sew-on
letters
From

ACCESSORIES
"Scorebooks
•Bases
'Home plates
•Pitcher's rubbers
'Batter's gloves
'Bat weights
'Equipment bags
'Rule books
'Face masks
'Umpire Equipment

GLOVES
'Over 100 styles to choose
from
'Brands such as Wilson,
Mizuno, Rowlings!
All price ranges from the
BEGINNER to the PRO.

CLEATED
SHOES

BALLS

...17te .Vels• .Vatist. lb Ntty fbr('a.se Garden

INGERSOLL

EIS]

INGERSOLL EQUIPMENT CO. INC
.19 S First Sown
Winnsconns WI 54986

1934 — 1985

)McKee' Equipment Co.
MURRAY — 503 WALNUT —153-3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 444-0110

I

SPORTING GOODS
BATS

ervin
You
51
Year

.

SCOREBOARD

Cocaine linked to point-shaving scheme
NEW ORLEANS
(AP) — Tulane University basketball players
Clyde Eads and Jon
Johnson will be granted
immunity from prosecution to testify before a
grand jury investigating
center John Williams
and two other players
accused of shaving
points, according to a
published report.
The Times-Picayune,
The States-Item said in
today's late editions
that Eads,from Tampa,
Fla., and Johnson, from
Columbus, Ga., both
22-year-old senior forwards, who will testify
today, had given
statements implicating
themselves and their
teammates. The
newspaper did not identify its source, except to
say that it was close to
the investigation.
On Wednesday,
sophomore swingman
David Dominique of
New Iberia, La. and
senior guard Bobby
Thompson of New
Orleans surrendered to
authorities for fingerprinting and booking.
Williams, a 23 yearold senior, was arrested
Tuesday night, along
with Gary Kranz, 21, of
New Rochelle, N.Y., a
Tulane student accused
of gambling law violations as well as cocaine
dealing. All four were
released without bail.
Cocaine, not money,
was the apparent
motivating factor,

s

'Over 30 styles, from Nike,
Pony, Puma, Spotbilt
'Turf shoes
'All types of rubber cleats
'Spot-bilt coaches shoes in
stock (white artd block)

'RED DOT USSSA Blue,Stitch
'Gold Dot
'Dudley & Worth Blue Dot,
Restricted and non-restricted
'Over 100 dozen in stock at all
times
'New Green Dot for girl,

If you didn't buy your softball/baseball equipment
from Dennison-Hunt you probabl y paid to much

PARIS
1-901-644-1339
1021 Mineral Wells Avenue
Ports SQuore Shopping Center

-

MURRAY

HOPKINSVILLE

753-8844
)2Q3 Chestnut

2935-A Ft Campbell Blvd.

886-7699
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sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles
John 19:17-30
Among the Brble
scenes none stands out
so prominently in the
minds of Christians as
Calvary.
The Crucifixion
John 19:17-18
Christ passing out of
Jerusalem, under the
crushing weight of the
cross, is a scene for
meditation rather than
exposition. When he
stumbled and fell, the
soldiers had Simon of
Cyrene to carry the
cross for Him. Upon
their arrival at
Golgotha the hardened
soldiers nailed the three
prisoners to their

NIst FR ATERNITY PRESENTS CHECK TO RED CROSS —
Harr Adams, representing the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity at
Nisi . hands over a $322 check to Peggy Billington, representing
the local Red Cross chapter. The money was raised during a recent basketball marathon, in which fraternity members sunk
baskets for 24 hours to benefit the Red Cross.

respective crosses.
Christ's cross was placed between the crosses
on which the robbers
died.
The Charge
John 19:19
Pilate wrote the inscription which revealed the reason for
Christ's death and placed it over the cross.
Written in three
languages — Hebrew,
the language of
religion; Greek, the
language of culture;
and Latin, the language
of government, it said,
"Jesus of Nazareth the
King of the Jews." The
furious Jews demanded

Pilate to alter the in.
scription to the effect
that it was Christ's
claim that He was "the
King of the Jews," but
We refused, thereby
fastening upon the Jews
the stigma of crucifying
their King.
Corroboration
John 19:23-24
The soldiers sat down
and watched Christ to
prevent friends from
removing His body from
the cross. Insensitive to
what they were doing,
they corroborated the
prophetic Scriptures in
detail. Blindly ignorant
of the contents of the
Word of God, they
fulfilled them to the letter. After dividing all of
the garments which
Christ wore, except His
seamless robe, they proceeded to gamble for it.
The Consolation
John 17:25-27
The presence of Mary,
the mother of Jesus,
near the cross during

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The Cabinet for
Human Resources wil
appeal a contempt-ofcourt order that could
force it to hire lawyers
for foster children in
Jefferson County, the
cabinet's chief attorney
said.
The contempt ruling
by Jefferson District
Judge Tom McDonald
was expected.
McDonald previously
said he was going to find
the cabinet in contempt
for violating an agreement to make regular
reports to the American
Civil Liberties Union on

the placement and adoption of foster children.
But when his order
was formally entered on
Wednesday, it included
a section ordering the
cabinet to provide a
private attorney for any
Jefferson County foster
child being put up for
adoption, if requested.
The cabinet filed a
notice of appeal to Jefferson Circuit Court and
the contempt order was
stayed, pending the outcome of the appeal.
Legal representatiion
has nothing to do with
the issue of reporting require m ents, said

Hughes Walker, Human
Resources' general
counsel.
"I was surprised that
the judge put it in his
order," Walker said,
although "it was
something that the
( ACLU ) had asked for."
"That seems to contravene the statutory
authority by which attorneys are hired by the
state," Walker added.
The attorney general
and the governor are required to approve the
state's hiring of any
lawyer and "neither of
those people are before
the court."

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Stock Market

Saturday, March 30 Only
Hamburgers
50° apiece

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
Ford
Forum Group
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear
I.B.M.

Buy them by the bag full

25°
25°

Register for $100 Cash
Drawing 8:00 Saturday
You don't have to be present to win

T.J.'s B-B-Q
Murray

Chestnut Street

Jerrie()
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Costn.
J.C. Penno
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
I".5. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

+ 6.07
481/2 + 1/8
22/
1
4 4.1/4
21% unc
283/8
347/8 unc
241
/
4 -3,i;
521/g unc
431/8 +
+
30/
1
2 + 3/8.
'74% unc
431/4 + 1%
29% + 1/8
1
4
27% +/
1273/8 + 1

4438

±3/s

I'7'..8 .
103* + 1/8
7.99

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

IGIMMA=I

=!C=L

ZIE:01=1;C:LJ

STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Regular
8.95

_ SEE YOUR DIAMONDS
REMOUNTED
WHILE YOU
WAIT
JEWELERS
CALL 753-7695

COMING TO OUR
MURRAY STORE

FOR APPOINTMENT

APRIL 2nd

Renrsodloning

your oastio?

Groups and
Families Welcome

CLIP THIS COUPON
AND SAVE

..........................1
1
II_ $1°° OFF 1

Rent power tools-they help you...

One Coupon Per Family
Save $1.00 ON OUR REGULAR.
I
II
$8.95 portrait package.
III
11
I
II

II

SAND IT ...

111

I
I
II

OFFER GOOD ON DATES LISTED BELOW 111
I
Present this coupon to the photographer

MIMIIIMINIIII110111111111•1111111111111MINIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIll

.

Limit one special package per subject. Black and background and
special effects portraits NOT included in advertised package.
5 DAYS ONLY
Watinersday. Mar. 27 thru Sunday. Mar. 31
10-8 Deily
12:30-5:00 Sun.
641 North. Murray

Mrs.
dies
on S

Near the end of His six
hours on the cross
Christ uttered one word,
"tetelestai," which is
translated, "It is finished." He had lived a
perfect life in which
there were no mistakes,
omissions or shortcomings. This word was pro-

Mrs.
Hale, 81
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Burial
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Friend
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bably the greatest ever'
uttered. It was the cry of
a victor, Christ had
finished His work of
redemption in a manner
highly satisfactory to
the Father. All He
started out to do had
been accomplished, and
for that he had a
wonderful satisfaction.
It is our part to accept
the finished work of Him
Whose death was
sacrificial, substitutionary and sufficient.

SAW IT ...

DRILL IT . . .

Walker said the
children in its care don't
need legal protection
from the cabinet. "We
don't believe that these
children have interests
that are adverse to
ours," he said.
The 1981 consent
decree was to settle an
ACLU lawsuit alleging
that it takes too long to
move a foster child
through the adoption
process. Jefferson
County has an
estimated 600 foster
children at any one
time.
The agreement required, among other
things, regular reports
from the cabinet on the
placement and adoption
of foster children.
The ACLU went back
to court last August,
claiming the cabinet
wasn't complying, and a

CEMENT IT ...

za

PAINT IT ... POLISH IT ... CLEAN IT ... HEAT IT ... LIFT IT
Regardless of whether you want to fix the drawbridge, repair the moat,
or waterproof the dungeon, a wide selection of rental tools await your
selection ...at our American Rental Association rental store. It a a
good place to talk over your remodeling problems Yob can save Tittle,
effort and money with rental tools..
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Studies have shown
that dull tools cause
more accidents than
sharp ones.
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RENTAL SALES
CENT ER

Rental Store
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ma:amble rate

Tuesday & Thursday
Special
ALL Movies
$2.00 — Non-Members
$1.50 — Memberg"

MC!

7S3-8201 j

Rev'.

QUANTICO, Va.(AP) Scott's case after a
— A military appeals hearing in January in
court is scheduled to which a security officer
hear the case of Pvt. testified she saw Scott
Lindsey Scott, a Marine shopping at the time he
convicted in a 1983 allegedly attacked the
court-martial of rape wife of a fellow Marine
and attempted murder. on the base.
The commander of
Maj. Rick Stepien, a
the Quantico Marine -Quantico spokesman,
base, Lt. Gen, David M. said Twomey decided to
Twomey, refused to send transcripts of that
dismiss the charges emotional three-day
against Scott and for- hearing to the Navywarded the case to the Marine Corps Court of
appeals court, Quantico Military Review for a
officials said final decision.
Wednesday.
Twomey also denied a
The appeals court request by Scott's
could uphold Scott's lawyers to allow Scott to
conviction, order a new remain in the Quantico
trial or dismiss the brig pending the outcharges against him. come of his appeal.
Stepien said Scott,
Twomey also had those
options.
who has been at QuanJohn Leino of Alexan- tico since July in
dria, Scott's attorney, preparation for his
said he expected hearing, would be
Twomey to make a returned to the Fort
positive decision one Leavenworth, penitentiary "in the near
way or the other.
'
"I'm disappointed at future.
the ambiguity," he said.
Scott, a native of
"But I'm not Louisville, Ky., was convicted in October 1983 of
surprised."
Neither Leino nor raping, beating and
military officials could slashing the throat of
say how long it would another Marine's wife.
take the appeals court to He was sentenced to 30
years' hard labor and
make a decision.
"We're in the same busted from corporal to
position we were last private.
His case has drawn
week," Leino said.
the attention of civil
"Hurry up and wait."
Twomey undertook a rights activists who conpersonal review of tend he was railroaded
because he is black and
1-'04. THE WEDDING the victim was white.
The January hearing,
ordered by the appeal
SILK BRIDAL
court, was to determine
BOIL QUETS
whether Scott received
and
effective defense during
Flowers
his court-martial.

Your Only
Complete

44.1Ttil SALES

state witness admitted
that the cabinet had filed no reports in nearly a
year.
"We believe that our
computer system was
putting out information
that was sufficient for
the public or the
American Civil Liberties Union or anyone
who wanted to monitor
them without 40 or 50
hours of staff time to
prepare reports,"
Walker said.
McDonald said the
cabinet flagrantly
violated the consent
decree.
"(The cabinet) not only broke its agreement
with these children, it
deliberately violated
orders of this court. This
the court cannot, and
will not, allow,"
McDonald said in his
written opinion.

Military appeals court to
-"2 hear Kentucky mans case

19
une
Ii
33/
1
2
II
unc
471/2 .1/4
391/2 4. 1/2
44 + 3/4
341/4
351/i, 4- 1/8
521 2 + 1/14
303 4 +%

753-0045

13 Color Portraits
One 8x10 • Two 5x7s
Ten Wallets

tensity of the agony He
was undergoing. Among
all pains of the physical
body, thirst is perhaps
the most terrible that
one can experience.

Resources agency to appeal judge s contempt order

Capt. Smoke has rolled
prices back to the
50's for T.J.'s
3rd Anniversary
r

French Fries
Regular Drinks

those horrible
mockeries, along with
that of the other two
Marys and John, must
have brought great
comfort to His heart. It
took great love and genuine courage to stand
there, unable to help
relieve His suffering.
At that time of His
greatest anguish, while
hanging on the cross,
Christ provided for His
mother the best care in
the home of one whom
He knew he could trust
to do his very best for
her, "the beloved disciple." His action sanctified filial affection for
all time. What a noble
example!
Culmination
John 17-28-30
While burning with
fever, and His life ebbing away, Christ cried,
"I thirst." This was not
a request for the alleviation of His suffering but
an expression which
revealed in part the in-
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OBITUARIES

Pre-Easter
revival at
Palestine

Ronnie Sivells speaker,
Blood River Church revival
Rev.

The Blood River Baptist Church will have its
spring revival starting

Rev. Ronnie Sivells
Sunday, March 31, and
continuing through Friday. April 5.
Speaker will be the
Rev. Ronnie Sivells of
Princeton. Services will
be at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
on Sunday and at 7 p.m..
Monday through

Area man
arrested by
local officers
A Springville, Tenn.
man was arrested early
today by the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department and has since been
extradited to Henry
County, Tenn. where he
will face charges of aggravated rape.
David Lynn Pierson,
20, of Route 1, Springville, Tenn., was arrested on a fugitive warr ant and was
transported back to
Tennessee earirer today, according to the
Calloway County
Sheriff's Department.
The local sheriff's
department also arrested a Calloway County juvenile late Wednesd4 on charges of second degree forgery —
three counts.
The arrest of the
female was made
following an investigation into the passing of
'bad checks in Calloway
County, according to the
sheriff's department.

NEED A LOGO'
A near design for your business
cord stor
!
. riltoOnary •tr in
drvallultAreardiawings done at a
reasonable floe

Cali 759-956/
after 4 p.m.

Friday.
Sivells ,has preached
at numerous revivals
across Kentucky, taught
Bible studies, missions
emphasis and
evangelism conferences
in various church. He
has served as pastor of
the East Cadiz and Canton Baptist Churches.
Clint Lester, music
director of the church,
will direct the music.
The Rev. Jerry
Norsworthy is pastor of
the church.
The church is located
on Highway 444 about
six miles from New
Concord.

Survivors are one
daughter, Mrs. Chettie
Mae McReynolds,
Frazer, Mich.; one son,
Leon Orr and wife, Robbie, 1660 Calloway, Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
Ruby Cole, Los Angeles,
Calif., and Mrs. Geruile
Cole, St. Louis, Mo.
Six grandchildren,
nine greatgrandchildren, three
great -greatgrandchildren and
several nieces and
nephews also survive.
Services will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the Miller
Funeral Home, Hazel.
The Rev. James
Garland will officiate.
Burial will follow in
the South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after
10 a.m. Friday.

Services for James
Hurt are today at 1 p.m.
En the chapel of the
Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. David Brasher
Is officiating.
Burial will follow in
the Goshen Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Mr. Hurt, 50, Rt. 6,
Benton, died Tuesday at
6:42 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
A first-class chemical
operator at the Pennwalt Corp., Calvert City,
he was a member of the
Mt. Hebron United
Methodist Church and of
the Masonic Order.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Shelby J.
Hurt; one daughter.
Mrs. Phyllis Cox,
Yuma, Ariz.; two sons,
James Michael Hurt,
Calvert City, and Steven
E. Hurt, Benton; three
sisters, Mrs. Linda Jarvis and Ms. Dorothy
Hurt, Benton, and Mrs.
Robbie Mills, Paducah;
five grandchildren.

Olice Mason
dies; funeral Mrs.
Martens
on Friday
dies; services
Olice Mason,80, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Brewers comto be Friday.
munity, died Wednesday at 9:15 a.m. at his
home. His wife, Mrs.
Gladys Bean Mason, is
deceased.
Survivors include four
daughters, Mrs.
Margaret Henson,
Paducah, Mrs. Loraine
Thweatt, Mrs. Viva
Phillips and Mrs. Betty
Holt, all of Benton; two
sons, Taz Mason,
Russellville, and Ralph
Mason, Brewers; one
sister, Mrs. Eunice
Thweatt, Murray; one
brother, Robert Mason,
Benton.
The funeral will be
Friday at 2:30 p.m. in
the chapel of the LinnVasseur Funeral Home,
Benton.
Burial will follow in
the Brewers Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 4
p.m. today (Thursday).

The funeral for Mrs.
Gladys A. Martens will
be Friday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of the LinnVasseur Funeral Home,
Benton.
The Rev. Robert
Truitt will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Unity Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 7
p.m. tonight
(Thursday).
Mrs. Martens, 63, Rt.
1, Hardin, died Wednesday at 5:20 a.m. at the
Parkview Convalescent
Center, Paducah.
She is survived by one
son, Daniel Martens,
Hardin; two sisters,
Mrs. Colleen Jones,
Hardin, and Mrs. Ellen
Claunch, Chicago, Ill.;
one brother, Walter
Young, Jr., Huntsville,
Ala.; several nieces and
nephews.

Shirley Johnson will offer a
video workshop for local
residents interested in learning
the basics in single camera
techniques. The workshop, entitled "from A to V — A Video
Workshop," will meet from 7-9
p.m. April 1 in the Calloway
County Library
A $10 registration fee is required and the class will be
limited to the first 25 people, explained Johnson.
"What we're tryfing to do is

Want'd Irons page 1 1
Racer Service Station.
Telephone solicitation for
tickets is now underway in theMurray area. Tickets bought
through the phone room may
either be used for attending the
circus or donated to the Shrine

PSACOLA, Fla.
( AP
— A California
lawyer has asked court
permission to represent
one of four people accused of bombing Pensacola buildings where
abortions were
performed.
Christine Kasun of
Livermore. Calif., filed
a request in federal
court to enter the case
as counsel for Kathren
Simmons, 18, of Cantonment, a Pensacola
suburb. U.S. District
Judge Roger Vinson
took no immediate
action.
Ms. Simmons is accused, along with her
husband. James Simmons, 21; Matthew
Goldsby, also 21 and
from Cantonment; and
Goldsby's fiancee, Kaye
Wiggins, 18, of Pensacola, in the Christmas
Day bombings of a
clinic and two doctors'
offices. The two men
also are charged with
bombing the clinic at a

Cycle technology. The
Sentry motorcycle helmet.
Only S39.95 I up to s150 00 value

Benton; the Bank of Marshall
County, Benton; the Marshall
County Chamber of Commerce,
Draffenville; Nide() Express,
Gilbertsville; arid the Calvert
Bank. Calvert City

'ant'd from pa ge I)

Airplanes will be flying daily
during this period to report any
fires burning before 4:30 p.m.,
and to dispatch the local Forest
Ranger to the fire to issue a cita-

tion to the person-responsible for
the illegal burning.
The minimum fine is $100 and
the maximum fine is $500 or six
months in jail.

prior site last June.
Goldsb y is
represented by T.
Patrick Monaghan of
Bardstown, Ky., and
James Simmons'
lawyer is Frank E.
Booker, a Notre Dame
University law professor and director of
the Notre Dame Legal
Aid and Defender
Association.
Ms. Kasun refused
comment when asked
for information about
her background because
of a gag order against
the defendants, all
lawyers in the case,
witnesses and potential

witnesses through the pregnan V
t and her doctor
conclusion of their trial, advis
ed against
set to begin April 15.
traveling.
Lawyers representing
the other defendants are
connected to the anti-.
abortion movement.
All four defendants
once 'h ad been
ederal state Mlarkei •si•ts• •er
represented by Paul
51.irt It IS. 1401',
kentin Cs Puri has.. krea Hint
Shimek of Pensacola.
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sent Kathren Simmons, • I 3 'MO liN11 lbs.
I • I A :11111 Ion lb..
but Ms. Hasson became Hoar. 52.11.10 .11.0n
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Washers•Dishwashers•Ranges
Take advantage of this special sale! Instant Discounts on
several models! Big Savings. HURRY — for limited time only!

Aerodynanucally designed in tough
polycarbonate it gryes you full face
protachon truth maironturn comfort And
the Sentry meets 0 enceeds all Department
of Transportation safety standards Ask
about Darryland s affordable motorcycle
rnsurance today
and for details on
hairnet

9•tting you, Sentry

(:_4A1/ 9Y/1

See us for all
your motorcycle
insurance!
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Together

Holland Drugs on
Aspirin After Surgery

ris' office; the Bank of Benton,

California lawyer asks to join case

302 N. 12th
753-5842 4

Tony Boyd

DairyWnd.

Pharmacy & Your Health

camera, picture composition,
set decoration, and simple
graphics.
It is the first time such a
course has been offered in this
area to the public, said Johnson,
who added . that she expects
more courses to follow.
Applications for the course
are currently available at the
Calloway County Library and
will be accepted up until March
31. For more information on the
course, contact the local library.

ENDS

$225

Hwy. 68 & 80 Aurora. Ky.
Open 5 a.m.-9 p.m. 7 days a week

Temple for use in bringing underprivileged children to performances Anyone having questions about the phone sales may
contact Cliff Finney at 247-6223 or
Tommy Sanders at 753-3299.
Other ticket outlets include:
County Court Clerk Marvin Har-

The burning law states that it
is unlawful to burn between the
hours of 12 midnight and 4:30
p.m. in the afternoon from
March 1st through May 15th.

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish Dinners

Kentucky Lake Lodge Restaurant

teach basic skills for single
camera techniques," said
Johnson, whose expertise in the
field comes from her degrees
from Ohio State University and
Indiana University as well as being a former RTV professor at
MSU, where she is credited with
being the first television instructor and designed the television
studios there.
The one-night Course will include such topics as the
technical aspects of the video

Spring burning...

Choice of Steaks, Fillets or Fiddlers. Also
Ocean Habdock Boneless Fillets.

325

11'44.11.; -t7

Circus coming...

3 Day Specials
March 29, 30, 31

Your Choice
$600
All You Can Eat
Child's Boneless Plate
Small $
Large
Order
Order $425
/
3
4 Lb. Hamburger or
$ 160
Cheeseburger with Fries
Meatloaf or Baked Ham
with your choice
$325
of 3 vegetables

1 III ti•It.% 1.

Video workshop slated for local residents

Mrs. Hale
Mrs. Modena Orr, 94, dies James Hurt
dies; funeral
dies; funeral Mrs. Modena Orr, was the daughte
94,
r of the
died today at 5 a.m, at late Lee Myers and
rites today
on Saturday the
West View Nursing Mary Ray Myers.
Mrs. Neutress 0. Home.
She was married in
Hale, 87, Rt. 6, Murray,
1907
to Luther Orr who
died today at 7:50 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway preceded her in death.
One daughter, Myrtle
County Hospital.
Her husband, Lubie Ray Orr, died in infancy
Hale, died April 8, 1963. In 1920, and one son,
She was a member of Hubert Orr, died in
the Elm Grove Baptist February 1940.
Mrs. Orr was a
Church.
member
of the Hazel
Born May 29, 1897, in
Calloway County, she Baptist Church. Born
was the daughter of the Nov. 22, 1890, in
late Rube Owen and Calloway County, she
Ella Falwell Owen.
She Is survived by two
sons, Owen Hale, Rt. 6,
and Clyde Hale, Rt. 3;
one sister, Mrs. Jeuel
Mayer, Rt. 3; one
brother, Amon Owen,
Rt. 6.
The Palestine United
Eight grandchildren, Methodist
Church will
16 great-grandchildren have a
Pre-Easter
and one great-great- Revival, starting
Sungrandchil also survive.
day, March 31, and conThe funeral will be tinuing through
ThursSaturday at 2 p.m. in the day, April 4.
chapel of the J.H. ChurEvangelist for the serchill Funeral Home. The vices at 6
p.m. on SunRev. Calvin Wilkins and day and at
7 p.m., Monthe Rev. David Brasher day through
Thursday,
will officiate.
will be the Rev. KenBurial will follow in dred Lewis. A
potluck
the Elm Grove supper
will be served at
Cemetery.
6 p.m. on Thursday.
Friends may call at
The pastor, the Rev.
the funeral home after 2 Marvin Napier,
invites
p.m. Friday.
the public to attend.
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Aspirin has been available for dozens of years
anti is found in many homes. It is an effective
analgesic (pain reliever). it relieves the
inflammation (if arthritis, and reduces fever. In
the not too distant past, it was discovered that
aspirin had an additional action. In relatively
small doses aspirin slows clotting of hit Hid and
helps prevent strokes and heart attacks.
A new use related to this action itfispinn on Hi x
clotting was recently reported in the mt•ciical
journal Lancet.Sixty individuals who had heart
bypass operations were studied.()ne group received 100 milligrams of aspirin (lady and the
other group received a placebo (sugar pill that
resembled aspirin in appearance).Tests conducted 4 months after the therapy began showed
that the aspirin group had less blockage of heart
blood vessels and fewer 'heart beat irregular. ities of the ventricular type. Benefits with aspirin
occurred only when aspirin therapy began within 24 hours of bypass surgery.
The researchers liked the aspirin therapy
over standard therapy with anticoagulants
because oflower cost and ease of administration
(once daily dosing and no ifijections).

MAYTAG HEAVY DUTY WASHERS

Why not fulfi!I hs .rnpi, rant respi•ns,hCit
now, so that you and %,ur !used ,,ries A;II he
assured of a fitting ine!7..q-ai.
tPature n,. ,777para•
ble E G A CERTIFIED All- All )RIALS m.h!ch are
manufactured accordi ng
-.tr. test ,tandards of
design, material and craft.rnanshAp to viarrant the
highest quality product The
A S F' AI. is perT
nently etched inw the ii:r.init,"Urhice ea, h Ft; A
CERTIFIED MFMORIAl
Are f....rn,shed a
written guarantee
as
pIedges 1qualit
Call or come by today
'Quality Granite Memorials —
Reasonably I'hued'

•

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 South 4th on the square in Murray
Phone 753-1462
IPS•

iee•

Heritage Monument
Company
K•nneth C. Imes, Owner
317 North 4th St.. Milady, Ky.
(502) 759-1333

40 40
;isn't

INSTANT
DISCOUNT

INSTANT
DISCOUNT

MODEL WU202
• NoOody gets
your 6shes
cleaner tnamavrac

300 SERIES

c31.tAlim.

terra

• LTA:x*1g
can depend
c- • Deluxe easy:Tan srvi,no
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MAYTAG JETCLEAN
DISHWASHERS
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WARD & ELKINS
Murray. Ky.

On The Square

753-1713
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Kentucky News In Brief
..... ..•
.

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP ) — The week of April
ba,s_been designated .'School Attendance
Week" in Kentucky to stress the importance of
getting students into the classroom, Gov. Martha
Layne Collins said.
"Very simply. stiidentS cannot learn when
they're not in the classroom," Mrs. Collins said
during a news conference Wednesday.
Awards will be given to schools and individuals
that make special efforts to increase attendance
during.that.week.
.
If the special emphasiz brings results this
year, it could be expanded to a month-long effort
next year.
— — — —
LOUISVILLE. Ky I Al') — A sixth suspect in
- an alleged marijuana smuggling case has surrendered to federal authorities in Louisville.
Richard R. Barber. in his late 20s and from 1.as
Cruces, N.M., surrendered Monday He was
charged with conspiracy to possess marijuana
with intent to import and distribute it, said Kelly
Snyder, chief of the Drug Enforcement Administration's Kentucky unit.
On March 17. DEA agents arrested three men
in Kentucky and seized airplanes in Leitchfield
and Frankfort.
Also on that day two Belize citizens were arrested in Miami as part of the invesigation into
•an alleged scheme to smuggle millions of dollars
--WciethrOf miterilcrana into Kentucky from the Central American country.
According to an affidavit filed by a DEA agent
in U.S. District Court in Louisville, Barber
allegedly was the pilot of a plane carrying 1.300

pounds of marijuana that crashed upon takeoff
at Belize. He was rescued. recovered the marijuana and burned the plane with the help of two
suspects. the affidavit said.
————
DAYTON. Ky. i AP) — Ohio members of the
Ku Klux Klan are distributing Klan newspapers
in an effort to organize a Kentucky chapter in
Dayton. Ky.. a spokesman says.
"Within the next month. I'll have enough people to start a klavern (chapter)," claimed Pete
Collins. who said he is the Great Titan of Ohio for.'
the Invisible empire of the Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan.
On Friday, members clad in white robes
distributed about 500 copies of a newspaper containing membership applications.
Although city law prohibits anyone from selling anything without a permit. the city cannot
stop the Klan from distributing literature, said
Mayor Gil Lynn.
However, he said "I can't believe there are
any citizens in Dayton who would choose to join
an organization that would have to hide under a
sheet. I would certainly discourage anyone from
joining."
Collins said the Klan has received several letters from Dayton residents interested in joining.
————
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP ) — The state has filed
a lawsuit against a Simpson County manufacturer, contending the company has discharged
polychlorinated biphenyls, or PCBs, into a nearby stream.

The Cabinet for Natural Resources and Environmental Protection had obtained a restraining order against Kendall Co., of Franklin, in
FrankliA Circuit Court last Thursday. But the
order was set aside the next day to allow the
company time to prepare a plan for elimination
of the chemical.
PCBs are not endangering the lives of area
residents, said William Eddins. enforcement
manager in the state Division of Water.
"It is. not life-threatening or we would have
issued an advisory," he said Tuesday.
The plant makes industrial adhesive tapes and
pipeline coatings.
HENDERSON. Ky. ( AP — Telephone rang
almost - non-stop at the Henderson state police
post as 60 to 100 motorists reported that scrap
meta on Audubon Parkway were puncturing
their tires.
Police said independent trucker Ronald Rundlinger of Evansville. Ind., was unaware that his
truck was spilling bits of metal en route to the
Green River Steel mill in Owensboro. Officers
cited him for the violation.
State transportation crews later cleared the
debris from the parkway.
————
SCOTTSVILLE. Ky. i AP — Radio station
WLCK in Scottsville has been sold, but the transaction requires approval of the Federal Communications Commission. said J.B. Crawley,
president and owner of Target Radio.
Crawley said the buyers are Danny and Sherry

Tabor of Sherandan Broadcasting Co. Inc.
WLCK-AM went on the air in 1958, and an FM
sister'statical-started 10 years later.
Tabor, who has been general manager of
WLCK since 1981, said major changes can be expected in the near future. but he declined to
elaborate.
FCC approval is expected within 60 days.
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————
CATLETTSBURG,Ky.(AP4— The state Divi
sion of Air Pollution Control is investigating the
leak of an undetermined amount of hydrogen
sulfide from an Ashland Oil Inc. petrochemical
complex at Leach, an agency spokesman said. •
The chemical is an odorous gas that is
dangerous in high concentrations, said Roger
McCann. division director. The smell of the
chemical is usually associateaWith that of rotten
eggs.
"The gas release began when the flame in the
north flare stack went out at 4 a.m. Tuesday."
McCann said. The leak was discovered about
five hours later and was shut off by 10:30 a.m.. he
said.
"I am very concerned about the length of time
it went unreported," he said.
Ashland Oil Inc. spokesman Jim Butler said
the company does not believe the leak reached
hazardous levels.
Several people reportedly became ill and 200
students from nearby Cooper Elementary School
were evacuated. State and local officials said no
one was hospitalized.
————
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Japan trip brings 18 prospects, Collins says
Read the classifieds

Ask for an
ECAM2000
demonstration.

CLEARANCE
XSALE

HAZEL
LAWN & GARDEN CENTER

OVERSTOCKED

311 Main Street

Hazel, KY 42049

New 150 HP
V-6 Black
Max Outboards

Free mower deck
when you buy a
new Gilson tractor.
Wight now,for a limited time, when
you buy any new Gilson tractor,
(he mower deck 4 free. Ask your
podicipoling GNson dealer about

Plus Sales Tax

'his
- extra vlikm.

While Supply Lasts—
Special In Box Prices

[um mot

Loos_ww-i
-rr Limmi_smef
". • a

Jim Freels Lake
Shore Boat Shop

49O DAY
FREE
—41k
FINANCING

5 Miles West of
Cadiz On U.S. 68
Phone 924-5527
The Best Deals Come
From Jim Freels

NO PAYMENTS
NO INTEREST

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API—
Gov. Martha Layne Collins said
her recent trip to Japan could
pay big divitiends in the future in
the form of overseas
Investment.
Mrs. Collins said 18 Japanese
companies have expressed an
Interest in Kentucky and three
of them will send inspection
teams to the state within the
next month.
Mrs. Collins was enthusiastic
about the state's showing during

a news conference on Wednesday. "There's tremendous
potential over there," she said.
Her feelings were echoed by
Japanese observers, who say
Kentucky has a good shot at attracting investment.
"I felt sure that several
Japanese companies were very
Interested in the state, and I
think some firms will locate
there in the future," said Tomio
Sato, deputy foreign editor of the
national Japanese weekly Nihon

THE ACES
"What history teaches us is that
men have never learned anything
from it."
— Georg Wilhelm Hegel..

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
•Kfi
IP A Q 5
•8 2
44KQJ 106

3-28-A

EAST
WEST
A study of history might help 473
4AJI098
East defend today's snappy game. •8 7 6 4 3
1O2
A study and count of dummy's *1( J 9 6
•A 7 5
4874
winners is bound to help him more. +53
South ducked the spade in dumSOUTH
my and East inserted a confident
•Q 5 4 2
?KJ 9
eight to drive out South's queen.
•Q 104 3
Now East could wait anxiously
492
with his diamond ace and four
spade winners to set the game one
Vulnerable: North-South. Dealer
trick. Unfortunately for East. South North. The bidding:
rattled off six club winners and
West
South
East
North
three heart winners before giving
Pass
NT
1
14
1+
up the lead. And by this time. South
Pass
Pass
Pass
3 NT
had himself a cozy overtrick.
East should sit up and count
Opening lead: Spade seven
South's winners before playing to
BID WITH THE ACES
trick one, and dummy's clubs and
needs
he
all
him
tell
hearts should
3-28-B
to know. South is marked with the South holds:
spade queen. Add the six club
•A J 109 8
winners in dummy and the total
10 2
•
comes to seven. If South has the
•A 7 5
heart king, three more winners
+874
swell the total to 10. if he doesn't,
he can always take the heart North South
1•
1•
finesse for nine.
Clearly, now is not the time for 1 NT
East to establish winners and wait.
a
East must hop with his spade ace ANSWER: Pass. Should be as good
as any since there is no
part-score
immediately and shift to a low
good fit in either major suit.
diamond. West wins as cheaply as
possible to return the suit and a Send bridge questions to The Ares, PO Box
third diamond lead from East 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225- with sell-addressed
stamped envelope tor reply
results in a tidy down one.

=Begley Drugs
has the
Pre,'/dent

Cabinet

Grover H. Burkett, F.I.C.
Area Manager
#102 WOW Bldg.
Third & Maple
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Call 753-4377

MEET
GROVER H. BURKETT, F.I.C.
...SENIOR EXECUTIVE CLUB

LOWEST
Prescription
Prices

During the past year, our area has benefited from his expert management and
performance in providing and administering life insurance protection He is
being honored nationally through his induction into the Senior Executive Club.
the ultimate recognition in Woodmen field management
Such an'hohor comes„only with exceptional managemeht and dedication to-the
life insurance needs Mlle Woodmen members in this area Contact your local
Woodmen of the World representative He can help you determine your life
insurance needs

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
The FAMIL V Frotprr,sty
HOME

°III(1

/AI'4A

NI IIPAsv

If you pay less for your prescription than
what you paid for it at Begley's, we will
refund the difference.*
Central Center S/C 753-4025
it rnanotictige,
,
,dale of purchase at B.glay s w,oay Only @geld drugs only sw
• 30 days hoe
ip• .01 redurrad Ewe tive dale March 2S 19@5
drug strene and via

.

Keizai Shinbun.
The governor's expenses were
paid by the Japanese Foreign
Ministry but the bill for the rest
of her party was picked up by
the state.
Sato said he believes the
money to bring Mrs. Collins to
Japan was well spent.
"It's very important for the
Japanese government to communicate with people who are
not from Washington," he said.
"That helps both Americans and
Japanese get to know each other
better."
In the news conference, Mrs.
Collins said seven companies
are in advanced stages of planning for investment in the United
States and two companies are
expected to decide by the end of
this year.
Two have other states on their
itineraries, but another is
visiting only Kentucky. Mrs.
Collins said.
Mrs. Collins refused to identify the companies,except to say,
that most involved the
automotive industry.
Mrs. Collins and Commerce
Secretary Carroll Knicely
stressed the need to keep the
identity of the companies
confidential.
"We put that name in the
newspaper ... and all of a sudden
(other states) become competition for us," Mrs. Collins said.
Ted Sauer, director of the international marketing office in
the Comemrce Cabinet, said the
18 prospects represent potentially 4,000 new jobs.
Mrs. Collins and a delegation
from the Commerce Cabinet
visited Japan from March 7-20.
One of the companies that were
called on was Mitsubishi Corp.,
which has already announced
that it intends to build a
manufacturing plant in the
United States.
Foreign investment in Kentucky was not the only topic addressed during the Japan trip,
Knicely said.
Kentucky booths at a "Made
In US.A" fair made 45 contacts
with companies interested in
selling Kentucky products, he
said.
"It was an exciting trip and a
very fruitful trip," Knicely said.
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Prisoner...
(Cont'd from page 13)
makeup and women's clothes
even though that is allowed
among homosexual inmates.
Guards also have told her to
wear bras provided by the state
but "... on the other hand they
say that a man ain't supposed to
wear no bra," she said.
"They have tried to strip me
of my identity," Ms. Stevens
said, "They make me a woman
when it's convenient, but when
they want to lock me up and say
that I'm a security risk, they
treat me like a man."
Shortly after she arrived at
the prison in December, Ms.
Stevens was segregated from inmates because Rees said he
feared that her feminine appearance would create a security risk.
Despite problems dealing with
Ms. Stevens' circustamces,
Rees said she "hasn't been any
better or any worse" than any
other prisoner.
The 25-year-old Morehead
native said she plans to complete the sex-change procedure
when she Is released from
prison.
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LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Gracie B. Bucy and
Mary Alice Hopkins,
Co-Executrix, Of the
estate
of
Rena
Waldrop, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in
Calloway
the
District Court on or
before April 8, 1985,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Beatrice K. Smith,
Administratrix, of the
estate of Ben E.
Johnson, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in
the
Calloway
District Court on or
before April 8. 1985,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
• District Court by
Essie Bailey, Executrix. of the estate
of Nellie 0. Joiner,
deceased. Exceptions
to this
ettlement
must be filed in the
Calloway
District
Court on or before
April 8, 1985, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final-settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Robbie N. Trevathan, Executrix. of the estate

.1. as

a

I

of Joe Pat Trevathan,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway
District
Court on or before
April 8, 1985, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

1

al

1.Legal

Estate Fiduciary appointments have !:Ieen
made in the Calloway
District Court. All
claims against these
estates should be filed
LEGAL
with the Fiduciary
NOTICE
A final settlement of within six months of
accounts has been fil- date of qualification.
ed in the Calloway
District Court by Ola Burkeen, Almo,
LEGAL
Stella
Hurt, Ad- Ky., Deceased, J.B.
NOTICE
ministratrix, of the Burkeen, Route 01,
A final settlement of estate of Buford
Hurt, Box 40, Murray, Ky.,
accounts has been fil- deceased. Excepti
ons Administrator, Max
ed in the Calloway to this settlem
ent Parker, Courthouse.
District Court by must be filed
Ky.,
in the Murray,
Philip J. Crihfield, Calloway
District Attorney.
Executor, of the Court on or before
estate of Virginia R. April 8, 1985, the date Vera Mavis Hurt,
Crihfield, deceased. of hearing.
Route 01, Kirksey,
Exceptions to this setAnn P. Wilson, Ky., Deceased, Max
tlement must be filed
Circuit Court Clerk B. Hurt, Route 01.
in
the
Calloway
Kirksey, Ky. 42054,
District Court on or
Executor, Harold T.
LEGAL
before April 8, 1985,
Hurt, 105 North Sixth
NOTICE
the date of hearing.
A final settlement of Street, Murray. Ky.,
Ann P. Wilson, accounts has been fil- Attorney.
Circuit Court Clerk ed in the Callowa
y
District Court by Hal Wallace Scarborough,
LEGAL
Smith, Executor, of Calloway County, Ky
• NOTICE
the estate of Gratis D. Deceased, Bank of
A periodical settle- Wrather, decease
d. Murray, Fourth &
ment of accounts has Exceptions to
this set- Main Street, Murray,
been filed in the tlement must
be filed Ky., Administrator,
Calloway
District in
the
Calloway C. Mark Blankenship,
Court
by
Alice District Court on or 204 South Sixth Street,
Hopkins,
Ad- before April 8, 1985, Murray,
Ky.,
ministratrix, of the the date of hearing.
Attorney.
estate of Harlon NanAnn P. Wilson,
ney, deceased. ExcepCircuit Court Clerk Carrie Pearl Buie,
tions to this settle1409 West Poplar
ment must be filed in
Street. Murray, Ky.,
LEGAL
the Calloway District
Deceased, Jo Ann
NOTICE
Court on or before
A final settlement of Alderdice, Route #7,
April 8, 1985, the date accounts has been fil- Box 271A, Mayfield,
of hearing.
ed in the Calloway Ky. 42066, Executrix,
Ann P. Wilson, District Court by John C. Mark Blankenship,
Circuit Court Clerk Scarbrough & Murrell 204 South Sixth Street,
Madrey,
co- Murray, Ky. 42071,
executors, of the Attorney.
LEGAL
estate of Winnie ScarNOTICE
M. Cain.
brough, deceased. Ex- Beulah
A final settlement of
ceptions to this settle- Route 01, Almo, Ky.
accounts has been filDeceased,
ment must be filed in 42020,
ed in the Calloway
the Calloway District Franklin Cain, 5607
District Court by
Court on or before Sweet Gum, MemGlenn C. Wilcox 8r
April 8, 1985, the date phis. TN. 38134, AdFransuelle W. Cole,
ministrator, Robert
of hearing.
CarrEwutors, of the
0. Miller, 201 South
Ann
P.
Wilson,
estate of Helen Canter
Circuit Court Clerk 5th Street, Murray,
Wilcox, deceased. ExKy. 42071, Attorney.
ceptions to this settleNOTICE TO
ment must be filed in
Alvie L. Latimer,
CREDITORS
the Calloway District
Route 01, Hazel. Ky.
following
The
Court on or before
42049, Deceased, Bob-

THE MEETING OF THE
CACTUS CLUB WILL
COME TO ORDER

April 8, 1985. the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

FIRST WE'LL HAVE
A REPORT FROM OUR
ENTERTAINMENT
COMMITTEE...

1. -L

al
Notice
2
by Latimer, Route #5
Box 121, Murray, Ky
WE TAKE THE CAKE
42071.
Executor
509 N. 7th St.
Leslie Furchess. 201
Sand A Gorilla South 5th St.. Murray.
Gram For April
Ky., Attorney.
Fool's
Dayl
753-9280
Opal Moody,808 South
4th, Murray, Ky.,
80-lb CONCRETE mix
Deceased,
Mary $1.85. mortar mix Zuchowski, 4945 Cur- $2.65. Mid -South
tis,
Dearborn, Wholesale Building. 342
Michigan 48126, Ad- East Washington
Paris; 642-2552.
ministrator, Ricky A
DISCONTINUED ceilLamkin, 201 South 5th ing tile, both staple and
Street, Murray. Ky. suspended type. 10
cents per sq ft. while it
42071, Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson, lasts. Small quantity of
Foy•Johnson paint.
Circuit Court Clerk colors limited, 84.00
gal.
2

Notice

HICKMAN COUNTY
COON CLUB

Murray Lumber Co.,
404 Maple.
NEW credit card! No
one refused. Visa,,.
Mastercard. Call
1-16191-569-0242.

o Something Nice
For Yourself.
Coll BIBLE CALL
759-4444
Children's Tape

Bar-B-Q Coon &
Chicken Supper
with all the trimmings

March 29, 1985
Serving Begins 5:30
Adult - $4.00
Children - $2.00
Under 6 Free
Off Hwy. 58
4 Miles East of
Fulgham

Jetton
Construction

759-4445

Oil change and
lube,
major
brand oil.
Now Only

$800

Due to the death
of
my
father
Charles Jetton
Mark Jetton will
be taking over the
business. Contact
me at 435-4435
after 5 P.M.

ECONOMY
TIRE
753-8500

rig
Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick

Face
Brick

ar

Start At

t

Vowel! &
Son Inc.

Pler 1000
"
1$ 1 35

Martin, TN

p

p 587-2301

2.Notice

FOR RENT
3 Bedroom house at
Anderson Shores
Sub.
$270.00
month. 4200.00
deposit. Also 2 car
garage available.
Call after 4:00
739-1405
5

Lost and

Found

LOST in Hamlin area.
female dog, Collie.
Spanielmix. Long white
fur with reddish spots,
black around eyes with
black freckle on face,
bright blue collar and
answers to "Huffy". If
found call evenings
436-2986.

VINIATLRr

rtu. time or part/ time

secretary. Must'- have
good communication
skills. Send resume &
salary requirements to:
Bennett & Assoc. P0.
Box 946, Murray, Ky.

INSTALLERS
Noted 3 people to
Install •n•rgy
man•g•m•nt
equipment. 1115
an hour or paid
per installation
(low
voltage).
Call
1-404-952-5691
Ext. 100

EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce. Fl. 33482

TO sit with elderly D
nights a week. Mon
through Fri Call after
lp.m. 753-4590.
WILL brake & disk
gardens Call 753-5463 or
753-0144
WILL do babysitting in
my home day & night
Call 753-6043.
WILL do babysitting in
my home, prefer days
On campus residence.
married, 3 month old of
own. 762-4251.
WTLL mow yards and
6. Help Wanted
wash windows, odd
jobs Call 437-4415
LIVE-IN Sitter, non- WOULD like to mow
smoker, over 17. up to lawn, do trim work.
S850/month. Relocation light trucking. cleaning
out attics & basements
paid, Call 713-667-1510.
After 5p rn 759-1961.

0 1905 Unensma

Praia

Syndteme•

County W.de

WANTED

MIRROR MIRROR ON THE WALL,
WHO'S THE FAIREST ONE OF ALL?

SHARPS SHARDS
ON THE FLOOR...

disessivi-

Unique opportunity
to sell yellow pages in
the purchase area with
local company. Training
to begin in Apri. Opportunity for advancement
• benefits • no travel •
paid vacation. "Only
person with successful
direct sales, capable of
earning $350-S700 per
week need apply."
Send resume to: D.J
Schindle Pub. Co At 1
Box 303-A Gabertsvae.
Ky 42044

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
L.1"AN

-7

LOOK!
THOSE ARE
HIS SOCKS!

THAT

kicEs
PONG PADDLE (1.6tsie

BACKWARDS!

ahes
iwed

to
state
they
ed to

me
yens
Man
when
say
they

d at
Ms.
m inhe
apcurl-

rr

WE QUESTIONED THIS MAN
ABOUT THE NOTE. HE KNOWS
OUR LAWS PREVENT US
FROM FORCING wlm
TO TALK.

Wanted

Will Do
Housekeeping
and/or
Babysit
Call
753-6298

Lawns to mow
References

Advertising
Sales

EVERYTHING

Wanted

MOTHERS helper.
Permanentpart-time
position- child care.
house keeping, some
cooking, ideal for college student. Must be
flexible. Beginning 83.35
per hour, raise after 3
months if work is good
More hours during
summer. Call 753-4742
after 7p.m only
NEED babysitter for 5
month old girl in your
home, near town. For
sale. DP gym pack
weight machine Call
753-8425 after 5p.m
REPS NEEDED for
business accounts. Full
time $60,000 to $80,000
Part time 812,000 to
$18,000. No selling. Repeat business Set your
own hours. Training
provided. Call 1-612-9381075 Mon -Fri 8a.m to
5p.m. CST.
RN full-time ICU position available,
7a m -3p.m. Critical
care experience
preferred. Community
Hospital. 1-247-5211 Ext
103.
SOMEONE to stay with
elderly lady from Friday 5p.m. until Sunday
5p.m. Call 489-2731
WAITRESS wanted
Apply in person, days
only, Hungry Bear, 1409
Main

area. Send
resume to Bennett and Assoc.
P.O. Box 946
Murray, Ky.

veer-

DARN BEETLE!
HE DOES

Help

753-1916

THANK YOU
ENTERTAINMENT
COMMITTEE

Fade
acts
1 in
, he

head
corndure
From

6

CHECK YOUR AD

iced
I a
the

with
ices,
any
any

Help Wanted

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only ONE INCORRECT INSERTION.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made. CHECK
YOUR AD carefully and notify The
Classified Advertising Department immediately in case of an error...

lion
lmet
7-20.
ye re

nd a
;aid.

6
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Schnauzer, gray Lost
in vicinity of Green
Plain Church area. $2.5
reward. Call 492-8313.
Family pet.
IMMEDIATE opening
for Installation Elec6. Help Wanted
trician with previous
AIRLINES now hiring. experience with elecReservationists, trical control systems
stewardesses and and programable conground crew positions trollers. Person must be
available. Call 1-619-569- reliable and available
0241 for details. 24hrs.
for travel at any time.
A golden opportunity. Send resume to Lingl
make money in your Corporation, P.O. Box
spare time. Join 1059. Paris, Tn 38242
FRIENDLY HOME Attn. Electrical Dept.
TOY PARTIES, the
leader for 30 years.
Full time sales
Openings for managers
representative to 9. Situation
and dealers. We have
the largest and best line
specialize
in
in party plan. Earn big
group health &
money plus bonuses and
travel incentives. Start
life to work in
now and earn money
Jackson
Purimmediately. Call 1-800227-1510.
chase

111.
him

the
iden
aetiid.
1nem
I the
tial-

Kenadtrip,

TM. RSDAY, MARCH 28. 1985 •

IM NOT ,a CITIZEN HERE.THE
LAWS DO NOT GOVERN ME.
)49L1 WILL TALK TO ME.

1 Egyptian lizard
5 Wine cup
8 Newspaper
paragraph
12 Mexican
laborer
13 Fish eggs
14 Mine vein
15 Poem
16 Rent
18 Deposit
19 Roman gods
20 Vessels
21 Symbol for
calcium
23 Symbol for
cerium
24 Stop
26 Asian capital
28 Separates
29 Also
30 Possessive
pronoun
32 Mormon State

33 Baby's napkin
34 Portico
35 Snare
36 Study
37 Warning device
38 Spanish pot
40 Give forth freely
41 Type of artillery
abbr
43 Babylonian
deity
44 Microbe
45 Note of scale
47 Macaw
49 European
herring
51 Algonquian
Indian
52 Mutual
exchange
55 Small rugs
56 Be in debt
57 Gaelic

Answer to Previous Puzzle
AN
TORS
C AP
A
E
A
W
0
S
P
T R A
A
E S
EN
A
ST 0
RE
AS
A
E L
FR
A
AC
EN A
0
TA
R
T A
A
0 E
L
O
A
T E
ER A
SE
2 Devote
3 Female deer
4 Article
5 Rugged mountain crest

6 Ext nct flightless

birds
7 Roman bronze
8 Negative prefix
DOWN
9 Cover
1 Footless
10 Teacher
11 Apportion
3
17
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
16 Defeat
17 Reverberation
1:
13
14
20 Lane
22 Cooled lava
25 Muse of poetry
26 Tennis stroke
ill
II
NUU
27 Hindu guitar
21
22
20UUU
28 Play on words
111
ftw
141
29 Metal
24 :s
31 Everybody's
uncle
III•
33 Neckpiece
34 Street marked
ill
11
fill
II
by squalor
36 Embrace
NUUU
NUU
fill
37 Chief artery
39 French article
NUU
II
NUUUU 40 Tranquillity
41 cultivated land
42 Region
NNUU
NUUU
44 Develop
45 Country of Asia
OM
id•
II
iiiii 46 Skin
ailment
48 Perform
NUN
50 In favor of
51 Title of respect
53 Exists
54 Symbol for
tellurium

II
II

Mil
II
WI

UUU
NI
lill

•

753-4725
10. Business Opportunity
SELLING do to health.
Country grocery on
Main highway. 3 BR
home attached Would
consider Lake property
as partial payment Call
382-2479
SMALL profitable
Murray business. ideal
for a woman. Call after
6p.m. 437-4562
SWANTEDE dealer to
sell the finest log homes
availabe at lowest
costs
Superior
materials Northern
White Cedar (502 2578138 Builders, developers. home buyers
welcome_

13 For Sale or Trade
A flat bed, will fit any
12 ton or 34 ton Will
sell cheap or trade for
1972 through 80 Dodge
Long_ bed. Call 436-250t;
RE -Ready for Spring
Break with suntan oil and
lotions, major brands
starting at El 00 per
bottle We sell. Buy or
Trade in used furniture,
appliances and TV s
Special on chairs $2.50
and up Nice used color
TV's. GEORGE HODGF:
AND SON. 510 Dixieland
Shopping Center

14

Want to Buy
ANTED
used de
humidifier & corner
wooden desk
Good
condition Call 436.5806
15 Articles for Sale
51 -SHINGLES This
week only. $22 95' Mid•
South Wholesale. 342 F.
Washington. Paris. Th.
901-642-255;

FOR
SALE
Atari 5200
and 3
cartridges.
Must sell.
753-6298.
CAMOUFLAGE army
pants, shirts. boots &
Herman Survivors
Jerry's Sporting Goods
6th & Ilnut, Mayfield

.
;
4

a
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Miscellaneous

1 4 "' BLANDEX, FORD riding lawn
regular- $4.50, 23.95 for 1 mower, excellent conweek only! Mid-South dition Call 759-4476
Wholesale. 342 E
after 5p m
Washington, Paris, Tn.. GET a Horse! Wheel
901-642-2552.
Horse of course. 10 H.P.
Kohler with 42" mowerCOMPUTER Apple II model 310.8 special
Plus including monitor, $1999. Limited quan2 disc drive, accelerator tities. See Keith at
card, ram disk, 64 K Stokes Tractor.
memory, super serial Industrial Road.
card, wild card, grap
UL N cabinet, holds 10
pier printer card, Epson guns, hard rock maple.
MX80 printer, micro Call 753-4663.
tater buffer, hayes LITTLE boys name
modem all for $2750
brand clothes. size 5
Call 435 4480.
slim. Like new. Call
EXERCISE bike, $50 489-2683.
Also
set of en
LLAMA 44 magnum
cyclopedias, $30 Call blue 8 1 2" ribbed
435 4481
barrel, $275. Heavy duty
WHIRLPOOL heavy Chevrolet rear truck
duty washer with 4 bumper. $50. Floral
courch & chair, new
cycles Only $6.00 per
week
Rudolph $1300, will take $400
firm 489-2440.
Goodyear, 753 0595
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu ft MARTIN houses, 4
room- $22.99, 12 room refrigerator with tex•
$33.99. 18 room- $44.99.
tured steel door. Only
24 room- $59.99. Wallin
$8.00 per week_ Rudolph
Hardware. Pans, Tn.
Goodyear 753 0595.
MOWERS, mowers.
16 Home Furnishings
mowers. Rear mounted
WHIRLPOOL heavy 3 pt. P T.O. iawn
mowers- Woods brand.
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections Only $4.00 Also, used riding
mowers. Stokes
per week, Rudolph
Tractor- Industrial
Goodyear 753-0595
Road
NEED more storage
19 Farm Equipment
space' Special Buy!..•
11 HOLE John Deere Chests of Drawers from
wheat drill Call 753. $44.95: Pine-Oak- Maple
6085
finish. Purdom's Inc, 202
1962 MASSEY Ferguson
5th, 753-4872.
tractor with 2 new back NEW truck tool boxes
tires, less than 4000 hrs. for full size pickups, $55.
Also. 3 point plow. disk See at Thweatts Service
& small cutter All are Station. 753-2720.
in excellent condition. NICE Pink Formal
759-1149
worn once,. size 9-10.
ARIES rear Tine Call 753-4494.
Tiller Appr,10 hrs. OAK &
hickory
Oi Ford,
use
Al
firewood $25 a rick
Red BiSrit'7 disc, plow
delivered. Call nights
and cultivator Call
436-2778.
753-17S8
ONE 10 gal. acquarium
GRAVITY wagon with
and one 20 gal. long
augar gear pump. front
acquarium. Complete
wheel weights...fron
with all accessories &
bumper Call 753-5463 or
stand. Call 759-4476
753-0144
after 5p.m.
JOHN Deere bushog. 7
ONE set sliding glass
ft used 3 times Phone
doors & frames, excel753-9240
lent condition. One pair
of drapes and rods. 2
20. Sports Equipment
bicycles- I new Br I used.
2 BICYCLES, good Call 753-3349.
condition 1-10 speed, 1- PANASONIC
standard Call 753-0413 microwave. digital.
after 4p m - ask for Phone 753-9240.
Jason
PLOW disc & cultivator
REMINGTON Wingm. for, John Deere .Subaster model 870 urban tractor. Call 753shotgun. 12 gauge, 30" 5295.
full choke, ventilated
barrel plus slug barrel. REAR engine 1985
Very good condition
model. Wheel Horse
Best offer Call 753-9273
mowers from 8 H.P. up.
priced from $998 up. See
24 Miscellaneous
Keith at Stokes Tractor,
19s5 WHEEL HORSE Industrial Road.
mowers now in stock
CONDITIONED
Ready for early spring lawn mowers $50 to $75
mowing See Keith at each. All mowers
Stokes Tractor
guaranteed, 'Call 7531 PAYDOR barber 4710 after 5p.m.
chair. 3 resting chairs, 1 SEASONED firewood barber pole one elec- oak, hickory, mixed
tric latherizer. 2 hardwoods *30/ rick
mirrors, 1 sink. $600. delivered. Min. order 2
Call 759-4502.
ricks. Call John Boyer
,
02- 12"x16' MASONITE 753-0338.
siding, regular- $4.85. SEASONED oak
This week only $3.75 firewood. Also will do
sheet
Mid -South tree trimming, removWholesale, 342 E. ing, and shaping
-Washington. Paris. Tn.. shrubbery. Call
901-642-2552.
753-5476.
2 ACRES of dark fire STRING Trimmers. Big
tobacco Call 492-8217
trimmers- little
2 MATCHING, solid trimmers- cheap
maple. 6 position gun trimmers- expensive
cabinets Like new, $60 trimmers- tap & go
trimmers. See at Stokes
ea Phone 753-5763
SQ
yards carpet. Tractor, Industrial
lime green, short shag, Road.
$125
Also. Zenith SYSTEL 3 word proAllgereo stereo turnta- cessor.'electric
ble, 8-track player & typewriter with spelling
recorder, $125 753-8184 check. Call 753-9240.
anytime
TILLERS, tillers.
A- GRADE comodes tillers. Rear Tine tillers
and Vanities, $49.95 and 3 pt. P.T.O. Woods
each
Mid -South brand tillers_ For small
Wholesale, 342 E. to medium H.P. tracWashington, Paris. Tn., tors! Stokes Tractor,
Industrial Road.
901-642-2552.
T3LAC1< vinyl top for TRAILER 2 piece living
CJ -5. $100 Call room suite, swivel
rocker and patio
after 5p m 753-5611
CHAIN saw- Mc- drapes Call 753-7394.
Cullough Mc 10 pro 16"
bar, excellent condition TRUCK load aluminum
ladder sale. Step lad
Call 759-4476 after 5p m
ders
4' $22.99, 5'
&L Lawn Service
Free estimates Call S23.99, 6' $24.99, 8'
546.99. Extension
436-2758.
ELECTROL „ ladder le- 536.99, 16'
sweeper. excellent 538.99, 20' $54.99, 24'
condition. has at- $67 99, 28' 597.99. Wallin
tachments including Hardware Paris.
floor polisher & scrub- WHIRLPOOL
ber, $250 Also, new microwave oven with
Norelco triple header 700 watts cooking
electric razor, never power, Only 54.50 week.
used. $25 Phone 753- Rudolph Goodyear. 753
9404
0595

RE

NOTICE
1984 CITY OF MURRAY TAX
BOOKS WILL BE CLOSED ON
APRIL 1, 1985, IN ORDER TO
PREPARE FOR PUBL1cATION
A LIST OF DELINQUENT TAX
PAYERS.
JO CRASS
CITY CLERK
DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
'
Yesterday 325.30
bpened
326.10
Today
UP
.80

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
6.46
Yesterday
Opened
6.56
Today
.10
Up

Compliments of.

GOLD 8. SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS -OLYMPIC PLAZA
153 7113
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
1-4,,iiiox 10 8 nnoly 17 5

24

Miscellaneous

For all your
taxidermy needs

WALLACE'S
TAXIDERMY
N. 16th Ext.
753-6491

TRUCK load water
heater sale. Round 5 yr.
glass lined tanks,
double heating
elements, 30 gal. $99.99,
40 gal. 5109.99, 50 gal.
$139.99
Table top
models, 30 gal. $179.99,
40 gal. 5199.99, 50 gal.
$209. 99. Wallin
Hardware, Pans.
USED portable dis
hwasher, $75. Call after
6p.m. 753-0222.

25. Business Services
MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
Enrolled To Practice
Before The IRS Bachelor
Degree in Accounting at
Murray State 8 years of
experience preparing Individual. Business. Partnership, and Corporate
returns. Low rates and
hundreds of satisfied
clients. Now preparing
returns day or night call
an
for
759-1425
'appointment.
Southside Shopping Center

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

38. Pets•Supplies

2 NICE trailers, 2 BR.
fully furnished, natural
gas & ac See at Shady
Oaks
OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC, natural gas Shady
Oaks 753-5209
EXTRA nice, small 2
BR mobile home, ideal
for I person Small quiet
court $90 a month,
753-8216
TRAILER for rent See
Brian Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court No phone
calls please

EASTER Bunnies.
Dutch rabbits & pure
bred fancy Bantam
chickens for sale. Phone
753-3723. Paul Bailey.
Utterback Rd.

30. Business Rentals
TN Dixieland Shopping
Ce-ter, 850 sq. ft.
building with gas heat &
air conditioning, for
retail business or office.
Call 753-3018.
LARGE carpeted
building on M.S.0 campus Available April 1
Call 753-2967
32. Apts for

Rent

1 & 2 BR apt. near
downtown Murray.
Adults only. Call 7534109, 762-6650, or 4362844.
1 BR apt. Panorama
Shores, lakeview, appliances, furnished.
Lease & deposit required. Call 436-2484.
1 BR apt.. furnished or
unfurnished. No pets.
Deposit. 405-B N. 5th St.
Call 753-8207 after 5p.m.
JOYCE Noel Tax Ser- 1 BR furnished garage
vice. Short forms still apt., water furnished_
$7.50, long forms $15i,'Available now. Call
and up (includes 753-8294.
Federal SE State I. In 1 BR furnished apt. $150
home service for per month. $75 security
elderly or shut-ins. Call deposit. Call 753-4808.
489-2440 between 8a.m. 1 BR unfurnished.
8p.m. for appointment
Lease & deposit. No
or information.
pets. Call 753-9208 after
Williams
Tax
JUDY
4p.m.
Reasonable
Service.
2 BR duplex in Westrates. Call for an apwood subdivision. Very
pointment 436-2524 or
nice. Call 753-3966.
436-5496.
2 BR duplex with central heat & air, high
SERVICE- Federal and
efficiency wood stove,
state tax returns
refrigerator with ice
prepared your place or
maker. stove, dismine. No extra charge!
hwasher. washer &
Free pickup and delivdryer, low utilities, in
ery. Phone 436-5574
Westwood subdivision.
Years lease required.
Richard W. Jones
Call 753-3037 days.
Tax Service
LARGE 2 BR duplex
with dinning area, utilConfidential professional
ity room, microwave
service BS in accounting
oven, refrigerator,
with 14 years experience
stoye,,_carpeted., •ga,s
in preparing personal,
heat and air. Low utility
business and farm returns
bills. Quiet neighbor94 West and
hood $265 month. Call
Oaks Road
759-4406.
Call 753-3215 for appointLIKE new, 2 BR apt.,
ment day or night.
central air & heat,
stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal
26 . TV -Radio
and microwave fur10 FT. steel mesh dish nished. Washer-dryer
100 degrees L.N.A.' hookup, carpeted.
Drake Receiver digital Lease and deposit remotor drive. Com- quired Call 759-1503.
pletely installed, tax NICE furnished apt.
included, $1775. We Call 753-6044.
service all types satel- 'TAKING applications
lite systems. Es- for Section 8. Rent
tablished for 3 years. Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
sales & service. Gary's BR. Apply Hilldale
Sunoco 8th & Broadway Apts., Hardin. Ky.
Mayfield, Ky. Call 247- Equal Housing
1537 or 658-3116.
Opportunity_
VCR- RCA brand, 14
day, 7 event remote 33. Rooms for Rent
control. Excellent con- R003,IS for girls or boys
dition.
, Call 759-4476
a
after 5pm.
university. Call 753-8146
or 753-9894.

gmnrry--mm-rxx

41.Public Sales

GARAGE SALE
Hwy. 1824 N.
',0 mile from
Bucy's Grocery.
Fri. & Sat. 13-?
washing
$
mac'iWr, trolling motor,
CB radio, lots of Tup
perware. bowling balls,
womens &
mens
clothes.
childrens
clothes size 3 & 4 tod
dler, girls size 14 Lots
of misc

DEN SALE
522 S. 7th
Fri. & Sat.
No Sales
Before 8 A.M.
furSome
niture, large size
clothes, variety
of items.

YARD SALE
Sat. Only
8-5
6 miles out E. 94
turn on 732 at
Duncan's Grocery
go one mile and
watch for signs.
Baby

&

adult

clothes, furniture,
odds & ends.

Bank
Repossession
Assume balance of
loan with small down
payment on 1978
Redman, 14x70 3
BR Mobile Home.
down
$1050
$144.67 per month.
This home is already
Fox
in
setup
Meadows Mobile
Home Park, Contact
Glenn Starks, Starks
Mobile Bros. Mobile
Homes, Benton, Ky.
753-2922,

1983
14 x 70
PRESIDENTIAL
mobile home, 3 BR. 2
full baths, loaded. Assume payments or $16.
000. To be moved or can
remain on lot Call
753-9702
'71 HOMETTE. 12852,
carport & metal storage
E-5 Fox
Meadows. Call 759-1608
NICE. 1980 mobile
home. 14865 Call 4354214 or 753-9400.
PARTIALLY furnished,
2 BR mobile home with
additions, On 4 wooded
Iota in Ky. Lake Developement. Call 4362621.

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 Titt moi e ome,
large yard with garden
spot. Deposit & references required. $150
Call
per month
489-2440.

34

Houses for Rent

2 BR house for rent, 1638
West Olive. $265 a
month. Call 753-0906.
2 BR house, $200 plus
deposit. 641 South
Adults only. 753.6156.
3 BR. south 12th St. $250
per month. Call
evenings 314-458-2060.
3 ROOMS & bath,
midway area, $125.
Also, would sell house &
10.19 acres, $19,500.
Coleman RE 753-9898.
NICE 2BR newly decorated. well insulated.
stove, refrigerator.
fully carpeted: carport,
fenced yard. 805 N. 18th.
Call 759-1987.

37

Livestock-Supplies

14 BRED Heifers, one
black Angus bull. Call
492-8790 after 6p m.
REGISTERED Tennesse walking mare,
show or pleasure anroodmare,
d ., or si.
gentle
r anyone to
ride. Ca
3-9390_
REM
,RED Duroc
Boars Call 759.1330

Public Sales

GARAGE
SALE
Dudley and
Sunny Lane
Fri. & Sat.
Open at 7 AM
Baby items, 10
speed
bicycle,
glassware,
nice

clothing.

Sat., March 30
8 to 5
805 Sunny
Lane
Match stick mats,
louver doors, wicker

headboard, quilt
stand, prom dresses,
clothing
accessories.

HUMANE
SOCIETY
GARAGE
SALE
Sat, March 30
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
509 N. 4th St.
"Wonderful
Goodies"

GARAGE
SALE
Sat. 3-30-85
S. 11th St.
Behind Jerry's
Men,
women,
children and baby
clothes, baby accessories,
appliances, odds &
ends.

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
Rain or Shine
1803
Westwood Dr.
Air conditioner
used 2 months,
toys, household
items, childrens
clothes.
753-9318

AUCTION SALE
1
2
Saturday, March 30th 10 a.m. /
mile west of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Hwy.
94.
Two families that are having to relocate have
bunched their nice furniture, appliances, anti
ques, tools and small collector items to make
a big sale.
Like new refrigerator, upright freezer, side by side
refrigerator -freezer, electric stove, maple bedroom
suite, odd beds. bunk beds, tables, chairs and lots
more, antique oak dining table, wardrobe, cedar
desk, large office desk, pie safe, cedar bed, lots
more, nice wheel chair, truck loads of glass, china.
cooking utensils, old egg basket, lots of hand and
shop tools. Rastus plow, singletres, tractor seed
sower, garden grain drill. chains, 2 riding lawn
mowers, 350 CC,4 cylinder Honda street bike with
all the extras, 1975 Ford Mustang. 4 cyl 4 speed
transmission, solid little collector item.

For information call

LARGE
GARAGE
SALE

Public Sates

SALE, March 25
through March 31. Pots,
flowers, garden tools.
curlers, sweeper 81 attachments, old mason
jars, slippers size 7
1/2AA, slacks size 14,
blouses size 14. cooking
utensils, arts & crafts,
antiques BrOOkSie"
Maddox, Hazel, Ky.
492-8764.

43. Real Estate

Boys, girls, mens
& womens clothes,
toys, tricycles, desk,
small refrigerator,
wicker chair & accessories, record
player, mens golf
clubs. 750 BSA
Motorcycle, lots of
odds & ends.

DANK of Murray & Fm
H.A. repossessed pro.
perties. Other listings,
Murray-Calloway Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
753-8146 or Ron Talent
753-9894.

45. Farms for Sale
23 + ACRES Kirksey
area. 8 acres tillable,
1+ acres stocked pond,
balance in timber. New
survey & title search.
Property has power
pole & road frontage.
Assume note. Call 7536173 after 8p.m. or
753-8613.
80 ACRES north west of
Murray, $51,000. Call
753-3966.
46. Homes for Sale

CARPORT
SALE
Sat., Mar. 30
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
1207 Peggy Ann
Drive
Table & chairs,
portable dishwasher,
assorted hand tools,
some
childrens
clothing,
other
items

CUSTOM built brick
home, located on large
lot. 2 miles from city
limits, off 94 West on
Gregory Dr. 3 BR, 2
ceramic tile baths with
marble vanity tops
Living room, dinning
room, large kitchen

with lots of cabinets.
Marble window sills
throughout house, central heat/air, redwood
deck. attached 2 car
garage with automatic
opener. Many other
extras. Priced in the
50's. 753-9977.
F1OUSE and 5 1/2
acres. $33,000 reduced
to $31,000. Day 753-9841
or 436-2483, night 7535807 or 436-2483.

Motorcycles

1978 750 HONDA Windjammer Fairing, cycle
stereo sound system,
high padded backrest,
luggage rack, crash
bar. Sharp. 753-5033.
1980 250 17AMAHA, low
miles, good condition.
Must sell. Call 753-047
1982 V45 HONDA & 82
litaxium Yamaha.
435-4214.
1983 HONDA ATC 200
3-wheeler with wagon,
helmet and Wooly
Bugger tires, $900. Call
753-9219.
1 9 8 4 Y A la A H A 3
wheeler 225, shaft drive,
electric start, racks
$1300. Call 753-7217.
red 3-wheeler, 2
yrs. old. Phone 753-9240.

RIG

2BR house, newly re- 48. Auto
Services
decorated inside & out.
Nice for elderly couple'
or newly weds. 403 s. New & used parts for
most imported cars.
10th, 759-4620.
FOR sale by owner, 2 Open 8-5p.m. Mon-Sat,
BR house with large 474-2325.
upstairs storage,
49. Used Cars
$16,000. Call 753-5477.
BR brick, in city. 12 MERCURY Linz, 4
reasonable price. Call cylinder, excellent
condition. $3,850 or ofafter 4p.m. 753-6291.
3 EXTRA lots, stock fer. Call 762-4794.
barn, out building. 2 1982 MODEL Buick
min. from lake, $30,000. LeSabre diesel, 38,000
actual miles. Best offer
Phone 354-8943.
RICK home in Center or will trade for other
Ridge, about 2 blocks item. 753-3672.
from boat docks. Call
436-2664.

naranr-ViTOMMWt'F

rt

NORTH 641
CRAFT & FLEA
MARKET
Open Friday, Saturday 9 to 6, Sunday 10
to 5, in former Wiggins
Furniture
Buildilng 2 miles
north of Murray on
641. For information
call 753.4566. Come
brouse around or rent
a space.

49.Used

46. MOMS for Sale

47

Rain or shine
Sat. 8-3
1550 Oxford
in Canterbury

HOUSE to be
Call 753-3696.

Cars

1960 FORD 1 ton with
dump, 10 ft. metal bed,
sides, $1150. Call 4988258.
1968 DODGE 2 ton dump
bed. 1965 Dodge 2 ton
dump bed. Call 492-8313.
1971 FORD Pinto- an
original! 2000c.c., 3door. Runabout. Good
condition! One owner!
Super reliable!! Priced
to sell- $600. Call 7532368.
1972 DODGE Charger.
yellow, sharp, small
engine, good gas mileage. Call 753-2579.
1072 Wilif)Carlo. Call
3p.m.
1973 CHRYSLER New
Yorker with 440 engine,
low mileage, ps, pb,
good tires. $750 or best
offer. 753-7531.
1974 DODGE Dart, slant
six, air conditioned,
clean, good condition.
Call 753-6074.
1974 VEGA. 4 cylingder,
auto.. radials, mags,
excellent condition,
good paint. Call
762-4789.
1975 CAMARO, am-fm
Pioneer tape, 350,
automatic, ps, pb, reardefog. set new white
lettered tires.
mechanically fine. Call
753-6267, after 5p.m.
753-0337.
1976 AMC Pacer, fair
condition. $500 or best
offer. Call 436-2942 after
6p.m.
1076 CHRYSLER Cordoba, good condition,
just like new. Call
753-0525.
1076 CUTLASS Supreme
wagon. Call 753-4186.
197P TOYOTA Celica
with air, am-fm radio,
CB. Great shape. $2000
or best offer. Call
759-1847.
1979 GRAND Prix LI
loaded, $3750. 1500 Canterbury. 753-9710.
1980 BUICK Regal
Limited, white/gold,
chrome wheels. Nice.
Call 753-1412 until 5p.m
1986 CUTLASS
Supreme, $4700. Call
753-3966.

moved.

i:77177=c7=-11-,
wood heat, stove &
refrigerator, 2.5- - acres,
16824 shed, good water. 1/3 down balance
$131 a month. Call
1-545-7021 after 5p.m.
NEWLY redecorated 3
BR brick home.
Fireplace, full basement, large private
yard. 2107 Coldwater
Rd. 753-4070.

Sat., March 30th
10:00 A.M.
RAIN OR SHINE

1985

COTTAGE GROVE, TENNESSEE
Sale will be held on the property located 3 miles northwest of Cottage Grove and 16 miles northwest of
Paris. Turn off Paris & May-field Hwy. 69, 10 miles
north of Paris at Solo's Market only blacktop. Go 2.8
miles and turn right onto blacktop. Sale site is I mile
on left. WATCH FOR SALE ARROWS!!!
Mr. Terry Jones moved to Kansas 4 years ago and
rented his land out since that time. Having no further
need for the property he has commissioned Alexander
Real Estate and Auction Sales to sell these tracts at
public auction.
226.52+ I• Acres Being Offered In 4 Tracts
3 Tracts join except for the road dividing them.
TRACT 1 - 72.73± acres - Approximately 1600'
blacktop frontage.
This tract of land is gently rolling to level with approximately 52 acres of tillable land. The tract has 3
strand barbed wire fencing around it. Good row crop
land or excellent for livestock.
TRACT 2 - 50.00± acres - 1100 feet of gravel road
frontage.
From Tract 1 go 1,4 mile to 1st gravel road and turn
left. Go to tract and turn left. Farm is 1,4 mile on left.
This tract joins the northwest corner of Tract I. There
are two good ponds for stock water. The front portion
is all tillable land with approximately 12 acres of woods
on the rear portion. Most of tillable land is in one field
with 2 smaller fields behind the woods. This tract also
has fencing around it.
TRACT 3 - 38.00± acres - Across the road from
Tract 2 - 1700' plus feet of gravel frontage.
This tract has stock pond in the front corner with
shade for livestock near it. The front portion is open and
tillable. The land lays well and is gently rolling to level
with approximately 90,, being tillable. The lines are
fenced, although they may need repair to hold
livestock.
TRACT 4 - 59.79± acres - 2800' gravel frontage.
Located mile south of Tracts 1,2. and 3. After turning off the Cottage Grove Blacktop, take 1st gravel to
left, Farm is 14 mile on the left.
The farm is a hill tract that slopes down to some
branch bottom land along the back portion. It is improved with a small barn, lot, and old tobacco barn. It
has been fenced for cattle and is an excellent opportunity for you to have a nice building site and a combination crop and livestock farm. The hill land has been
cropped in soybeans during 1984.
TERMS: 20% down day of sale, balance due within
30 days upon delivery of deed. Farm is being sold to
owner's confirmation. Sale management and owner
reserves the right to group or regroup as they desire,
or confirm the sale of any tracts individually or
combined.
A pre-suction Inspection and showing is Invited. Contact Alexander Real Estate & Auction Sales at
101/S67-4244. Call for detailed brochure.
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Lynn Grove, Ky.
1

Thursday, April 4,198510AM
Rain or Shine
At the home of Lucille Smith, on Merrywoad
Drive, Benton, Ky. Merrywood Drive is approximately 2 miles northwest of Benton, just
off of 58 Hwy. or Mayfield Rd.
Follow auction arrows!
ANTIQUES & PERSONAL PROPERTY
FURNITURE: Checkering square grand piano over
100 years old in good condition. Oak pump organ
Chicago. refinished, beautiful ,Jainting couch
upholstered, victorian parlor table. walnut &
rosewood. set of walnut victorian dining chairs (4
straight backs with masters chair, beautiful carving)
marble top entrance table. nice, Victor victrola with
some records plays. small sideboard, drop-leaf gate
leg table with draw. antique sofa table, walnut victorian platform rocker not finished oak rocking
chair. 3 antique mirrors, antique wicker clothes
hamper. glass top, mantle clock, North Wind chair.
antique tier table, antique pedestal table. antique
gentleman chest. English wash stand with mirror.
refinished oak buffet, organ stool. Singer treadle
sewing machine. 2 antique oak office chairs. other
old buffet. blanket chest, antique 3 piece bedroom
suite, with box springs & mattress, king size Ethan
Allen bed. cane headboard. with box springs & mattress, Canadian pecan dining room suite, consisting
of 8 chairs. table, china cabinet and marble top ser
ver. Ethan Allan love seat & chair. 2 modern
secretary chairs, odd swivel occasional chairs, odd
small chest of drawers.
GLASSWARE: white Iris pitcher & 8 glasses. Royal
Lace cobalt blue pitcher & cookie jar bottom, 7 pink
Home Spun ice tea glasses. Cannonball pitcher
hand painted with glasses. Northwood carnival
Merrygold grape and cable pattern 7 pieces. (large
berry bowl 2 small desserts. 3 glasses and butter
top), set ol 6 Merrygold wild flower tumblers, 8
pieces of Blue Willow some made in occupied
Japan, Norman Rockwell plate. -Cooking Lesson Christmas plate 1971 first issued limited edition.
3 Delft plates. calendar plates. Wedgewood plates.
lardinnaire. spitoon. glass candlesticks. kerosene
lamps. brass floor lamps. several other odd & end
lamps. Aunt lemima cookie jar, other depression
old glass. odd glass. trinkets & whatnots several
pieces of gla-ssware
ART: 8 Ken Holland prints all framed some in an
tique frames other antique frames and prints
some signed). 2 large unframed oil paintings on
canvas
MISC: Black ball and powder rifle. Ethan Allan mantle piece. SS United States. (ship). 2 copper lined
smoke stands. Oriental 4x6 rug reproduction. 3
stone jugs, 2 gum ball machines, old records, ap
proximately 90 comic books old, 1 lot of odd and
end books. some dolls. Ba.rbie dolls and icase
Woodard patio table & chairs
Many. many other items too numerous to mention
NOTE: Reason for selling, relocating in different
state. We have some real fine merchandise in this
auction. As usual we will be selling under the rules
of absolute auction.
Lucille Smith, owner
Lunch available

Col. Paul Wilkerson & Sons
au Lcilslir
Real Estate & Auction
-I
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ANTIQUES
PUBLIC LAND AUCTION

Otto Chester's
Auction Service
435-4128

41.

N) ACRES Lynn Grove
area, catfish pond.
Phone 753-9240
0'x14' 2BR mobile
home, like new, 3-bay
clean-up shop, Shp,
compressor, approximately 1 acre.
$21,300. Kopperud
Realty 753-1222.

YARD SALE

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

14875 trailer, central air
& heat, small deep
freeze. Call 753-1651 or
759-4571.
1979 14860 mobile home.
2 BR, partly furnished,
excellent condition. Call
753-1362 after 5p.m.
753-0918.
1979 ATLANTIC, 12852,
furnished, central air
and porch. Call 492-8989.
1981 HORTON 12864,
BR. 2 bath, central air.
excellent condition. Call
753-7351 after 5:3013 m.
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49. Used Cars
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49. Used Cars

51.Campers
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
MAIL bid auction!! 1975 1977 18 FT. Wilderness 37 YEAR
53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
S experience, LAWN Mower and' NEED work on
your FENCE sales at Sears
Merc Bobcat, rebuilt camper, sleeps 6, extra buildings,
additions. Tiller Repair, Wayne or trees' Topping, prun
WILL haul white rock,
motor, excellent body, nice. Call 753-5033.
Lease
now
Call
Sears
753-23
pole barns & repairs
10 sand, lime, rip
Kim Wilson, 3 miles mg. shaping,
Irrigation Residential
rap and
complete
4 speed, am fm cass. 1979 JAYCO mini
America's
home, Free estimates. Call for South on 121
Call removal and more ('all for free estimate for masonary sand, coal,
CAMPBELL WELL
Mail
bid
your
needs
to:
28
Bret
ft.,
sleeps 6, fully self W.A. & Son collect, 753-5066.
Gor
fastest selling Eurodirt, gravel, fill sand
ROVER'S TREE
DRILLING
don, 1704 West Main, contained with many Farmin,ton 345-202
4.
Call Roger Hudson,
pean Sedan, The
SERVICE for Pro
McKenzie To
Murray. Closes 4 10 85, extras. Call 753-5447 ALLEN
Tree
753
&
Lawn
4545
fessi
or
onal tree care
753 6763
Audi 5000 for $298
Call Collect
Aluminum and Vinyl
Aluminum
include name & phone.
after 5p.m.
Service. We specialize
753-0338.
901 352 3671 or
siding and trim. Also
a
month. Now
21 FT Ritzcraft self- in all tree & lawn work
Serv
ice
Co.
901 352 5704
O LDS Cutlass
aluminum patio awnthrough May 31st.
contained travel trailer. Call 753-9786 please
Aluminum end vinyl
free Estimates
Brougham 1980, 36xxx, Sleeps
Reliable Landscaping
ings and carports.
6, bathroom with leave message.
Based on a 60 month
siding. Custom trim
diesel, elec. locks, win
Shrubs Planted.
shower, complete kitJack Glover
closed end lease. No
work. References.
dows, seats, air, power, chen,
WET BASEMENT. We
excellent condiEverything your lawn
down
tilt, cruise, am fm tion.
Call
payment.
753Will
make wet basements
Ed
1873
Bailey
.
Used only twice.
needs, we do it.
BAILEY
cassette, new Mich. Can be
Cry. Work completely
751-0689
AM/FM Cassette,
seen at 802
*Boxing
Call me now
tires & shocks. For Sycamore.
guaranteed
Call or
Sunroof, Automatic,
LEE'S CARPET
SPRING is here Bring
CARPET
appointment call 23' COAC
write Morgan Con
436-2210
*Framin9
CLEANING. For all
HMAN Travel
Many More Extras.
your
mowers (riding &
502-247 7256.
struct
ion Co Rt 2, Box
trailer. A-1 condition,
*Barn Posts
your carpet & upholstCLEANING
push), tillers, chain
Maintenance & In409A, Paducah, Ky
awning, roof air, elecery cleaning. For a free
saws, small engines and THWEAJT'S Alterna
Free Estimates
50. Used Trucks
*Fence Posts
surance Extra.
42001
or call 1 442 7026
tric hitch, attached
estimate call 753-5827
welding to Moody's tor Gendrator & Starter
759-1983
*Treated Lumber
1978 CJ-7 JEEP, loaded levers, I2V-110V
CARROLL AUDI
Satisfied references.
Repair for their tune up Service (rebuilt & re
&
, 3 tops (will sell new much more. Also,
*Metal Roofing
LICENSED Electrician
800 Chestnut
and overhaul Cherry paired) Route 41 Alma,
WEST KY.
style hard top membership in Cloud 9
for residential and
Corner Road, 753 5668
APPLIANCE
Murray, K
Ky 42020, strop (502)
*Far
m Hardware
ALUMINUM
seperately). 8000 lbs. Ranch. 6000 acres SERV
comme
rcial. Heating
Free pickup & delivery
ICE Kenmore.
753 8742
worn wench with roller campground in the
Put on end to costly
pain
Work Guaranteed
Westinghouse, and air condition, gas
trng
& brush guard, new Ozarks of Mo. Trout
problems
with
install
ation and repair
Whirlpool. 22 years
aluminum or vinyl siding
tires- less than 500 fishing, much, much
PAIN
TING
experience. Parts and Phone 753-7203.
and trim work. Sill
1982 TRANS Am, white, miles. AM-FM radio, more. A camper paraSpeed
Interior IL •xterior,
METAL ROOFING
service. Bobby Hopper,
•36-360S
loaded, good condition. ps, clock, custom built dise (also, coast to coast Bob's
quality work. ComAppli
ance
Ser& SIDING
took box, trailer hitch- camping). Phone 759Call 753-4487.
Roto-Router
vice, 202 S. 5th St
vietitive prices. In1st Quality Galvanized
1983 MAZDA GLC, ex- wired for lights, heavy 1432 or see at C-1 Coach Business 753-48
56 Free Column
sured. Over 16 years
72,
436Service
duty cooling system, Estates.
$33.0
cellent condition. 1 ow
0 per square
Industrial Drive
5848 (home).
experience. Coll Ralph
9
MONTH old Pit tull
ner, local car. AC, Levi renegade package.
Painted $43.00 per
Fast Service
BLUEGRASS painting.
Murray, Ky.
Worley 759-1050.
Geraman Shepher mix
am -fm, 27,000 miles. $3500. 901-642-2397 be- FIFT11 Wheel camper, Free estimates.
square
.
Full
36''
1-90
Call
1-642-1192
tween 6:30p.m.-10p.m , 1979 Road Ranger, 30 ft.
Phone 759-1099
Nice
pet, Free to
Below book price 498
Coverage. 5V Metal in
753-5877.
TREES trimmed Or good family
Paris.
long. ac, awning, com1-901-642-0229
home. Call 759-4132
8305 after 6p.m.
Stand
ard
remov
ed
Lengths
Also,
yard
plete
1979
after
CHEV
hitch
5p.m.
Y
Luv 4x4,
extra nice. •
Wedding
2- 1970 CUTLASSES. 1 2
work
$26.95 per square
Experienced
FREE large corrugated
ROOFING, painting ODD job specialist.
door, 1- 4 door. Good new white letter tires. Call 753-9274.
•
Photography
Free estimates Call
ceiling fans, electrical,
Wood's Farm Center
chrom
e
spoke wheels,
cartons. Excellent inetc.
20
condition, both need
yrs.
experi
a
ence.
753
8298
436
2690
plumbi
ng.
sun
fencin
roof,
g.
Marion, Ky.
sulation for outbuilding.
You
red. Extra 52. Boat
Free estimates. Call
work. Good rubber. $975
• CARTER STUDIO
s-Motors
TREE
name
work
it.
sharp
I
do
Compl
it.
truck
ete Each carton 10-13 lbs WI
You
, $4,000.
502-965-3176
474.2330.
for all. Only interested
le 300 MAIN ST SUITE B
removal, topping, tri
buy, I install. You
14 FT. 4 bottom boat, 10
Can be picked up at 207
Free
Delivery
call 753 0653 after Phone 437-4808.
25
SEWING Machine Re
• 1 North 3rd
mming
break.
&
I
Entran
HP
fix
stump
ce
motor
Call 436s re
1981 JEEP CJ-7, 35.000
South 7th Street. Mon-Fri
& trailer,
Squares and Up
5:30p.m.
pair. All makes and 2868.
moved
good
Call
753
0211
condition. $975. APPLIANCE REPAIR: model
miles, many extras.
BaM-4pm
s. Industrial, ROOF
'73 BLUE Dodge Char
ING. Plumbing,
Excellent condition. Call 753-3716.
Factory authorized for home and
ger, am fm cassette
comme
rcial
.
Sidin
g,
753-9262 evenings.
Additions, WILL clean basements,
Tappan, Kelvinator and 38 yrs.
stereo, air, PS, pb, good
experience. All Painting. Genera
1969 50h.p. MERCURY
l Cargarages or yard & haul
tires. Call 753 2436 after 1983 CHEVY outboard motor com- Brown Service on gas work guaranteed. Ken
pentry
.
P.A. Molony Co
and electric ranges, neth
off. Business or re
Customized van.
2:30p.m.
Barnhill, 753-2674, 753 - 8628
plete with controls, new
. Free
microwaves, dis- Stella,
sidential. Call 753 6973
loaded, beautiful light
Ky.
water pump & tune up,
DATSUN 280Z 1977, 1 blue
Estimates.
hwashers, re
& silver, overdrive,
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
$900. Call 753-2286 after
owner, 75xxx miles. good
frigerators, etc. Earl
mileage. Excellent 5p.m.
DON WILKERSON
Motor completely re
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Lovett, 354-6956 or 755condition, $12,950. Call
built by Datsun, 4- 753-721
ROOFING
5341.
7.
OVER
•
speed. For appt. ,call 1984
16 Yrs Experience
20 YEARS
CHEVROLET 1974 ARROWGLASg JOINER'S Tree Ser•
502-247-7256.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
XPERIENCE
pick-up Silverado, boat, walk through vice. 30 years exCall 15021489-2580
•
GOV'T surplus cars & loaded with
RAISED PANEL DOORS
extras, one windshield, 165 H.P. perience. Also bucket
or
Bitch
• Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
trucks under $100. Now owner, 12,000
motor, power tilt & truck for hire.
SATU
RDAY, APRIL 6,
miles,
Call
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKC
(502)345-2602
ASES
available in your area. excellent
trim, $2200. 1967 Dodge 753-0366.
11:00 AM.-RAIN OR SHINE1985
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITI
condition.
ES
van, $175. 1981- 400
Call 1-619 569-0242. 24 Sharp. Call 492-83
•
▪
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE at
FURNITURE REFINISHING
52 or
HOLL
AND BROS. INC. '
Yamaha Special
hrs.
COmPETITIVE PRICES Drop Sly
STUMPS removed
•
901-247-3945.
No ▪
S. Soo Our Display
motorcycle, $550. 400
damage to surrounding
WINGO, KENTUCKY
•
• 1212 Mein Murray, Ky.
Kawasaki, $400. 870
lawn. Lots cleared. Call
753-5940•
LOT
#1
-Front
ing Short Street w A 12x50 Mobile
ATITS& ASS.c.
Magnum shotgun, $195.
e••
9
••.
753-021
••
•••
1.
•••••••a••a•
Home, Fully Set Up w Central Heat
243 Remington rifle
And Air. There Is
Also A 3 Bay Metal Covered Building At
with
scope,
The
$185.
Rear.
28
INTERIOR
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
month old beagles,
LOT #2-Fronting Oak Street And
EXTERIOR
& Circle A Fencing)
Short Street. The
running, $65. Call 436Lot Is Open With A Few Trees.
PAINTING
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
2216.
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding,
LOT #3-Fronting Oak And Short
Street. ImproveWALLPAPERING
Soffit & Trim Work.
ments Are A 2 Bedroom Home, Two
53.
Servic
es
Metal Covered GaOffere
d
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
rages, And A 20 Ton Howe Commercial
Scale.
ALL type masonry
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows,
ALL THESE PROPERTIES WILL BE SELLIN
work, block, brick,
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
G AT
ABSOLUTE AUCTION WITH NO MINIMUMS!
concrete, driveways.
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
sidewalks, patios, house
NO REJECTIONS!
FENCING
foundations. 25 years
Terms On Real Estate: 15% Down Day
Chain-Link•Split Rail•Farm•Privacy
*FREE ESTIMATES*
Of Sale
experience. Free esAnd Balance Due Within 15 Days
Financing Available Phone: 753-8407 •
timates.. Call Charles.
And Defivery Of Deed.
Barnett 753-5476.
GENERAL HOME
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS TO BE SELLIN
REPAIR 15 years exG
2-Large Office Desks • Large
perience. Carpentry,
Secretarial Desk • 2Metal
Filing
Cabine
ts• Fire Proof Filing Cabinet•2concrete, plumbing,
Victor Calculators • 2-Adding
Machines • 2-Swivel
roofing. siding. NO JOB
Desk Chairs•A.B. Dick Photocopier
w Stand•8-Metal
TO SMALL. Free esChairs•Royal Typewriter•Check Writer
timates. Days 753-6973,
•Answering
Machine • Misc. Office Supplies •
Pedestal Table •
nights 474-2276.
Eureka Vacuum Cleaner•2-Coffee
Makers•Fire ExGrTTERING by Sears.
LARGE RENOVATED OLDER HOME
tinguisher•Metal Ladder•CB Radio.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK
Sears continuous gutPrice lust reduced - S60 s Phone Kop
Near Southwest Elementary School For Information Contact:
ters installed for your
perud
Reolty
Holland Bros. Inc. 502-376-2211 Or
Mid 530's
specifications. Call
Bill Holland 502-376-5401,
Sears 753-2310 for free
Or J.R. Holland 502-376-5446
estimate
rsSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
14, AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
Day
high heating and coolFANCY FARM
KENTUCKY
ing bills. Call Sears
(502) 623-8466 Or (502) 623-6388
753-2310 for free
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVER
estimate.
AL STATES

FARM
LUMBER

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

Onuars

AUCTION

PAINTING

JIM DAY

KOPPERUD
REALTY

PAINTING
753-3716

Makes You Feel At Home

_Opportunity to live and work
in beautiful Lakeland, Florida.

Painters, must be good & experienced body
men, vinyl top installers, vinyl repair work,
auto clean-up people, buffers, waxers,
upholstery cleaning.
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Kid

Coll collect (813) 687-6307 or 688
-8115
Sun. 2-4 p.m., Sat. All
Mon.-Fri. 8-5

JAMES R. CASH

ESTATE AUCTION

Farm Machinery & Household Auction

MODERN BRICK

Saturday, March 30, 1985 at 10 a.m. at the farm
home of the
late Mr. Hafford Orr. From Murray, Ky. take 641 Sout
h to Lauring Rd. - 1 mile to sale site. Watch for auction signs
.
Furniture: Glass door pie safe, old kitchen cabin
et, old telephone
table & chair, stone pieces, amber base Aladdin
lamp, S place setting of Harmony House silverware, 3 piece bedr
oom suite, oak hi
back bed, hi back rocker, old library table, quilt rack,
old magazine
rack, fancy old lamp tables, small 4 leg table, old rocke
r, some old
glass and china, air conditioner. T.V., couch, odd
chairs, electric
sewing machine, drum table, elect. fan. chro
me breakfast set.
elect. stove 8i ref., like new, small chest freez
er, nice upright
freezer, like new auto. washer, wash kettle,
step ladder. 4 H.P.
garden tiller, brass knob hames, Diamond Jubil
ee automatic
Marlin 22 cal. rifle. 410 single barrel shotgun, chain
saw, drill motor,
wrenches, push mower, hand & garden tools. Many
other items not
listed.
Farm Equipment: Fergerson 30 tractor, 63 point
disc, 3-point
2 bottom plows. 1 row cultivator, 5' roto cutter. 3
point 5' blade.
2 row John Deere corn planter. air compressor. tract
or seeder, nice
611-L.T. Allis Chalmer 3 speed riding mower.
12' ac. wheel disc.
19741,2 ton Dodge pickup. long wide bed. The tract
or and equipment
will sell at 12 noon. Sale held rain or shine. Not respo
nsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more info and your
auction needs
call 435-4144 Lynn Grove, 1<y.

4:4 "TOBACCO FARMERS TAKE

Farm Equipment &
Real Estate Auction
Saturday, March 30, 1985, 10 AM

"My Service Doesn't cost It Pays"

Murray
Saw & Engine
759-4164

We specialize in:
*Lawn Mower
Repair

SALECONDUCTED
LARRY
BA Y S
AUCTION COMPANY

*Chain Saw
Repair
--1
:j Small Engine

full

service parts department

LARGE HOME AND 12 ACRES
South,est c
L,,,cly 5E0

SHARP THREE BEDROOM

NEW LISTING IN TOWN
c .S40 <
••
.

FRESH ON THE MARKET
.

NEW GATESBORCI LISTING
v./1h man), unique 'r'cii,,rec
S7O's

.

ATTRACTIVE BRICK RANCH
r edecoraTed
S30 s

Lovely home

753 1222

Larry Seas. Auctioneer

Repair

Licensed & Bonded in Kentucky &
Tennessee
Not Responsible for Accidents!

Used mower for sale starting at
$40
We have a

HOME AND SIX ACRES

to

303, turn right, go to Cuba, take 83 east and watch for
signs.
Real Estate To Be Sold: 40x60 new tobacco barn and 52
10 acres
of land. 15% Down Day of Sale, Balance upon Delivery of
Deed.
New Holland tobacco setter. 1600 Model 1979 Ford truck with
water tank (truck well and water route) 1000 gal water tank with
trailer 300 gal gas tank. trailer axles 14 scaffold wagons 2x14
breaking plow 1977 2600 Ford tractor with 2800 hrs Coleman
fertilizer attachment reversible pond scoop 2 row cultiva
tors
pick up harrow boom pole 22 wheel trailers. 6 ft blade,
welder
iDayton 295 amp). torch set with tank gas stave misc
tools
1968 Chevrolet 1 1: ton truck 8 ft Burch wheel chsc 1979 GMC 4
wheel drive 34 ton pick-up iron cut saw. John Blue hi
boy 2
salamanders. 2-handy man lacks 9000 tobacco sticks tires
&
wheels 766 International tractor with 2032 his 4x16 in breakin
g
!plow. 6 row cultivators. 9 ft chisel plow 13 ft International
. wheel disc. 8 ft wheel type bush hog. 2 row Ford cultivators.
1-4 '!
wheel wagon. 2 row fertilizer attachmen.t.. 1 super A Farm All
tractor 5 ft blade 2 row mechanical tobacco setter 3x16
in
breaking plow. 1981 model 674 International diesel with
980 tec
ilike new Much more farm equipment to be sold
day of sale
For More Information Call:
247-7807, 247-9949, 382-2249
TERMS: Cash or good check.
Warren Real Estate, Rt 7 Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Refreshments To Be Served By Fat Boys Barbecue

Licensed & Bonded In My. & Tenn. #1281

Erniill

NEW COUNTRY LISTING
S40 s Phone Kopperud
753 1222

Located at Mr. & Mrs. A.B. Wheeler's at Cuba, Ky.
From Mayfield, take 303 to Cuba, turn left on 83 east, go
past Cuba Elementary School. From Fulton take 45 north to
Water Valley, take 94 east to 303, turn left and go to Cuba,
take 83 east and watch for signs. From Murray take 94 west

Dan Miller—Auctioneer
Terry Paschall—Auctioneer
Darrell Beane—App. Auctioneer

Hwy. 94 East

NOTE!
"

247-7807

Open 8:30-5:00 Mon.-Sat

247-9949

382-2249

7531222
IIIIMPS FOR
111101.1&11101111611
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ood men
(Cont'd from page 8).
C. Scruggs, L.D. Carlton
Miller, James H.
Washer, Jr., Lymon A.
Jones and Allen B.
Rose, alternates.
CaMD 0728 — Rachel

Jackson, Barbara N.
Ramsey, Dollie D.
Clark, Opal Madelle
Talent and Jessie W.
Workman, delegates;
Lavanche M. Turner,
Kathryn B. Outland,
Thelma T. Parker,
Roberta M. Ward and
Marelle S. Andrus,
alternates.

Camp 0827 — Linda
Fain, Sara L. Alexander
and Diana E. Lyons,
delegates; Ernestine
Garland, Judy F.
Johnston and Gayle
Lynn Smith, alternates.
Camp 0911 — Carolyn
R. Paschall, delegate;
Phyllis A. Tucker,
Kirksey.

Camp 8126 — Mildred
F. Collie, Gladys Spann,
Judy K. Scruggs, Judith
C. McCarty, Janet M.
Marvin and Emma
Ruth Bucy, delegates;

Annie A. Wilson, Barbara C. Blalock, Maria
Olazabal, Vicki J. Crick,
Martha F. Andrus and
Ruth Blackwood,
alternates.

QUALBY
SERVICE PARTS
TS

Looking For An Alternative To
Public Education?

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

GM

Eastwood Christian School

001111011MION

Rail commuters treated to free
ice cream during power failure
PHILADELPHIA
AP
— A commuter
train crewman kept his
cool — and passengers'
by handing out free
ice cream when they
were stalled nearly an
hour by a power failure.
"I wish all our problems were that easy to
lick," said Joaquin
Bowman, spokesman
for the Southeastern
Pennsylvania Transportation Authority.
About 100 passengers
were riding from the

suburbs into downtown
when the track lost
power and the train
stopped.
But if it had to happen, it happened in the
right spot — just across
the tracks from an ice
cream plant.
Passenger attendant
Jim Esposito walked to
the plant and explained
that he had a trainful of
stranded people.
Roger Cannier, operations manager of the

Presents

School Night

Breyers Ice Cream
plant, donated 50 vanilla
and chocolate ice cream
cups and 50 ice cream
bars, which Esposito
and conductor Mike
LoPresti handed out to
the delighted
passengers.
"Free ice cream, free
ice cream," Esposito
chanted, walking down
the aisles.
The power failure was
blamed on an Amtrak
work crew that had pulled the wrong switch.

Hwy. 94 East

7113-2617

641 S. Murray

For Additional Information, Call 753-1834

1407 West Main
753-4682

PRICES GOOD THRU
We Accept
04-03-85
Food Stamps
Open 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
We Reserve The Right
Monday thru Saturday
To Limit Quantities

Double 0

White Cloud Toilet

TISSUE
4

Both With $30 00
Or More Additional
Purcli.ese Exchiding
Dairy & Tobacco
Products &
Drinks on Special

/
I
1!, '00t' More

Murray, Ky.

Registration for 1985-86 School Term
April 1-5, 1985
Grades K-12

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

— RIu climixfoTiK4.1

SALMON
19'---l=
Limit H
Mori
Or
S
15
00
With

c .111(ling

Lynn Grove
Grade A Largo.

EGGS

All Three With $45.00
Or More Additional
Purchase Excluding
Dairy & Tobacco
Products & Drinks
unit -'
Doz
on Special
With $15.00 Or More
Additional Purcig,ise
Excluding Dairy and
Tobacco Prothig•ts
& Drinks on Special

Pink
\\Salmt
)

Additioaal Purchasg.
Excluding Dairy and
Tobacco Products
& Drinks on Special

Pur, tease
Dant, and
Iidiacco ProfitirtS
81 thinks on Special
E

An Academic Presentation
March 29, 1985
7:00 p.m.

1979 Chevy Impala
4 dr.. p.s., p.b., air, auto., low mileage,
maroon.
Was $4,277
Now $3,900

COW301
%
1 1-9

Viiir/r

Check our Christian Education
•High Academics
•Character Building

•

2 Liter

COCA COLA, TAB,
SPRITE, DIET COKE

$ 1 19

SOUP

3/$1
3/$
69°
$ 169
4 oz. 79°
3/89°
$ 189

101h Oz.

16 Oz 8 Pk. Plus Deposit

Hyde Park Cream of Mushroom

PEPSI COLA, DIET PEPSI,
MT. DEW, 7UP,
DR. PEPPER

SOUP
BEANS

Hyde Park

POTATO CHIPS
Chef Boy Ardee Spaghetti &

MEATBALLS

. 15 Oz.

Green Giant Cut Green

BEANS

16

Kelly's

TAMALES

79°
79°
Oz. 2/89°
69°
8 Oz.

15

MAYONNAISE
Dromedary Sliced

PIMENTOS
Bright Eyes

CAT FOOD. .61/2

SAUCE
Prairie Farms Whole

MILK

ROOTBEER

Gal

Flav-o-rich Low fat

MILK

Gal

Kitty

LITTER

10 Lb

$ 1 89

Nine Lives Dry

CAT FOOD

Oz.

I.B.C. 12 Oz. Btl. 6 Pk.

17 Oz

Hyde Park Tomato

15 Oz.

Kraft 32 Oz.

2/89°
150, 2/89°
99°
$ 69

CORN

10% Oz.

Kelly Chili With
$ 1 49

Pride of Illinois
Cream Style or Whole Kernal

Hyde Park Cream of Chicken

3h Lb $2
39

•
•

Nabisco Ritz

CRACKERS

Lb Box $

59

Oz.

Bryers 1/2 Gal.

ICE CREAM

$269

Chicken of the Sea Oil or Water Pk.

TUNA

6y2

Oz.

Lb.

Box

Merit Saltine

CRACKERS

69°
59°

Enige Dry
Cured Smoked

PICNIC

69

ROUND
STEAK

79 1

With Sprayer

WINDEX
SUPER

220z.

$

Family Pack

Choice
Boneless

$ 1 69

SUPER

29'
LETTUCE 39 & 49'
s v iv,
MUSHROOMS
89'
CARROTS
3/89'
$119
BROCCOLI
SLAW MIX
69°
ONIONS
4
Size 36

I testi Ctisi, Head

cloud,. 1 Lb. hug

14 Size

Bun clii•

A

CHICKEN
BREAST
$ 1 29

9
9
L?)

MEAT BUYS!

F

Lq

Pkg

tr;',./(/,

49

PRODUCE BUYS!

CELERY

GROUND
BEEF
3 4 Lb

$ 1

U.S. Choice Chicken

FRY STEAK
U.S. Choice Boneless Rolled

RUMP ROAST

Owens Best Dell

$219
Lb *239

Lb

Fields 1 Lb.

/9

WIENERS

ROAST BEEF
OV1/011,ti

BAKED HAM
Owens

Best Boneless Pit

BAKED HAM
Finge

U.S. Choice

SIRLOIN STEAK

DELI

SUPER

American

CHEESE

Lb.

Extra Lean

PORK STEAK

Lb.99

Boneless

BOSTON BUTT Lb

•

$429
$329
$329

$1 19
• •• •

BBQ BEEF
••••
OOOOOOO
••••••••••••••••
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$239
$329
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CHEESE

BUYS!

$298
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